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To the Trinity Student 
THE HANDBOOK, unlike the College Cata-
logue, contains informat ion which is princi-
pally non-academic in nature. It serves as a 
handy reference for the undergraduate and 
will provide many answers to questions which 
will arise concerning the life of the college 
community. In addition to the college regula-
tions, it has information about campus 
organizations and their officers; the Constitu-
tions of the Senate, the Interfraternity Coun-
cil and the Freshman Executive Council; the 
academic, social and athletic calendars; and 
information of a general nature. 
Each undergraduate is held responsible for 
knowing the rules and regulations of the Col-
lege. Annually there are various changes in 
the regulations, in the constitutions or in or-
ganizations, so it is strongly recommended 
that each new issue of THE HANDBOOK be 
carefully reviewed. 
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General Information 
TRINITY COLLEGE, Connecticut's second oldest college, was 
founded in 1823 by a group of Episcopal clergy and laymen under the 
leadership of Bishop Thomas Church Brownell as a non-denominational 
liberal arts college for men. Information concerning the history of the 
College may be found in the Catalogue Issue of the Trinity College Bulletin. 
The Campus 
If you enter the campus from the parking area through the main arch 
in Downes Memorial Clock Tower, you will pass beneath the Trustees' 
room. An entrance in the arch to the right leads to the offices of the Treas-
urer and Comptroller, of Placement, of Development, of Alumni, and of 
Admissions. An information desk is located in the main hallway. 
Leading from the arch to the left is a cloister which connects Downes 
Memorial with the College Chapel, an excellent example of Gothic 
architecture. Persons, events and activities of the life of the College are 
commemorated in the stained glass windows and the many remarkable 
carvings. In addition to the main Chapel, the building includes the Chapel 
of Perfect Friendship, the Crypt Chapel and the offices of the Chaplain. 
The south cloister of the Chapel opens on to the Funston Memorial 
Garden. 
To the right of Downes is Williams Memorial. Here are the offices of 
the President, the Dean of the College, the Associate Dean of the College, 
the Dean of Students, the Assistant Dean of Students, the office of Gradu-
ate Studies and Summer Term, the Assistant Dean and Registrar, the 
Cashier, the Business Office, Central Services, College R elations, the Col-
lege Counselor, the office of Financial Aid, and some faculty members. 
Turning left in front of Williams Memorial and proceeding down the 
Long Walk you have the first seven sections of Jarvis Hall (1878), then 
Northam Towers (1881), and finally Seabury Hall (1878). Jarvis Hall and 
Northam Towers are dormitories. In addition to individual faculty offices, 
Seabury Hall contains classrooms and the language laboratory. 
Continuing down the walk beyond Seabury you will find at the south 
end of the Quadrangle, Hamlin Dining Hall and the Faculty Club in Cook 
Lounge. Upstairs are the Cook-A Dormitories and the College Guest 
Room. The southern extremity of this building, right next to Mather 
Hall, is occupied by the Medical Office and the Infirmary. 
Before you enter the Cook Arch, you will see stairs on your right 
leading to the Campus Laundry. Turning to your left and walking straight, 
you will see the Cook-B and Cook-C Dormitories, the Woodward Dormi-
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tory and the Goodwin Dormitory and Lounge. Directly in front of you is 
the Clement Chemistry Building which adjoins Goodwin and contains the 
Krieble Auditorium. 
The Library, located across Funston Court directly behind the Chem-
istry Building, contains more than 450,000 volumes and houses Trinity's 
valuable 130,000-volume Watkinson Collection. 
Passing through Bancroft Arch, which separates Goodwin Dormitory 
from the Chemistry Building, you will face the south portion of the cam-
pus. 
Directly before you is Boardman Hall which contains the laboratories 
and classrooms of the Departments of Biology and Geology. 
On your right is William Gwinn Mather Hall, the student center. It 
contains a large student dining hall; a snack bar; student lounges; game 
rooms; bowling lanes; Post Office; Bookstore; student lockers; head-
quarters for the Medusa, the Senate, the Tripod, and the Ivy; other student 
meeting rooms; the Washington Room, a large assembly hall; and the 
Alumni Lounge. 
To the south of Mather Hall are two dormitories, Elton Hall and 
Jones Hall. Beyond these dormitories is the South Campus Dormitory 
which houses 250 students. 
The Hallden Engineering Laboratory and the McCook Mathematics-
Physics Center are located behind Boardman Hall and to the left of Jones 
Hall as seen from Bancroft Arch . The Austin Arts Center forms the east 
side of the quadrangle. It houses the Department of the Arts- Drama, Fine 
Arts, and Music. 
Beyond the Austin Arts Center are found the tennis courts and Trow-
bridge Memorial, housing the swimming pool, six championship squash 
courts and athletic offices. 
Adjoining the eastern end of Trowbridge is the Alumni Field House, 
which provides facilities for many indoor sports. 
Returning across campus from the Field House toward the Chapel, 
you find the soccer, football and practice athletic fields to the right; in the 
center lined by two rows of trees is the Mall, bisecting the campus east to 
west; and to your left is the statue of Bishop Brownell and the Long Walk 
on the far left. 
Beyond the Chapel toward Vernon Street is Alumni Hall, which con-
tains the gymnasium for intramural sports. Down the walk from Alumni 
Hall is the home of the President of the College. 
The fraternity houses, with one exception, are on Vernon Street. Sit-
uated on the corner of Vernon and Summit Streets is Ogilby Hall, a dor-
mitory building including Haight Dining Hall. 
Between Vernon Street and Allen Place is the North Campus 
Dormitory. 
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ALMA MATER 
"NEATH THE ELMS" 
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity, 
'Neath the elms of our dear old Trinity, 
Oh it 's seldom we'll meet, 
In the moonlight so sweet 
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity. 
College days are from care and sorrow free, 
And oft will we seek in memory 
Those days that are past, 
Far too joyous to last, 
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity. 
Then we'll sing to our old Trinity, 
To our dear old Alma Mater, Trinity; 
We're together today, 
And tomorrow away, 
Far away from our old Trinity. 
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity, 
'Neath the elms of our dear old Trinity, 
No more shall we meet, 
Our classmates to greet, 
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity. 
Augustus P. Burgwin '82 
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Advisory Services 
There are several administrative officers who are directly responsible 
for the welfare of Trinity's students. Some of these the Freshmen will come 
to know during their first few weeks on campus. Others they will come to 
know when they need advice or help in specific areas. 
Dean of Students 
The Dean of Students and Director of Student Affairs, Dr. Roy Heath, 
is responsible for the conduct and growth of each student as a person; this 
includes the student's intellectual, emotional and moral development 
while at Trinity College. In case of emergency the Dean legally acts in loco 
parentis for those under 21 years of age. 
In carrying out his general concern for student conduct in the dormi-
tories, the fraternities and the campus in general, the Dean of Students 
works closely with the Medusa, the Junior Advisers and the officers of 
fraternities who have primary responsibility for requiring conduct be-
fitting a Trinity student and fostering the development of a community 
where the rights, sensibilities and general welfare of each student become 
a concern of all . 
The Dean of Students maintains his office hours, generally, each after-
noon from 1:30 to 4 p.m. in \tVilliams Memorial. Students may arrange 
conferences for discussion of both academic and personal matters at that 
time. When the student so desires, conferences will be treated in confidence 
and not be made matters of record. 
Permission to change dormitory rooms, to be absent from classes (be-
yond the excused cut allotment) must be granted by him. Each student 
must notify the Dean when events require his leaving the campus for any 
extended period. 
Dean Heath IS a professor of Psychology and resides at 65 Vernon 
Street. 
Assistant Dean of Students 
The Assistant Dean of Students, Leonard R . Tomat, maintains an 
office on the second floor of Williams Memorial. This newly-created posi-
tion has been delegated with the responsibility for special college pro-
grams, campus organizations and residence halls. Also, the registration of 
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motor vehicles, parking, social events sponsored by fraternities and other 
organizations, and special programs such as Freshman Week, Parents' 
Weekends, etc. will be under his immediate supervision. 
All requests concerning dormitory rooms will be channeled through 
this one office - room assignments, keys, room damage, etc. 
Assistant Dean of the College and Registrar 
The Assistant Dean of the College and Registrar, Mr. Gerald R. 
Marshall, maintains student records and directs registrations, mid-year and 
final examinations. He is responsible for the administration of the various 
Faculty rules on academic discipline. He is available during College office 
hours to Freshmen and to upperclassmen in need of advice on academic 
matters. Dean Marshall's office is in Williams Memorial. 
Director of Placement 
The Director of Placement, Mr. John F. Butler, has his office in 
Downes Memorial. The director holds periodic interviews with students to 
help them in planning careers, directs bursary employment and acts as a 
liaison for part-time and summer positions off-campus. The Placement 
Office arranges campus visits from graduate school representatives and 
company recruiters. 
College Counselor 
The College Counselor, Dr. George C. Higgins, whose office is on the 
first floor of Williams Memorial, has special training and experience in 
dealing with emotional problems and is available to all students who 
desire assistance in coping with difficulties in personal, emotional and so-
cial relationships. All conferences with Dr. Higgins are kept confidential 
and off the student's record. Under his supervision all students are 
given the opportunity to utilize psychological tests of interest, motivation, 
aptitude, ability and achievement. 
Chaplain 
The Rev. Alan C. Tull, College Chaplain, is available for conversa-
tion or counseling with any students at any time. Chaplain Tull may be 
reached in his office adjoining the Chapel garden, in his apartment on the 
third floor of the Mather Student Center, or around the Campus. 
Medical Director 
The office of the Medical Director is in the south end of Hamlin 
Hall. Office hours are 8:30a.m. to 12 noon and 1:00 to 4:00p.m., Monday 
through Friday, and 9:00 to 10 a.m. on Saturday, during which either Dr. 
Izzard, Dr. Lundborg or a registered nurse, Mrs. Dorothy W. Marshall, 
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will be on duty. At other times, student aides are stationed on the third 
floor of the Infirmary in Hamlin Hall to handle emergencies. 
In case of illness or injury, resident students are required to report at 
the college medical office early in the morning. In an emergency, prompt 
notification of parents is made; but, if parents cannot be reached, the col-
lege authorities reserve the right to act as seems best for the welfare of the 
student concerned. 
All students enrolled during the regular academic year are covered by 
a compulsory insurance policy which provides accident, health and catas-
trophe benefits. Claims for benefits under this program must be made on 
standard forms obtainable at the office of the Director of Student Affairs. 
Such claims should be filed immediately when possible and no later than 
twenty days after the onset of illness or injury. Read and keep the booklet 
A ccident and Sickness R eimbursem ent Plan for Students for information 
about the stated benefits. Please note that in case of hospitalization, in-
surance benefits only partially cover hospital costs and physician fees. Costs 
due to accidental injury are more fully covered. Visits to the hospital 
emergency room for illness are not covered by this policy. 
Director of Financial Aid 
The Director of Financial Aid, Francis B. Gummere Jr., is located in 
Williams Memorial. The director makes available scholarship and loan 
information and applications for financial aid, which are processed in this 
office. He acts as the counselor for financial aid candidates and those al-
ready participating in the financial aid program. Mr. Gummere is also the 
adviser to foreign students registered at Trinity College. 
Freshman-Sophomore Advisory Council 
The Freshman-Sophomore Advisory Council, a faculty committee of 
approximately fifty members presently under the chairmanship of Dr. M. 
Curtis Langhorne, provides students in their first two college years with 
the most dependable source of information about matters pertaining to 
courses and other academic problems. The freshman normally remains 
with the same adviser for two years. This period of continuous advisory 
and counseling relationship provides for better acquaintance on the parts 
of both the adviser and the student, thus permitting more intelligent 
course and program planning. It is hoped and expected that the student 
will seek out his adviser at any time that mature advice is needed. 
Pre-medical Advisory Committee 
A Pre-medical Advisory Committee has been appointed by President 
Jacobs to start functioning in September 1966. 
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Members of this committee are Mr. John F. Butler, chairman; Dr. J. 
Wendell Burger; Dr. Robert H. Smellie (Dr. Edward Bobko will serve 
during the Christmas Term 1966-1967 while Dr. Smellie is on Sabbatical). 
This committee will advise and counsel undergraduates interested in 
medical schools; it will also serve as an evaluation and recommendation 
committee for those students applying to medical schools. 
Junior Advisers 
Each year some 40 juniors are selected to serve as advisers to the Fresh-
man Class. Assigned to rooms adjacent to those of the freshmen, they at-
tempt in a friendly manner, through personal contact, to help new students 
with their personal problems and with their adjustment to college life. 
Each Junior Adviser is expected through his own gentlemanly conduct 
to set a good example for those around him and to act in a responsible 
manner in making sure others uphold the traditions and rules of the 
College. 
JUNIOR ADVISERS for 1966-67 
Stuart M. Bluestone 
David E. Chanin 
Joseph P. Cohen 
W. Gregory Coward Jr. 
Richard E. Coyle 
William C. Danks 
Stuart E. Edelman 
Samuel H. Elkin 
Dennis H. Farber 
George M. Feldman 
Michael H. Floyd 
George L. Fosque III 
Frank F. Fowle Jr. 
Daniel L. Goldberg 
Bruce H. Greene 
Alan Griesinger 
Malcolm L. Hayward Jr. 
Terry L. Jones 
Robert L. King 
Stanley J. Kosloski 
Anthony E. Kupka 
Michael E. Lestz 
Stuart J. McCampbell 
Joseph E. McKeigue 
Richard G. Meloy 
Keith M. Miles 
Charles W. Miller III 
Douglas M. Morrill Jr. 
Thomas I. Nary 
Joseph M. Perta 
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Stephen Peters 
Parker H. Prout 
Gerald C. Pryor 
Joseph B. Riker 
Lawrence H. Roberts 
William P. Shortell III 
David C. Soule 
William P. Spigener 
John C. Stiers 
Paul K .. Sutherland 
James L. Swanson 
Sheldon Tilney 
George P. Wanty III 
Richard Weingarten 
Michael A. Williams 
Student Services 
The Library 
The College Library, under the direction of Mr. Donald B. Engley, is 
open daily during term time Monday through Thursday from 8:30 a.m. 
to 11 p.m. On Friday it is open from 8:30 a.m. to 10 p.m., on Saturday 
from 8:30a.m. to 5 p.m., and on Sunday from 2 to 10 p.m. 
Fines are assessed for overdue books at the rate of five cents per day 
for books from the stacks and twenty-five cents per day for Reserve Books, 
except two-hour and overnight Reserves which are one dollar per hour or 
a fraction thereof. Although notices are sent for overdue books, the respon-
sibility for the return of a book rests with the borrower and the fine com-
mences at the time the book is due at the Library. 
The Library makes available a booklet of information concerning the 
use and rules of the Library. 
Study Areas 
Study areas generally available throughout the night are located in 
Seabury 34, Jones Hall Lounge, Elton Hall Lounge, South Campus 
Lounge, the Old Cave in the basement of Hamlin Hall and in the Ante-
Crypt in the College Chapel. Students are expected to maintain these 
facilities in good order. Additional study areas are provided during the 
final examination periods. Hours and places are posted. 
William Gwinn Mather Hall 
Mather Hall is the focal point of student activity on the Campus. The 
building is open from 7 a.m. until I a.m. during the week. The weekend 
programs vary to meet the many interests of the student body. 
A student board assists the Director, Mr. Del A. Shilkret, in the es-
tablishment of policy and in the operation of Mather Hall. The Director 
is responsible for scheduling all student campus activities. 
DINING F AGILITIES 
Meals will be served to students and their guests in the main Dining 
Hall, Monday through Saturday, from 7:30 to 9:00 a.m., from 11:00 a.m. 
to I :00 p.m. and from 5: 15 to 6:15 p.m. except Saturday lunch which will 
be served from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Sunday brunch will be offered 
from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and Sunday dinner from 5:15 to 6:15. Hours 
for the Cave are 7 a.m. to midnight, Monday through Friday, 7:00 a.m. to 
10:00 p.m. on Saturday and 10:00 a.m. to 8:00p.m. on Sunday. 
Freshman may buy a twenty-meal or an eighteen-meal ticket on a 
semester basis. Commuters may purchase a special weekly ticket. 
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Upperclassmen may purchase one of the semester meal tickets and 
have the added privilege of taking the evening dinner meal in Hamlin 
Hall, Monday through Friday. Upperclassmen will be served in Hamlin 
from 5:30 to 6:15 p.m. Individual or guest tickets may be purchased at 
the door. 
Students are expected to demonstrate good taste in apparel worn 
whenever using the dining hall, snack bar, and lounges of the Student 
Center. 
POST OFFICE 
The Post Office, under the supervision of the Director of Mather Hall, 
is located on the lower level. The office is open for all postal services be-
tween 8:00 a.m. and 4:00p.m., Monday through Friday, and between 8:00 
and 11:00 a.m., Saturday. 
There are three incoming mails at approximately 8:30 a.m., 11:30 
a.m., and 1:00 p.m. on Monday through Friday and 8:30a.m. on Saturday. 
The outgoing mails are at 9:15 a.m., 12:00 noon, 3:00 p.m. on Monday 
through Friday and there is a single pick up on Saturday at 9:30 a.m. 
Normal postal service also occurs on Saturday and Sunday at the mailbox 
above the outside stairwell on the west side of Mather Hall. Parcel Post 
comes in only once a day in the morning Monday through Friday and is 
not delivered on Saturday. 
Each student is assigned an individual postal box for the four-year 
stay on the Trinity campus. It is essential that all mail, parcel post and ex-
press be addressed in care of the postal box number, not the dormitory 
room. 
THE TRINITY COLLEGE BOOKSTORE 
The Bookstore, on the lower level of Mather Hall, is open from 9:00 
a.m. to 4:00p.m. on weekdays and 9:00a.m. to noon on Saturdays. 
The store is operated by the College to make available the required 
textbooks and classroom supplies for all courses. These are supplemented 
by a large selection of scholarly paperbacks as well as reference books, gifts, 
basic drug items and magazines. 
Checks under $50 may be cashed at the Bookstore. 
LOUNGE AND RECREATIONAL AREAS 
The Hallden Game Room, the Bowling Lanes and the several lounges 
are operated under the supervision of the Director of Mather Hall and the 
Board of Governors. The Hallden Game Room, located in the basement, 
has six ping-pong tables, three pool tables and a billiard table. The Game 
Room is open seven days a week: Monday through Thursday, 10:30 a.m. 
to 10 p.m.; Friday and Saturday, 10:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.; Sunday, 2 to 10 
p.m. A small fee is charged for the use of the equipment in the Game 
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Room. The Card Room is located adjacent to the Game Room. Cards and 
checkers, etc., may be borrowed from the student attendant at no charge. 
The Bowling Lanes are completely automatic with the newest Brunswick 
equipment. The Lanes are open seven days a week: Monday to Thursday 
from 12 noon to 10 p.m., Friday from 12 noon to II p.m., Saturday from 
12 noon to 9 p.m., and Sunday from 2 p.m. to 9 p.m. The charge for bowl-
ing is 40¢ per string and there is a shoe rental service. There is an oppor-
tunity for competitive bowling through the intramural council. 
A TV set is placed in the lounge near the snack bar each evening at 
6:30p.m. This set is also available for special viewing whenever necessary. 
The set is equipped with RKO subscription television which is unique in 
the Hartford area. There is also another TV set for student use located in 
the Old Cave in the basement of Hamlin Hall. 
THE LAUNDRY 
The College Laundry is operated as a campus concession by Mr. 
Michael Plaut Jr. Located below Cook-A, it is open Monday through 
Friday from 12 noon to 5:00 p.m. for regular laundry service, shirts and 
dry cleaning. There is also a coin-operated laundromat open 24 hours a 
day. A contract linen service is offered by the laundry, supplying students 
with fresh sheets and towels during regular business hours. 
Bulletin Boards 
Offical notices are posted along the Long Walk on the bulletin board 
to the right of Middle Jarvis. General notices are posted on the bulletin 
boards to the left of the entrance of Middle Jarvis, at Cook dormitory arch-
way and in Mather Hall. News items and other notices of interest are 
posted on bulletin boards in Williams archway. Information on lectures, 
weekend activities of cultural and social nature, both on and off the cam-
pus, is displayed in the foyer of Mather Hall. Students should make a 
practice of consulting the bulletin boards frequently. 
The Business Office 
(Payment of College Bills) 
The Business Office, headed by Mr. Dean H. Kelsey as Associate 
Comptroller, is concerned with the handling of college bills, student 
emergency loans and student organization accounts. All inquiries about 
bills and fees should be made to his office on the first floor of Williams 
Memorial. 
Term bills are payable on or before Registration day of each term. 
Supplementary and miscellaneous bills are payable within 10 days. A Late 
Payment Charge of $5.00 will be added to all bills which are not paid when 
due. 
No student may receive his degree, or an honorable dismissal, until 
this office certifies that all his college bills have been paid. 
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Academic Regulations 
Registration and Enrollment 
All students are required to register on or before the first day of the 
term. A late fee must be paid by each student who does not register at the 
time appointed. 
Freshmen and sophomores in regular standing are normally expected 
to take five courses each semester, exclusive of Physical Education. Juniors 
and seniors take four courses. No student in regular standing is allowed to 
enroll during any one term in less than four courses. 
Payment of the tuition fee entitles a student to register. With the con-
sent of his faculty adviser and the Registrar, a student may enroll in a pro-
gram containing an extra course. Dean's List students may, without charge, 
take extra courses. They will, however, receive no credit toward the satis-
faction of degree requirements for such work. Should they desire credit in 
extra courses, then the regular fees will be charged. Instructors may enroll 
students in their classes only after notice that registration has been com-
pleted. College credit will be allowed only for courses in which students 
are regularly enrolled. Regular students may, with the permission of the 
instructors, audit courses for which they are not enrolled. No examina-
tions or credit will be given to such auditors, and courses audited are not 
listed on student records. 
At any registration a junior or a senior may elect as part of a regular 
full-time program one half-year course or one full -year course not offered 
or required by his major department and not fulfilling one of his basic 
requirements, in which he may request to be graded with either "Pass" or 
"Fail." This election, having been made, shall not be known to the profes-
sor involved, and may not subsequently be changed. 
Full credit will be granted for a course which has been graded as 
"Pass." No credit will be granted for a course graded as "Fail," and "Fail" 
will have the same effects upon academic standing as the regular grade 
of "F." 
In the determination of averages, ranks, etc., "Pass" will have no 
quality point value, and such determinations will be based upon the 
regular letter grades received. 
Changes in electives ordinarily can be made only during the first four 
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days of a term. All changes must be made through the office of the R egis-
trar. Procedure for making changes is as follows: 
A. To drop a course: fill out a Change of Course Card, obtain the 
adviser's initials, and present the completed card to the Registrar. 
B. To add a course: fill out a Change of Course Card, obtain the 
adviser's and instructor's initials, and present the completed card to the 
R egistrar. 
No upperclassmen shall be permitted to drop a course, except duri~g 
the period of course changes that follows registration, until after the m-
formal mid-semester grading period, unless he has the approval of the 
Dean of the College or his deputy. 
No undergraduate shall be permitted to drop a course after the last 
scheduled meeting of the course. 
Juniors and seniors may take graduate courses only with the permis-
sion of the student's major adviser, the instructor and the Office of Grad-
uate Studies. 
Matriculation 
New students who qualify for membership in the College are formally 
accepted at the historic Matriculation Service in September. 
At this service, each new member of the College takes the following 
Matriculation Oath: "I promise to observe the Statutes of Trinity College, 
to obey all its Rules and Regulations; to discharge faithfully all scholastic 
duties imposed upon me, and to maintain and defend all the rights, privi-
leges, and immunities of the College, according to my station and degree in 
the same." 
Attendance 
I. UNEXCUSED ABSENCES 
All students are expected to attend regularly and promptly all their 
college appointments and exercises. W hile the College recognizes that some 
absences may, on occasion, be necessary, these should be held to a mini-
mum. 
In order to provide for exceptional personal circumstances and emer-
gencies and to place the responsibility of his learning squarely on the 
student, the following regulations apply: 
Freshmen are permitted up to three unexcused absences from classes 
in each course during the Christmas Term. Those who have completed five 
courses during the first semester wi ll be classified for the privilege of un-
excused absence from class the second semester as follows: 
Average grade of B or higher: Dean's List; unlimited number of 
cuts 
Average grade of C+ orB-: five cuts per course 
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Average grade of C-or C: four cuts per course 
Average grade below C-, except men on probation: three cuts 
per course 
Academic probation: no unexcused class cuts. 
Freshmen who complete less than five courses are automatically put in 
one or the other of the last two categories above. 
Members of the Sophomore Class who receive grades of less than C-
in three courses at the end of any term will be restricted to three cuts per 
course in the subsequent term. 
Upperclassmen, except sophomores as noted above, are held to no 
limited number of absences, but are responsible for all the work required 
in course including reading, papers, reports, tests and examinations. 
An undergraduate who is limited to a specific number of unexcused 
absences (all first-term freshmen; second-term freshmen not on the Dean's 
List; sophomores on academic probation; sophomores with grades less 
than C- in three courses at the end of the preceding term) will be placed 
on overcut probation if he exceeds the number of unexcused absences 
allowed him. An undergraduate eligible for a second overcut probation 
will automatically go on academic probation. 
A freshman or sophomore on academic probation in one term who 
overcuts in the next may, at the discretion of the Committee on Academic 
Standing and Discipline, be placed on academic probation a second time, 
thus becoming eligible for an automatic required withdrawal. 
o unexcused absences may be taken on the day of an announced 
test or examination. Unexcused absences on the two days immediately 
preceding and the two days immediately following recesses and holidays 
are counted double. Tardiness or early egress may be reported by instruc-
tors as one-quarter, one half, or a full absence. 
All students are required to attend all meetings of seminars, labora-
tories, tests and examinations. 
Transfer students in their first semester are permitted three unexcused 
class cuts per course. After their first semester they are subject to rules 
governing the upperclassmen. 
On the recommendation of the instructor, any student may be re-
quired to drop, with a failing grade, a course from which he has absented 
himself excessively, and faculty members may consider excessive absences 
in computing grades. 
The absence privileges detailed above do not apply to attendance 
requirements for Physical Education. 
II. EXCUSED ABSENCES 
In general, no excuse from academic appointments will be granted 
except for illness or for other extraordinary reasons. 
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Applications for excuses, other than medical excuses, should be made 
to the Dean of Students in advance of the absence, since no absence may be 
excused unless notice is given at the beginning and end of the absence. 
Students participating in scheduled college-sponsored extracurricular 
events such as athletic games and Glee Club concerts are normally auto-
matically excused from their classes which conflict with the event. It is 
the responsibility, however, of each student participating in a sport or 
activity to inform each of his instructors at the beginning of the semester 
of the dates of scheduled events that will conflict with his class in that 
course. Instructors need information regarding anticipated class absences 
for use in scheduling or rescheduling hour tests and other class assignments. 
Excuses for illness may be granted by the Medical Director. Resident 
students should report to the Medical Office between 8:30 and 10 a.m. or 
I and 2 p.m. for consultation with the Medical Director. 
Non-resident students must notify the Medical Office of absence 
caused by illness at the beginning of the absence. This should be done by 
telephone (527-1065) before 9 a.m. On the day of return and before attend-
ing class, a written notice of return must be left at the Medical Office on 
the form provided for this purpose. Unless this notice is filed, no excuse 
will be granted. Within one week, a statement from physician or parent 
concerning the nature and duration of the illness must be presented, also 
on a form provided for this purpose. No excuse for illness may be granted 
for a period of less than one day. 
Instructors may require any work omitted because of excused or 
unexcused absences to be made up. Absences incurred by non-payment of 
college bills are counted as unexcused absences unless excused by the Dean 
of Students. 
III. A TfENDANCE AT PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
A student must satisfy all the requirements m Physical Education 
before he can be recommended for his degree. 
All students carrying a full academic schedule must fulfill the follow-
ing requirements: 
Eight quarters' credit (two years) taken consecutively. In any quarter, 
three (two when sections meet twice a week) unexcused absences are al-
lowed. In no case where the total number of medical excuses and cuts ex-
ceed two weeks of class time will credit be given. 
Students overcutting a quarter of Physical Education shall be placed 
on "Warning." Eligibility for a second successive warning involves auto-
matic suspension from the College. Students who are liable for a third 
warning whether in successive quarters or not shall be suspended from the 
College. Suspension in all cases shall be for a period of one semester. 
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Academic Standing 
GRADES 
At the close of each term the student and his parents, or guardian, will 
receive grade reports. 
Passing grades are: A+, A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, C-, D+, D, D-. 
Grades below C- are unsatisfactory. F denotes failure. In computing a 
student's average, a numerical value from zero to twelve is substituted for 
each letter grade from F to A+. 
In a full-year, indivisible course a temporary grade shall be recorded 
for each term, but only a final grade for the year shall count as the grade 
received for the course and be permanently recorded on a student's record. 
Temporary grades will be used only to compute standings for financial aid 
awards, Dean's List and probation. 
Two special terms indicate that a grade is temporary: "incomplete" 
indicates an excusable deficiency; "absent" means that a student was not 
present at a final examination. Responsibility for making arrangements to 
complete course work rests with the student. If such work is not completed 
by the end of the next term, the instructor will issue a final grade. 
FRESHMAN, SOPHOMORE, JUNIOR AND SENIOR STATUS 
A student who has credit for less than four full-year courses, or their 
equivalent, is classified as a freshman; one who has credit for at least four 
but less than nine full-year courses is classified as a sophomore; one who 
has credit for at least nine but less than thirteen is classified as a junior; 
and one who has received credit for at least thirteen is classified as a senior. 
Eighteen full-year courses, or their equivalent in half-year courses, are re-
quired for graduation. 
Academic Discipline 
ACADEMIC PROBATION 
An undergraduate will be placed on academic probation if: 
(1) At the end of a term he has not passed four courses and received 
grades of at least "C-" in two; 
(2) He has completed three consecutive terms with term averages 
below "C-"; 
(3) At any time, in the opinion of the faculty, he has neglected his 
work. 
While he is on probation a student may, with permission of the Dean 
of Students, take part in not more than one extracurricular activity at any 
one time. Students on probation may engage in intramural sports . 
Freshmen and sophomores on probation may not carry more than 
five courses a term; Juniors and seniors may not carry more than four. 
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REQUIRED WITHDRAWAL 
An undergraduate will be required to withdraw from the College for 
at least one calendar year if: 
(l) He fails, after two attempts, to pass one of the basic requirements; 
(2) He incurs two academic probations during his first two years in 
College or two academic probations thereafter; 
(3) At any time, in the opinion of the faculty, neglect of work war-
rants suspension. 
A man required to withdraw for any of . these reasons is eligible to 
apply for readmission. However, each application will be considered on its 
merits, and readmission will not be automatic. A student readmitted after 
twice failing a basic requirement may resume his studies at the College 
only after passing that requirement during a summer term at Trinity. 
The College may at any time require a student to withdraw without 
assigning a reason therefor. 
ADMISSION TO THE THIRD YEAR 
Before entering his third year at Trinity College a student must: 
(1) Complete a minimum of five full-year courses, or their equivalent, 
with grades of "C-" or better; 
(2) Complete ali basic requirements (exceptions: students who plan 
to major in chemistry or engineering). 
Financial Aid 
Financial aid is granted on the basis of need, the quality of academic 
work, character, influence on fellow students, and for upperclassmen, par-
ticipation in extracurricular activities. 
Students who are in college must have a passing mark in all courses 
for the term immediately preceding their application, with the following 
average: Freshmen, C-; Upperclassmen, C. 
(Applications for financial aid and the pamphlet, Information on 
Financial Aid, which explains in detail the financial aid program, may be 
obtained at the Office of Financial Aid.) 
Transcripts 
Requests for transcripts should be made to the Transcript Secretary in 
the Office of the Registrar. Official transcripts will not be given to students, 
although they may secure unofficial copies of their records for their own 
personal needs. Official transcripts will be sent only to other educational 
institutions or to employers on the request of the student. 
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Students are entitled to one free transcript. The charge thereafter is 
$1.00, payable to The Trustees of Trinity College. Payment must accom-
pany the student's request. At least one week should be allowed for the 
preparation of a transcript, although at mid-years and at the end of the 
year two weeks should be allowed. 
Selective Service 
Any undergraduate registered for the draft should fill out the U.S. 
Selective Service System Form 109 so that the Registrar's Office can inform 
his draft board of his enrollment at the College. These forms are available 
at Registration in September and at the office of the Registrar for men 
who, at the beginning of the year, are registered for the draft, and for men 
who complete Selective Service Registration after they begin the academic 
year. 
Men who do not fill out the SSS Form 109 so that their attendance at 
Trinity can be certified are considered to be available for military service. 
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Student Regulations 
Each individual must respect the rights of other individuals and 
moderate his own conduct with a view toward the welfare of the college 
community. 
Since Trinity College is attempting to promote the intellectual and 
moral growth of its students so that they will become self-reliant, responsi-
ble and enlightened citizens and leaders of democracy, there is double 
significance in the rules of the College. First, the rights of all the individ-
uals in the community must be protected from violation by any indi-
vidual or minority. Second, there is an educational value in developing in 
students the same responsibility and self-restraint which they must dem-
onstrate throughout life if they are to become good citizens. 
Trinity attempts to develop in each student a sense of personal re-
sponsibility for good order not only in the classroom, but also in his gen-
eral attitude and standard of conduct on the campus. Students are ex-
pected to behave as gentlemen and reliable citizens of the community. 
Every effort is made to stimulate students to honest, conscientious effort; 
but the College is not willing to undertake the problem of disciplining a 
student who is not in sympathy with its purpose. If a student refuses to 
cooperate with college authorities, either student, faculty, or administra-
tive, the College specifically reserves the right to dismiss him without 
making definite charges whenever, in its judgment, the general welfare 
seems to demand such action. 
The College assumes that a Trinity student will at all times conduct 
himself in a way that will be a credit to himself, his family, and to Trinity, 
and expects that he will at all times obey the laws of the State of Connect-
icut and of the City of Hartford. 
The following rules and regulations cover specific situations and all 
students are asked to familiarize themselves with them. 
Personal Conduct 
A Trinity student is expected to conduct himself as a gentleman at all 
times, in particular, such offenses as intoxication, gambling, the use of 
fireworks, the possession of firearms, the violation of fire regulations and 
having women illegally in dormitories will not be condoned. Theft, fraud, 
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be considered as grave offenses against the community. 
The mutilation or theft of library materials or books will result in 
expulsion. 
The penalty for a first instance of cheating in academic work shall be 
the required dropping of the course in which the cheating occurred or 
suspension from college for a period of time to be determined by the 
Committee on Academic Standing and Discipline or both. A second offense 
incurs a mandatory sentence of required withdrawal without the privilege 
of return. 
Intoxication and disorderly conduct resulting from the use of alco-
holic beverages are particularly serious offenses and may in some cases 
result in suspension from college. College publications may not carry 
liquor advertising. Beer and wine advertising may be carried by the 
Tripod, Ivy, and R eview, but not by the College Handbook or College 
Radio Station. 
Connecticut law prohibits the purchase of alcoholic beverages by a 
minor, and the serving of alcoholic beverages to a minor except by his 
parent or guardian. Students are expected to abide strictly by this law. 
Students 21 years of age may consume alcoholic beverages only in 
their fraternity houses and dormitories. The possession of alcoholic bev-
erages by students under 21 years of age, even in the event that such 
beverages have been purchased legally in another state than Connecticut, 
is strictly forbidden. 
Student Government 
The Statutes of the College assigr~ responsibility for conduct of stu-
dents to the Faculty which administers this responsibility through the 
Committee on Academic Standing and Discipline, the Dean of the Col-
lege and the Dean of Students. Every effort is made to encourage the 
students to govern themselves and to assume greater responsibility in the 
conduct of their affairs. To this end, certain responsibility for dealing 
with offenses against regulations or against law and order have been dele-
gated to student government as follows: 
SENATE: The Senate, the elected representatives of the Student 
Body, acting on behalf of all the students of Trinity College, controls all 
funds as allocated to it by the Administration, supervises student extra-
curricular activities, and maintains a high level of conduct among the 
students of the College. It has the authority to deal with violations, sub-
ject to the policies and regulations established by the Faculty and its 
Committee on Academic Standing and Discipline. Any student may ap-
peal a decision of Medusa to the Senate if he feels an injustice is being 
•See section, "Intellectual Honesty," in the Manual for English 101: Freshman English. 
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done. Such an appeal must be made in writing to the President of the 
Senate within two weeks of notification of sentence. Any student liable to 
dismissal or expulsion may be given a hearing before the Committee on 
Academic Standing and Discipline. 
The procedure for the appeal of a Medusa decision shall be as follows: 
The Senate President will notify the student of a date on which he 
shall be required to present a written brief asking the Senate for an appel-
late hearing of his case. This brief is to contain: 
I. A well-defined statement of the student's reasons for appeal. 
2. Any new evidence or pertinent facts that support this statement. 
3. All new materials not presented in the Medusa trial. This must be 
clearly defined and itemized. 
After reading this brief and a similar one submitted by the Medusa, 
the Senate, as a body, shall judge the validity of the request for appellate 
hearing. If this request is granted there shall then be a specia l trial in 
which the Senate shall act as the jury, the Medusa as the prosecutor and the 
student can once more plead his case. 
For further information see Article VI, Sect ion 2, of the Constitution 
of the Trinity College Senate. 
Questions concerning the Student Senate should be directed to the 
President of the Senate. 
MEDUSA: The Senior Honorary Society is responsible for the 
maintenance of college traditions, and in cooperation with the Dean of 
Students is responsible for the enforcement of college regulations. Medusa 
is the judiciary arm of the student government and is granted its power 
annually by the Senate. 
JUNIOR ADVISERS: Several members of the Junior Class are 
selected from applicants to serve as advisers to dormitory residents. Selec-
tion by the Dean of Students is based on academic achievement and on 
demonstrated qualities of leadership and judgment. Like members of 
Medusa and the Senate, the Junior Adviser is an officer of the College. 
When the peace is breached in his area he is expected to remind those 
disturbing the peace of their obligation to the campus community and that 
further disorder will not be tolerated by him or others. 
FRATER ITY OFFICERS : Elected by the members of each fra-
ternity, the officers are responsible, not only for duties assigned by their 
individual fraternity, but also for the discharge of the obligations of their 
fraternity to the college community. The president and other officers are 
responsible for the maintenance within their fraternity of conduct that is 
consistently in accord with the traditions and regulations of the College. 
THE I TERFRATERNITY COUNCIL: The purpose of the In-
terfraternity Council is (1) to promote amicable rela tionships among 
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ence. 
The Council is composed of one representative from each of the fra-
ternities. It is the official representative and spokesman of the Trinity 
College fraternity system. Each member of the Freshman Class and all 
upperclassmen who are in any way affiliated with the fraternities must 
know and obey the Rules for Rushing. 
Cases involving violations of regulations by the fraternities will be 
heard and decided by the Interfraternity Council. The procedure for trial 
shall be as described in the Constitution of the Interfraternity Council, 
Bylaws, Articles II and III. 
Questions regarding fraternities should be directed to the President of 
the Interfraternity Council and the Dean of Students. 
Dormitories 
Unmarried students not residing with their parents or guardian must 
live in buildings owned or controlled by the College. Petitions for ex-
ceptions to this rule may be submitted to the Assistant Dean of Students 
and may be approved for periods not exceeding one year. 
Rooms in the college buildings are assigned to students under the 
supervision of the Assistant Dean of Students. Students must obtain his 
permission before moving out of an assigned room. Students moving 
during the year from dormitories to fraternity houses or to other locations 
will not receive any refund of their dormitory rent unless prior arrange-
ments have been made with the Assistant Dean of Students. 
Freshmen rooms are assigned by the Assistant Dean of Students. 
Other rooms are assigned on a priority system with seniors getting first 
choice, juniors second, and sophomores third choice. 
Each student is personally accountable for all improper conduct 
occurring in his room and is responsible both for damage done to his room 
and furniture and for damage which he may do, or participate in doing, 
to other property. College furniture assigned to a given room is not to be 
removed. Each student is held accountable for the original furniture 
assigned to his room. Costs of damages to, or loss of, college property are 
charged to students in addition to appropriate penalties for misconduct. 
Painting or otherwise altering rooms ma y not be undertaken. 
Weekly vacuum cleaning and daily trash removal will be provided in 
student rooms. Waste baskets are not provided by the College. Bedmaking 
and incidental cleaning is the responsibility of the occupant. 
An officer of the College or a member of the Senate or Medusa may 
visit a room at any time for any examination which he thinks proper. Stu-
dents must admit these authorized persons whenever requested to do so. 
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Women are permitted in the dormitories only when College is 
officially in session and only during the following hours : between noon 
and II :30 p.m. on Friday and Sunday. Women are permitted in dormi-
tory rooms from Saturday noon to I a.m. on Sunday. At no other time are 
women allowed in the dormitories unless special permission to do so is 
granted by the Dean of Students. Exceptions to this rule are relatives of 
the students, and their parties, who are allowed in the dormitories at any 
time. 
Solicitors, canvassers, salesmen, peddlers and unauthorized persons 
are not permitted to enter the college buildings. Students should not nego-
tiate with such persons or admit them to their rooms, but should report 
their presence to the watchman or an officer of the College. (See below.) 
Pets of any description (dogs, cats, fish, etc.) are not allowed in college 
buildings. 
No refrigerators, hot plates, fans, heaters, etc. , are allowed in student 
rooms. No outside antennas of any sort may be installed. The playing of 
musical instruments, phonographs, television sets and radios should be 
done with generous regard for the privacy of others. 
Private telephones are allowed in a limited number of dormitory 
rooms. 
No firearms, weapons, ammunition or explosives may be brought or 
kept on college property. 
City fire regulations prohibit the use of fireplaces in dormitory rooms. 
Tampering with lights or fire extinguishers is prohibited. A Connecticut 
State law prohibits smoking in bed. 
Students are not allowed on roofs. 
Bicycles may not be brought into or left in dormitory or classroom 
buildings, including basements. Storage for them is provided outside. 
Students are cautioned to keep their rooms locked in their absence. 
The College disclaims responsibility for loss of, or damage to, student 
property at any time. 
Students who are locked out of their rooms or who lose their keys may 
obtain new ones by presenting a slip from the Assistant Dean of Students. 
At times when the offices are closed the night watchman may open rooms 
while on his rounds. Keys not returned at the end of the year are charged 
to the general fee at $1.00 each. 
Permission must be obtained from the Assistant Dean of Students to 
reside at the College during vacation periods. Dormitory rooms are not 
ready for occupancy until the opening of Freshman Week in the fall and 
must be vacated at the end of the examination period in June except for 
seniors who may remain until the day after Commencement. 
During the vacation periods (Christmas and Spring) of the academic 
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year, rooms are to be left in proper order ("broom clean" and "picked-
up"). 
Before leaving the Campus at the end of the Trinity Term, students 
must remove all their personal belongings, including their furniture, from 
all college rooms; the deadline for (a) underclassmen is the day following 
the last day of final examinations; for (b) seniors, the Monday following 
Commencement. 
Storage space is provided for the student's convenience and at the 
owner's risk. Each item put into storage must be adequately identified. 
Tags for this purpose will be furnished by the janitors, but it is each 
student's responsibility to make sure that the tag is well secured to each 
item, that his name and class are written on each tag, and that the items 
are, in fact, put into the proper storage space. 
The occupants whose rooms are not left empty and "broom clean" 
will be subject to a fine of $25.00 Anything other than college furniture 
remaining in the rooms will be disposed of by the College. 
Rules Concerning Fraternities 
The Fraternities are expected to enforce all College Regulations and 
State and City Laws (and in particular those concerning the acquisition, 
possession and consumption of alcoholic beverages) at all of their functions 
on their premises. The following specific points should be noted. 
Intoxication and disorderly conduct resulting from the use of alco-
holic beverages are particularly serious offenses and may result in dis-
missal from College. 
The selling of liquor, beer, or wine without a license is forbidden by 
State law. The selling of chits for the procurement of liquor, beer or wine 
is considered the same as selling the product and is illegal. 
Women are permitted in the fraternity houses only during the follow-
ing hours: Monday through Thursday, noon to 8 p.m.; Friday and Sun-
day, 11 a.m. to 11:30 p.m., except when party petitions have been granted, 
when the hours will be 10 a.m. to 1 a.m. on Saturday and 10 a.m. to 11:30 
p.m. on Sunday. Women are permitted in fraternity social areas from 
11 a.m. on Saturday to l a.m. on Sunday. In no case are women permitted 
in the fraternity houses during vacations or holidays. 
Relatives and their parties are allowed in the fraternity houses at any 
time. Other exceptions to the rule may be made by the Dean of Students. 
Members of fraternities shall be individually and collectively respon-
sible for all conduct in the fraternities. 
The heads of houses must present to the Assistant Dean of Students' 
Office before a vacation period begins the names of men authorized to live 
in the house during the period. Men so authorized are responsible for the 
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observation of the regulations in this bulletin. All fraternity houses shall 
be closed during the summer vacation. 
Social Affairs 
Dances, house parties, and other social affairs held by students on 
college property, in the fraternity houses or elsewhere are under the 
general supervision of the Assistant Dean of Students. It is the respon-
sibility of the president of a student organization to see that guests con-
form to the following rules: 
All planned dances or parties are to be given only with the sanction 
of the Assistant Dean of Students. At least seven days previous to any 
house party, tea dance, informal dance or other social function , the head 
of the organization must submit to the Assistant Dean of Students, for his 
approval, a statement concerning plans for conducting the affair, its 
nature and duration, its location and the names of the chaperones who 
have consented to serve. This is to be done on the official blank provided 
for that purpose. 
All dances must be terminated not later than 1:00 a.m. 
There must be sufficient lighting in each room. 
No women are permitted upstairs in fraternity houses except to the 
ladies' room, or except when the upper floors are reserved exclusively as a 
women's dormitory on party weekends. 
All rooms in fraternity houses which are to be used during a party 
must be shown to the chaperones and approved by them. There shall be 
free access to these rooms at all times. 
No liquor may be served after 12:30 a.m. 
All women must be out of the house no later than 15 minutes after 
official closing time. 
On house party weekends all women sleeping in fraternity houses must 
be in the house within a reasonable time after the dance and all men must 
be out of the house not later than I: 15 a.m. 
Chaperones will be notified of the beginning and ending time of a 
party and it will be in the duty of the officers of the organization to see that 
there are chaperones present at all times and until all guests have left the 
party. Married students or recent graduates are not acceptable as chap-
erones. Every effort should be made to secure faculty members as chaper-
ones. One couple will be adequate for chaperoning the average informal 
party. At least one woman chaperone should remain overnight when the 
house is used as a women's dormitory. 
The officers in charge must make themselves known to the chaperone 
at the beginning of the evening and be prepared to do the chaperone's 
bidding at all times. It shall be the officers' responsibility to see that the 
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rules of conduct are followed. Chaperones have full right to end a party at 
any time they see fit if the situation warrants it. 
At the close of each party it is the responsibility of the organization 
officers to persuade the departers to leave quietly and expeditiously. Men 
returning to dormitory rooms should show consideration of others by be-
ing as quiet as possible. The organization president is responsible for 
departure conduct outside the building as well as for the conduct of the 
party. 
Rules Regarding Student Businesses 
The campus is not open to anyone soliciting, selling or buying, except 
to Trinity College undergraduates, who may act as agents of outside con-
cerns. 
There are two groups of concessions: closed and open. (1) Closed-
those which have such a limited market that one man is granted the right 
of monopoly. (2) Open- all other concessions which are general in nature. 
The question of open or closed concessions is left to the discretion of the 
Associate Comptroller and the Director of Student Affairs. 
These concessions are open solely to the Trinity College undergrad-
uates. 
Written permits must be obtained from the Treasurer's Office in 
order to conduct business. These permits must have the approval of the 
Associate Comptroller, the Dean of Students, and the Director of Place-
ment. Permits must be renewed annually. Failure to obtain a permit be-
fore conducting business or failure to adhere to the rules herein will result 
in administrative action. Concessions may not be sold. 
Fraternities shall handle the problem of solicitation in any manner 
they see fit. 
Penalties for Misconduct 
Penalties authorized by the College are fines, pensums, admonition, 
censure, suspension, dismissal, expulsion and social probation. 
Fines are imposed, for example, for late payment of college bills, late 
enrollment, damage to college property and the like. 
Pensums are assignments of extra work, imposed in an effort to give 
punishment a constructive function. 
Admonition is formal written warning to the student that he has in-
curred serious blame and that continuance of such conduct, or of similarly 
serious misbehavior, will result in suspension or dismissal. Totice of ad-
monition is sent to the student's parent or guardian. 
Censure is the result of more serious misconduct than that for which 
admonition is given. Censure includes loss of unexcused cut allotment, 
loss of the privilege to participate in any extracurricular activity of the 
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College. Any student on censure may appeal to the authority imposing 
censure, in writing, for the privilege of participation in limited extra-
curricular activity. Censure generally lasts for a term. Notice of censure is 
posted on the college bulletin board, is also sent to the student's parent or 
guardian, and is made a part of the student's college record. A second 
censure may incur suspension from college. Students on censure are not 
eligible for honorable dismissal until restored to good standing. 
Suspension is temporary separation from the College and may involve 
the performance of specified tasks. Suspension is the result of very serious 
misconduct or the accumulation of two censures. 
Dismissal is the permanent separation of a student from the College. 
Expulsion is dishonorable dismissal. 
Social Probation is that restriction of group and individual privileges 
imposed, for a stated length of time, on student groups living in dormi-
tories or fraternities. 
Motor Vehicles and Parking 
Motor vehicles should be driven or parked only m places on the 
campus designated for such use. 
Resident freshmen in their first term are prohibited from maintaining 
or operating motor vehicles in Hartford or vicinity while college is in ses-
sion. Resident freshmen who are not on probation the second semester 
may maintain a motor vehicle at college providing written permission 
from the parents is on file and the vehicle is properly registered with the 
Assistant Dean of Students. 
The College will allow the use of motor scooters and motorcycles in 
compliance with the above conditions providing each student planning to 
use such a vehicle follows the registration procedures below. 
I. Registration 
I . All student motor vehicles including those of non-resident and 
graduate students must be registered with the Assistant Dean of 
Students and must display the registration marker within one 
week's time following registration date in the fall , and there-
after prior to operating a motor vehicle on college property. In 
the case of a minor, permission to operate a motor vehicle must 
be granted by his parent or guardian and be on file in the 
Assistant Dean of Students Office prior to registration. 
2. The motor vehicle registration fee is 50 cents. The student car 
registration marker must be displayed on the right side of the 
rear bumper. The motor scooter and motorcycle registration 
marker must be displayed on the rear fender. 
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II. Parking Regulations 
I. Students may park their cars only in the following locations: 
East Side of the Field House Lot 
North Campus Parking Lots 
Broad and Vernon Streets Parking Lot 
Fraternity Parking Lots 
2. No student parking whatever is permitted in any other campus 
parking lot, road or driveway. 
3. No cars are permitted for loading purposes or otherwise on any 
part of the campus except driveways and parking areas. Side-
walks are not considered driveways. 
4. Student cars found improperly parked or those abandoned or 
parked with no state registration will be towed away at the 
owner's risk and expense. 
III. Penalties 
I. Failure to register and display the registration marker- $25.00 
fine. 
2. Driving on campus other than drives or parking areas- $5.00 
fine. 
3. For parking in restricted areas: 
a. lst Parking Violation- $2.00 
b. 2nd Parking Violation- $4.00 
c. 3rd Parking Violation- $8.00 
d. 4th Parking Violation- 16.00 and violations are reported 
to the Dean of Students for administrative action. 
e. 5th Parking Violation- 32.00 and forfeit of motor vehicle 
privileges 
f. 6th Parking Violation- 64.00 and suspension from college. 
4. Violations and penalties accumulate from year to year. 
Revenue from such fines is credited to a scholarship fund. 
Reckless and/or unlawful operation or irresponsible use of motor 
vehicles may result in suspension of motor vehicle privileges. 
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Honors for Academic Excellence 
Dean's List 
The Dean's List is composed of students who have attained an average 
of B or better in a regular scholastic program for the Christmas or Trinity 
Term. Freshmen and Sophomores must achieve an average of B or better 
in five or more courses; Juniors and Seniors must attain the same grade 
level in four or more courses. 
Honors at Graduation 
The excellence of a student in the general work of his college course, 
or in the work of individual departments, is recognized at graduation by 
the award of honor rank in general scholarship or in subjects in which the 
student has shown proficiency. 
The two members of the Senior Class having the highest standing are 
designated, respectively, Valedictorian and Salutatorian. 
Honors awarded at graduation, whether in general scholarship or in 
special subjects, are noted on the commencement program of the year in 
which they are awarded, and in the next issue of the Trinity College Bul-
letin, Catalogue Issue. 
Students attaining the grade of A- or better in all courses required 
for the degree are graduated with the title of OPTIMUS. 
The distinction of honor rank in general scholarship is awarded at 
graduation to students who have attained a grade of B-in each of eight-
een full-year .courses, or their equivalent in half-year courses, and a grade 
of A- in fourteen of these full-year courses or their equivalent in half-year 
courses. Of students who have been in residence less than four years, a pro-
portionate attainment will be required. 
The fields in which Honors may be awarded are: Biology, Chemistry, 
the Classics, Economics, Engineering, English, Fine Arts, French, German, 
Government, Greek, History, Latin, Mathematics, Modern Languages, 
Music, Philosophy, Psychology, Physics, Religion, and Romance Lan-
guages. The departments concerned recommend to the Faculty for Honors 
students who have achieved excellence in four courses designated by the 
departments. Special examinations and a satisfactory thesis may also be 
prescribed. Students are advised to consult the departmental heads con-
cerning specific requirements. 
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Honor Fraternities and Societies 
PHI BETA KAPPA, founded in 1776, is an honor society dedicated to 
humane scholarship. Members are elected from among those students who 
have achieved the highest general scholastic standing. In addition, the 
charter of the Chapter stipulates that persons elected to membership 
"shall be men of honor, probity, and learning." Election to Phi Beta 
Kappa is widely regarded as a mark of highest distinction. The Trinity 
Chapter, known as the Beta of Connecticut, was chartered by the Yale 
Chapter, the Alpha of Connecticut, on June 16, 1845, and is the eighth 
oldest chapter of Phi Beta Kappa in the United States. 
PI GAMMA Mu, a national social science honor society, was founded 
in 1924. The Trinity College Chapter, known as Connecticut Alpha, re-
ceived its charter in 1936. The society has as its purpose the recognition of 
outstanding scholarship in the social sciences. Members are elected by 
unanimous vote from among graduate students and undergraduates of the 
Senior and Junior classes who have achieved superior rank in scholarship 
in the social sciences. The society is also empowered to elect to member-
ship persons who have distinguished themselves in public service. 
SIGMA PI SIGMA is the only national physics honor society. Its chapters 
are restricted to some 80 colleges and universities of recognized standing 
which offer a strong major in physics. Membership is restricted to physics 
students and to a few others in closely related fields. Selection is made on a 
scholastic basis. Those not meeting the scholastic requirements but inter-
ested in the aims of the society may become associates. The objects of the 
society are: (I) to serve as a means of awarding distinction to students 
having high scholarship and promise in physics; (2) to promote student 
interest in physics, and to encourage a professional spirit and friendship 
among those studying that subject; (3) to interest and inform the college 
community regarding developments in physics. Trinity became affiliated 
with the Society in 1949. 
DELTA PHI ALPHA, the National German Honorary Fraternity, was 
founded in 1929. The Trinity Chapter, known as Delta Upsilon, was char-
tered on March 7, 1958. Delta Phi Alpha seeks to recognize excellence in 
the study of German and to provide an incentive for higher scholarship. 
In so doing it aims to promote the study of the German language, litera-
ture, and civilization, and endeavors to emphasize those aspects of German 
life and culture which are of universal value and which contribute to 
man's eternal search for peace and truth. To qualify for membership, stu-
dents must distinguish themselves scholastically both in German and in 
other courses and must give evidence of continuing interest in the German 
language and German culture. 
Psi CHI, the national honor society in psychology, was founded in 
1929 at the meeting of the International Congress of Psychology. The 
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Trinity Chapter, known as Connecticut Alpha, was chartered and in-
stalled in 1959. The purpose of the organization is to advance the science 
of psychology and to encourage, stimulate, and maintain scholarship of 
the individual members in all fields, particularly in psychology. Member-
ship in this honorary society is restricted to advanced undergraduate stu-
dents who have shown outstanding scholarship in psychology as well as 
other departments of the College. The organization sponsors a psycholog-
ical periodical in the Trinity College Library and maintains a small collec-
tion of psychology books for use by all students. 
Fellowships 
For further information as to conditions of Fellowships and Scholarships, 
or for further particulars in regard to them, applications should be made 
to the Dean of the College. 
THE H. E. RussELL FELLOWSHIPS, endowed originally by a legacy from 
Henry E. Russell of New York, pay to the holders about $700 each an-
nually. They are awarded annually by vote of the Faculty to members of 
the graduating class who give evidence of superior ability and who engage 
to pursue an approved course of non-professional graduate study at Trin-
ity College or at some American or foreign university approved by the 
Faculty. The incumbents hold the Fellowships for two years each. 
THE MARY A. TERRY FELLOWSHIP, endowed by a legacy from Miss 
Mary A. Terry of Hartford, yields an annual income of about $1,800. It is 
awarded annually by the President upon the recommendation of the Fac-
ulty to a member of the graduating class who gives evidence of superior 
ability and who engages to pursue an approved course of graduate study 
in the arts and sciences at Trinity College or at some other college or uni-
versity approved by the Faculty. The incumbent holds the Fellowship for 
one year. 
THEW. H. RussELL FELLOWSHIP, endowed by a gift from William H. 
Russell of Los Angeles, California, pays to the holder about $600 annu-
ally. It is awarded biennially by the Trustees upon recommendation of the 
Faculty to a member of the graduating class who gives evidence of supe-
rior ability and of a desire to continue study after being graduated at 
Trinity College. The incumbent holds the Fellowship for two years. 
Academic Prizes 
On Honors Day each year, excellence in scholarship is paid the high-
est honor possible at Trinity. Prizes, donated by alumni and friends of the 
College and encompassing every field of intellectual achievement, are 
awarded by the Faculty to the outstanding students. The Academic Prizes 
are listed completely in the College Catalogue and are also listed in a 
booklet published in the fall by the Student Senate. 
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(As of August 15, 1966) 
Room Numbers of the Freshman Class 
are listed under their pictures. 
Abbreviations for the dormitories are: 
C - Cook (A, B, and C) 
E- Elton 
G- Goodwin 
J- Jarvis 
JH - Jones Hall 
N -Northam Towers 
NC- North Campus 
SC- South Campus 
(A, B, and C) 
W- Woodward 
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To the Freshman Class 
It is a privilege to welcome you to Trinity College. You 
enter now upon a period of years which in many respects 
will be the most important of your lives. They will be years 
of learning, years of challenge, years of growth, years that 
you can never live again. 
A distinguished and dedicated faculty, a curriculum 
carefully planned, and educational facilities that will en-
hance your opportunity for intellectual, spiritual and phys-
ical development, awai t you. But I would remind you that 
you, and only you, can determine how meaningful your 
years at Trinity will be. 
This, then, is your opportunity. The time is now. What 
makes human life significant is precisely its unrepeatable 
aspect. Human beings are blessed with the rare privilege, as 
well as the heavy responsibility, of confronting novelty and 
making decisions. By virtue of his capacity for freedom, 
man lives his life with an open future. This, of course, is 
what distinguishes human life from the endless cycles of 
nature. The full flowering of the human personality re-
quires a capacity for coping with the future. It requires dis-
criminating judgment, firm decision and long-range pur-
pose. These traits are more important than ever before in 
the setting of today's technological miracles, since these 
characteristics must mark the leader whose responsibility it 
will be to make technology man's servant, not man's master. 
We hope you will learn to think clearly and to develop 
the ability to reason. We hope you will strive unceasingly to 
improve the quality of your greatest resource - your mind. 
We hope you will be inspired to develop an attitude of in-
tellectual curiosity. And finally, we hope you will build a 
sense of values and of a relationship to your fellow man. 
These are qualities without which, of course, all other as-
sets come to nothing. 
We welcome you proudly. You have been selected with 
great care. We hold for you high expectations. Live up to 
them. To each of you I extend my wishes for success. 
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nt 
Eric: Edwin Aasm 
Coos Bay, Oreaon 97420 
Marshfield Hi&h School 
" Rick" <=21) 
Fn~~k Charles Aodersoo 
Jacksonville, Florida 32207 
Bolles School 
(NCI 24) 
Wllllam Ro~Mrt Aadersoo 
South Portland, Maine 04 106 
South Portland H igh School 
.. Bill" (SC-A3 16) 
Marc Ernest Atklnsoo 
Longmeadow, Mass. 01 106 
New Ha mpton School 
(E-4 10) 
Edward Andrew K.~ppel Adler 
Kings Point. New York 
Phillips Academy 
"'Ed'" (SC-8310) 
John Richard ADdersoo 
Warwick, Rhode Island 02986 
Warwick Vet. Mem. H. S. 
''Jack" (NCI08) 
Daniel Sylvester Andrus, Jr. 
Shehan, Conneeticut 06484 
Shehan High School 
"Dan" (SC-A2 14) 
Stenn Eldredge Atwood 
West Roxbury, Mau. 02 132 
Roxbury Latin School 
(J -30) 
David Jaquith Agerton 
Chatham, New Jersey 07928 
ML Hermon School 
(NC223) 
Kevin Brd t Aodenoo 
Tenafly, New Jersey 07670 
TenaHy High School 
"Kevin" (W-32) 
David Michael Angelic. 
Thompsonville, Conn. 06082 
Suffie ld Academy 
"Dave" (SC-AI08) 
llafT)' Norman Baetjer, Ill 
Maryland 2 1055 
Gilman School 
(l-38) 
Howard Jay Alfr'H 
Belmont, Massachusetts 02178 
Belmont High School 
"Howie.. (NC-124) 
Pder Leonard Aadei'$0D 
PlanlSville, Connecticut 06479 
Southington H igh School 
"Pete" (J-34) 
Stephen Ankudowlcb 
leeds, Massachusetts 01053 
Northampton High School 
(E-3 14) 
Robert Knight Baker 
Rochester, New York 14617 
I rondequoit Hi&h School 
"Bob" (J-26) 
William Edward Allan 
Birmingham, Michigan 
Cranbrook School 
"Bill" (NC-236) 
Stne.n Allen Alldei"'ID 
H insdale, Illinois 60521 
H insdale Twp. High School 
"Steve'' (SC-8 307) 
Pbilip Barry Ardell 
Roslyn Heights, N.Y. 11517 
Wheatley H igh School 
(E-216) 
Ralpb B. BaldwiD 
Tru mbull, Connecticut 
Trumbull High School 
(E-110) 
David Henry Bamber&er 
Baltimore, Maryland 2 1208 
Baltimore Polytechnic Institute 
(E-3 16) 
Richard Stephea Bdu 
Newinaton, Connecticut 06 111 
Newinaton Sr, High School 
(SC-A316) 
James Stephea 8emardoni 
Ottawa, Illinois 613SO 
Ottawa Township High School 
"Jay" (SC-821!1) 
lobo Leon Donee, m 
Hartford, Connecticut 061 OS 
Loomis School 
(SC-AII6) 
Joseph Amos Barkley, Ul 
Wilmington , Delaware 
Jolani School 
"Joe" (N-4) 
Aluaader James Belida, Jr. 
Tewksbury, Mass, 01876 
Phillips Academy 
'"Alex" {SC-8313) 
Robert Sabia Bingham 
Boonton Township, New Jersey 
Boonton High School 
''Bob'' (J-12) 
Douglu Robin Boyntoa 
APO, New York, N.Y. 09271 
Gould Academy 
(J-38) 
Gerard William Bartlett 
Rumson, New Jersey 07760 
Rumson-Fair Haven Reg, 
High School 
"Jerry" (JH-313) 
Harris Jay Belinlde 
Fairfield, Connecticut 06604 
Andrew Warde High School 
(J-18) 
Winthrop Bushnell Bissell 
Farminaton, Connecticut 
Avon Old Farm5 School 
"'Win" (E-411) 
William Edward Bradford, Jr. 
Denver, Colorado 80206 
Colorado Academy 
(SC-AI09) 
Sleven Albert Bauer 
Florham Park. N.J . 07932 
Hanover Park High School 
"Steve" (J-18) 
Harold Zalmoa Bencowltz 
Houston. Texas 17036 
St. John's School 
(J-20) 
Federiro 0111no Biven, Jr. 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96816 
Hawaii Preparatory Academy 
(E-212) 
Robert Marshall Brandl 
Montclair, New Jersey 07042 
Montclair Academy 
"Bob" (E-414) 
Richard James Reba 
Glen Rock, New Jersey 07452 
Glen Rock High School 
"'Dick" (J-32) 
Robert Philip Berardino 
Waterbury, Connecticut 
Crosby High School 
"Dino" (W-31) 
Jamn Se.lib Bolan 
West Medford, Mass. 02156 
Belmont Hill School 
"'Jim" (E-207) 
Grant Webster BraDSialor 
Ponland, Oregon 97219 
Wilson Hi&h School 
(JH-113) 
William Stepbea Bulb 
Mt. Ephraim, New Jersey 08059 
Audobon High School 
"Steve" (G-32) 
Alfonso Unwood Caraey,Jr, 
Norfolk, Virginia 23504 
Booker T . Washinaton 
Hiah School 
"AI" (NCI03) 
Michael Arthur Cbq 
Roslyn. New York II 
Lawrenceville Schol 
(SC-82U) 
tert Bautr 
k. N.J . 07932 
' High School 
(J-18) 
lmon kacowitz 
t, Texas 77036 
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[E-212) 
Marshall Brandt 
Rit bard J~s Be.hn 
Glen Rock, New Jersey 074n 
Glen Rock High School 
"Dick" (J-32) 
Robert Philip Berardiao 
Waterbury, Connecticut 
Crosby High School 
"Dino" (W-31) 
Jamts Se.Ub Bolaa 
West MedJord, Mass. 02156 
Belmont Hill School 
"J im" (E-207) 
, New Jersey 07042 
clair Academy 
Grant Webster Bramlalor 
Portland, Oregon 97219 
Wilson High School 
(J H-113) ,.. (E-414) 
Robt.rt Newton Bny, m 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19118 
Chestnut Hill Academy 
"Rob" (E-315) 
Bu:jam.ia lly Bryant 
Grand Rapids, Michigb.n 
Cra nbrook School 
"O.n" (1-42) 
WUiiam Stepbea Bush 
Peter Andrew Brloc:ke:rboff' 
Fair Haven, New Jersey 07702 
Rumson·Fair Haven Rea. 
Hiah School 
(E-107) 
Dale Budlblndu 
Brew,ter, New York IOS09 
Trinity-Pawling School 
"Booky'' (E-314) 
Mt. Ephraim, New Jersey 080S9 
Audobon Hiah School 
Cary Robert Cahoon 
Rocky Hill, Connecticut 06067 
Rocky Hill High School 
(JH-306) "Steve" (G-32) 
Alronso Uawood Carney, Jr. 
Norfolk, Virginia 23504 
Book.er T. Washington 
High School 
"AI" (NC-103) 
Mk bae:l Arthur Cbamisb 
Roslyn, New York. 11576 
Lawrenceville School 
(SC-8215) 
lames Andersoa Broers 
Akron. Ohio 44313 
Hill School 
"Jim" (NC-228) 
Michael Martin Xavier BlK:bd 
Darien, Connecticut 
Darien High School 
(SC-8207) 
Robert Alan Caine 
Worcester, Massachusettlli 01609 
Worcest~r Academy 
"Rob" (SC-8204) 
Nelson KUboum Cbase 
Sacramento, California 
Thacher School 
(J-40) 
Witter Field Brooke: 
Noroton, Connecticut 
Lenox School 
"Saul" (J-18) 
Henry O.vl.s Burke: 
Richmond, Virginia 23226 
St. Christopher's School 
(J-16) 
Peter Nelsoa CampM-11 
Tampa. Aorida 33609 
H. 8. Plant High School 
"Pete" (E-<410) 
Charlts Henry Cb.ryi tal, Jr. 
Bloomfield, Connecticut 06002 
Bloomfield High School 
.. Charlie" (NR) 
Steven Mkbael BroWD 
Fairfield. Connecticut 06432 
Andrew Warde High School 
"Steve" (J-2) 
Mark Morris Burnham 
Waterford, Connecticut 0638S 
Waterford High School 
(CC-32) 
David Spencer Cannu 
Summit, New J~rsey 07901 
Pingry School 
(JH-213) 
Domt nic Aathony Clnulo 
West Hartford, Connccticut 
William Hall High School 
"Dom" (NR) 
J 
David Alan Clayman 
Swampscolt, Massachusetrs 
Tabor Academy 
"Dave" (E-113) 
Richard Colgate Dale, Jr. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
St. Paul's School 
"Dick" (J-44) 
Robert Nelson Davis, Jr. 
Henderson. North Carolina 
Episcopal High School 
(E-310) 
Piern Claudt de Saini Pballe 
New York, New York 
Portsmouth Priory School 
(JH-213) 
Georwe Charles ConkllD 
Baltimore, Maryland 21228 
Catonsville Senior High School 
(SC-8216) 
Slephen Newton Dale 
Duxbury, Massachusetls 02332 
Belmont Hill School 
"Steve" (SC-B323) 
Roderkk Allen DeArment 
Springfield, Virginia 221.SO 
Robert E. Lee High School 
(W-11) 
Anthony Josepb DiBella 
West Roxbury, Mass. 02132 
Roxbury Latin School 
(SC-A311) 
bmes Peny Cornwell 
Farmington. Conn«:ticut 
Pomrret School 
"Jim" (NC-214) 
Winston George Davids 
Cutchogue, New York 1193.5 
Southold High School 
(E-412) 
Jamts Ray Demicco 
Jewett City, Connectkut 063.5 I 
Norwich Free Academy 
"Jim" (SC-AI08) 
David Leath Dietrich 
West Hartford, Conn. 06107 
Conard High School 
(E-II..S) 
Jerome Fraocls Crowley 
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002 
Amherst Reg. High School 
"Jerry" (N-10) 
M..ichul Peck Davidson 
Mercer Island, Wash ington 
Charles Wright Academy 
" Michael" (JH-217) 
Peter Giltner DePrez 
Shelbyville, Indiana 
Culver Military Academy 
'' Pete" (JH-123) 
lbom.as Edward Dight, Jr. 
Centerport. New York 11721 
Harborfit:lds High School 
(SC-8304) 
Willlam Karl Dalbe.r 
Rydal, Pennsylvania 19046 
Abington High School 
"Bill" (JH-30.S} 
Philip John Davis 
Bellwood, Illinois 60104 
Proviso West High School 
(NC-134) 
Dale D2vid De.rshaw 
Cheltenham, Pa. 19012 
Chellenham High School 
(NC-208) 
Stott Michael Donohue 
Pelham, New York 10803 
Choate School 
.. Scotty" (E-1 01) 
Carlo Albert Fon:anl 
Stamford, Connecticut 06902 
Rippowam Hjgh School 
(1-2) 
Clwlo 
Hu 
Dari 
"Char 
)2 
William Karl Daibtr 
Rydal. PenMylvania 19046 
Abington High School 
"Bill" (JH-30.5) 
Philip John Davis 
Bellwood, lllinois 60104 
Proviso West High School 
(NC-134) 
Dale David Dtrsh•w 
Cheltenham, Pa. 19012 
Cheltenham Hi&h School 
(NC-208) 
Scott Miduttl Donohue 
Pelham, New York 10803 
Choate Scbool 
"Scotty" (E-.107) 
Sttvea Keru1:db Dowlnsky 
East Paterson, N.J. 07407 
College High School 
(JH-30l) 
Ctae Parker Dussuu 
Bronx\lille, New York 
Bronxville High School 
"Sk;p" (NC-114) 
David Wendel Fentress, Jr. 
Barrington, Illinois 60010 
Millbrook School 
(J-10) 
Carlo Albut Fonani 
Stam(ord, Connecticut 06902 
Rippowam Hi&h School 
(J-2) 
Daniel Drury 
Sheffield, Massachusetts 
St. Paul's School 
"Dan" (CC-32) 
Stepbe.a Pruynne Earb 
Cincinnati, Ohio 4.5208 
Cinci nnati Country Day School 
(NC-120) 
Charles Cuthbert Fe.nwlck, Jr. 
Glyndon, Maryland 21071 
G ilma n School 
(JH-220) 
Chari~ Mac:Ldsb Foss 
Hinsdale, Illinois 
Darien High School 
.. Charlie" (JH-307) 
Robert William DUDom, Jr. 
Bordentown, New Jersey 0850.5 
Bordentown Military Institute 
(JH -307) 
Hugh Miller Elder 
Beverly Hills. California 
H arvard School 
(J -8) 
Joba Edmund f1aherty 
East Orange, New Jersey 07017 
Clifford J . Scott High School 
.. Jack" (NC-103) 
John Francis Foulkrod, Jr. 
Upper Montclair, New Jersey 
Montclai r High School 
"John·· (J-30) 
George Eugene Dunkel, Jr. 
Tenafly, New Jersey 
Tenafly H igh School 
(E-316) 
Tom Baylor Ewing 
Cuba, Illinois 61427 
Cuba High School 
(E-407) 
Drew Trudeau Flelsc:b 
West Hartford, Connecticut 
Lawrenceville School 
"Drew" (G-2S) 
l.aWROc:e Alan Foa: 
West Hartrord , Conn. 06117 
Conard High School 
"La<ry" (NC-236) 
William Porter Durkee, IV 
Washington, D.C. 20008 
Sidwell Friends School 
.. Bean" (J -34) 
Alan Stuart FameU 
Avon, Connecticut 
Avon High School 
(J-26) 
William Christopher Flood 
St. Davids, Pa. 19089 
Radnor Senior High School 
"Chris" (N-15) 
Robert Christopher Franc:k.s 
New York, New York 10033 
Trinity School 
"Bob" (N-17) 
Geollrey Alsoo Frank 
Jacksonville, Ill inois 626.50 
Jacksonville High School 
(1-42) 
Edward JOHpb Garofolo 
Hartford, Conn. 06106 
BuJkeley High School 
(SC82 13-214) 
Howard Kent GObert 
Huntinaton Woods, Michigan 
Detroit Country Day School 
"Bob" (NC-132) 
David Grant Goldberc 
Hartford, Connecticut 06112 
Weaver High School 
(NR) 
Samut.l Cooper Freacb 
Santa Barbara, California 93 I 03 
Thacher School 
"Sam" (1-44) 
GltllD Marshall Gazley 
Stratford, Connecticut 
Taft School 
(E-11 6) 
Alan RJcbard Gl.adstoae 
Stamford, Connecticut 06902 
Rippowam Hi&h School 
(IH-226) 
JaJHS Roy Golmoa 
Southinaton, Connecticut 06489 
Southington Hi&h School 
"Jim" (SC-8313) 
Randolph Jay Friedmu 
Detroit., Michigan 48203 
Detroit Country Day School 
"Randy" (IH-120) 
Robert Lawreru:e Gury 
PorUand, Maine. 04101 
Portland High School 
(NC210) 
Ralph Wlhon Glendinning 
Cleveland, Ohio 44118 
University School 
(1-28) 
lama Stanley Gordon 
Columbus. Ohio 43209 
Columbus Academy 
.. J im" (J-16) 
Joha Fraadsco Gallo 
West Hartford, Conn. 06 I I 0 
South Catholic Hi&h School 
(SC-8323) 
Alu Willard Gibby 
Hillside., New Jersey 07205 
Pinary School 
(SCB215) 
Michael Dlmlbi Glowa 
Terryville., Connecticut 06786 
Terryville Hi&h School 
.. Mike." (JH -126) 
Thomas Woodrow Graber 
Evanston, Illinois 60201 
Evanston Township High School 
CNC2 12) 
Glmn Dnkl Gam.btr 
Bethpage. NewYork.ll714 
Bethpage Hi&h School 
(NC123) 
DaTid Swift Gilbert 
Nc.w Canaan, Connecticut 
Loomis School 
(NC226) 
Joba Wllliam Gobsler 
Plantsville., Connectic:ut 06479 
Southirqton Hi&b School 
.. Jack" (NR) 
Jonathan Gleon Granoff 
Enalewood, ew Jersey 07631 
Englewood Sc.bool for Boys 
"Jon" (W-15) 
James fhny lhDJ.Iik 
Norwalk, Connecticut 068.51 
Norwa1k Hi&h School 
'"Jim" (JH·IU) 
olio 
. 06110 
School 
Glum Darld Gambu 
Bethpage, New York. 11714 
Bethpaae Hi&h School 
(NCI23) 
by Dn id S"lft GUbe:rt 
0720.5 New Canaan, Connecticut 
Loomis School 
(NC226) 
Joba William Gobsle.r 
06786 Plant5ville, Connecticut 06479 
1001 Southington High School 
!6) .. Jack" (NR) 
ntbtr Jooathaa Gleon Granoff 
)201 Enalewood, New Jersey 07631 
h School Enalcwood School for Boys 
MJon.. (W- 15} 
Jetrry Charles Greea 
Glenview, Illinois 60025 
New Trier Township H. S. 
(NCJJ>) 
Stcphw Raadolph Gretz 
East Aurora, New York 
Nichols School 
"Randy" (l-16) 
Jack Newtoa Hale 
Portland, Oregon 97213 
Madison High School 
(l-38) 
lama: llarry Hanzlik 
Norwalk, Connecticut 06851 
Norwalk. High School 
.. J im.. (JH-113) 
WOllam Hadfield GrHa 
Westboro, Massachuxtts 01.581 
Worces1cr Academy 
.. Bill.. (J-2) 
Joha O audc Gnesldewk:l: 
Hartford, Connecticut 06106 
South Catholic High School 
(NR) 
Slepben Pierpont HamUton 
EsseJI:, Connecticut 06426 
Kent School 
(J-10) 
0M:ar Josc:pb Harm, IU 
Murphysboro, Illinois 62966 
Murphysboro Township H. S. 
(E-312) 
Douctu Enritte GrHOe 
Pawcatuck, Connecticut 02891 
Stonington Hi&h School 
(J-14) 
Tbomu S&n easoa lb.Wtt 
Pillsburgh, Pennsylvania I n11 
St. George·s Scbool 
(N-7) 
Sttw1: Amlm lhmiltoo 
West Hempstead, N.Y. 11552 
Malverne Senior High School 
(E-307) 
Jolm Stephea Ha.J"I'bon 
Wilmette, Illinois 60091 
New Trier Township H. S. 
(NC204) 
Joe Rk b.ant Gret:aspap 
Ouawa, Illinois 61350 
Ottawa Township High School 
(SC-AI08) 
John Frederick H.apaaan 
Wynnewood, Pa. 19096 
Episcopal Academy 
(NC212) 
Norma.a Jamuoa HIUlllay 
Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035 
Haverford School 
(l -26) 
Robert Johnstone Harrity, Jr. 
Rosemont, Pennsylvania 190 I 0 
Haverford School 
(J-20) 
PauiM. Greif 
New York, New York 10009 
Stuyvesant High School 
(SC-A321) 
Abdlllahl Mohamed Haji 
Washington, D.C. 
Fountain Valley School 
"Abbie" (G-32) 
Rodney Ff'1lDkJin Hanway 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
Ames High School 
(SC-8213) 
Richard Charles HarYey, Jr. 
East Hartford, Conn. 06118 
East Catholic High School 
(l -16) 
Larry Brooks Hawkins 
Pittsbur&h, Pennsylvania IS218 
ML Lebanon High School 
"Larry" (NC-223) 
Jeaniap Wise Hobsoa, UJ 
Purcell ville, Virginia 22132 
Episcopal High School 
.. Jenks'' (E-214) 
Robtri A Ilea Jac:obs 
Westport, Connecticut 06882 
Staples High School 
''Bob" (JH-120) 
Alan Douglas Jobnsoa 
lawton, Oklahoma 73SOI 
lawton High School 
"AI" (l -2) 
Pierrt duPont Harward 
Montchanin, Delaware 19710 
Episcopal High School 
(E-110) 
Rldtard Charles Heinz 
Canaan, Connecticut 
Housatonic Valley Reg. H. S. 
"Dick" (E-414) 
John Parker Hollman Richard Cunon Hoffman, IV 
lincoln Park, New Jersey 0703S Owings Mills., Maryland 21117 
Boonton H igh School Gilman School 
(J-4) .. Dick" (JH -123) 
Howard Philip James 
Havertown. Pennsylvania 190&3 
Haverford Senior High School 
(SC-A20S) 
Kenneth David Johnson 
Waterford, Conn. 06385 
Waterford High School 
"Ken.. (J-24) 
DaYid Francis Jankowski 
Plantsville. Connecticut 06479 
Southington High School 
~nave" (E-3 12) 
Webster Newton Joaes, Ill 
Wilmington, Delaware 19808 
Tatnall School 
(l -32) 
Paul Middldoa Herron 
Toledo, Ohio 43606 
Ottawa Hills H i&h School 
" Paul" (JH-226) 
Charles Rlcltud Hoskin& 
Northbrook. Illinois 60062 
Glenbrook North High School 
"Chuck.. (E-307) 
Berardo Jurado 
Panama, Panama 
Colegio Javier 
"Bcra" (W-11) 
DaYid Thomas Hill 
Rochester, New York. 14620 
Brighton High School 
(J-42) 
James Windsor Hubbell 
Des Moines, Iowa 
St. Mark's School 
.. Jim" (J H-1 09) 
l\1iduel Frtncis Jimeaez 
Bogota, Colombia, S. A. 
Blair Academy 
(E-402) 
Christopher lobo .K.pilJa 
Staunton, Illinois 62088 
Staunton High School 
.. Chris" (JH-321) 
Robtri Aatboay LaPorte 
Chester, CoMcclicut 06412 
Valley Regional High School 
(JH-317) 
Douglas Morpa Ue 
Bethel, Connecticut 06801 
Bethel High School 
"Doug" (NR) 
ChriJI 
Puloey, Loa 
St. Paul's S 
(N 
lerroa 
1606 
School 
226) 
Josldnc 
is 60062 
gh School 
-307) 
. I ) 
O.vkt Thomas Hill 
Rochester, New Yorlt 14620 
Brighton High School 
(1-42) 
James Wlodsor Hubbell 
Des Moines, Iowa 
St. Mark's School 
"Jim" (JH-109) 
Michael Fraods Jimenez 
Bogota, Colombia, S. A. 
Blair Academy 
(E-402) 
Christopher Joba Kapilla 
Staunton. 111inois 62088 
Staunton Hiah School 
MCbris" (JH-32 1) 
Aodnw Joel Karp 
South Orange, N.J. 07079 
Columbia High School 
(NC-132) 
Dn id Dudley Field Keonard 
Newton Center, Mass. 021S9 
Browne & Nichols School 
(NC-202) 
Robert Aotbony LaPorte 
Chester, Connecticut 06412 
Valley Regional High School 
(IH-317) 
Douglas Morxan LH 
Bethel, Connecticut 0680 1 
Bethel High School 
"Doug" (NR) 
Lawren~ Bruce K..tuosttln 
Wilmington, Delaware 19809 
Mount Pleasant Senior H. S. 
(1-8) 
Elmond Arthur Kenyon, Jr. 
New London, Connecticut 
Waterford Hiah School 
(1-20) 
Jack Everett Larson, J r. 
Stafford Springs, Conn. 06076 
Loomis School 
(N-17) 
Cbrislopber L«s 
Putney, london, SW 14, En&. 
S1. Paul's School {Enaland) 
(NC-214) 
Thomas Ryder K..ufl:m.ann 
Rockville, Maryland 
Landon School 
''Ryder" (N-10) 
Kevin Whitney Kerr 
Wellesley Hills. Mass. 02181 
Belmont Hill School 
"Kev" (CB-21) 
Michael AJ.aa Lavorgna 
Hamden. Connecticut 06Sl8 
Hamden High School 
''Milte" (E-210) 
Alfred Di.x Leeson, Jr. 
Providence, Rhode Island 
St. Mark's School 
"'Dix" (J-12) 
Robert Kirk Kaynor 
Tolland, Connecticut 
Ellington High School 
··sob"" (NC-102) 
Jonathan Fields Knight 
Queenstown, Maryland 
Mercersburg Academy 
"Jon" {JH-317) 
George Roderick Lawrtace 
Greenwich. Connecticut 
Upper Canada College 
"'Rod" (JH-209) 
John Holbert Leidler 
Houston. Texas 7100S 
Kinkaid School 
"John'' (SC-8204) 
Jeffrey Bruce KdJy 
Naples. Italy 
Forrest Sherman High School 
"Jetr' (NCIIO) 
Ryan Anthony Kuhn 
Morristown, New Jerwy 
Hun School 
" Ryo" (NC203) 
William Carroll Lawrea~ 
Wilmington, Delaware 19803 
Friends School 
"Bi ll " (NC-120) 
Douglas Luddy Leight 
Scarsda le, New York 1058S 
New Rochelle High School 
"'Doug" (E-212) 
Charles John Lemonl~r 
Glen Rock, New Jersey 07452 
Glen Rock High School 
"Pete" (J-6) 
Hugo Joseph Luke 
Kadena A.B. Ok.inawa 
Kubasaki High School 
(l-34) 
William Fnmk 1\tattee:ry 
Granite Springs, New York 
Choate School 
"'Bill" (l-36) 
Ernest Jose:pb Mallei 
Orange, Conne<:ticut 06477 
Amity Regional Hi1h School 
MEmie" (JH-220) 
Sc:oUUnoox 
Chicago, Ulinois 60640 
Lake Forest Academy 
(CB-21) 
Albert Kah-Soo Lim 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
Forest Hills High School 
(CC-32) 
Jack Alan Luxemburg 
Millburn, New Jersey 07041 
Millburn Senior H igh School 
(l-14) 
Christopher Thomas MacCarthy 
Washington, Connecticut 06793 
Washington High School 
(JH-302) 
Anthony Francis Malone 
New Britain, Connecticut 06051 
St. Thomas Aquinas H. S. 
'"Tony" (J-40) 
Danie:l Ne:wball Muwe:ll 
Worcester, Massach usetts 01602 
St. Paul's School 
(J-22) 
Randolph l ay Man 
Wichita Falls, Texas 
Woodberry Forest School 
"'Randy.. (SC-8316) 
Ray Luke McAllister 
Ogdensbur,, New York 13669 
OgdenJbur& Free Academy 
(JH-31.5) 
Douglal Paul U&kow 
Pasadena, California 
Culver Military Academy 
~Doug" (JH-126) 
JohD Andrew MacDonald 
Shaker Heights, Ohio 44 122 
University School 
(l-14) 
Paul Scott Marshall 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15239 
Plum Senior High School 
.. Scou"' (SC-8310) 
Paul Francis McAloon 
Hartford. Connecticut 06114 
Bulkeley High School 
(SC-A I03) 
Thomu Peter Lorn 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19118 
William Penn Charter School 
(N-4) 
Ell Mackey, Jr. 
Kansas City, Missouri 64128 
Central High School 
(l-40) 
l ose:pb Paul Maryesld 
Waterford, Connecticut 
St. Bernard's High School 
"Joe.. (J-6) 
James Millon MtCiaughe:rty 
Aluandria. Virginia 22312 
Sc. Andrew's School 
(SC-A206) 
Charles Edward McCou~n 
Cresskill, New Jersey 
Lye« Francois 
"Chod"" (SC-AJJ6) 
Gholambossela Iraj 
Mebnnanub-Tehranipour 
Tehran, Iran 
Firooz. Bahram Secondary 
School of Tehran 
"lrad j"' (W-32) 
Alu MUJe:r, lr. 
Milton, Massachusetts 02187 
Milton Academy 
"Dusty" QH-209) 
...... 
omia 
cademy 
1·126) 
Doaald 
io 44122 
ool 
.tanball 
ylvania 15239 
ligh School 
SCB310) 
1McAioon 
.ecticut 06114 
gh School 
103) 
ThoDWI Pettr Lom 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19118 
William Penn Charter School 
(N-4) 
Ell M ackey, Jr. 
KaraasCity, Missouri 64128 
Central Hi&h School 
(1·40) 
JMtpb Paul Maryeskl 
Wat~rford, Connecticut 
St. Bernard's High School 
" Joe" (J-6) 
James Milton McCiaugbe.rty 
Alexandria, Virginia 22312 
St. Andrew's School 
(SC-A206) 
Charles Edward McConn~! 
Cruskill. New Jersey 
Lycee Francois 
"Ched" (SC·A 116) 
Gbolamhosst.la Iraj 
MehrJDantsb-Tehrani pour 
Tebran,lran 
Firooz Bahram Secondary 
School or Tehran 
"l radj" (W-32) 
Ala Miller, Jr. 
Milton, Mauacbu.setts 02187 
Milton Academy 
.. Dusty.. (JH-209) 
Waltu Frauds Moody, Jr. 
North Rockville, Conn. 06066 
Ellington High School 
.. Rusty" (CB-12) 
Roy Cornelild McCord 
North Granby, Conn. 06060 
Granby Memorial Hi&h School 
"Buzz" (SC-BllS) 
Petn Paul Mclinosbs., Jr. 
New Britain, Connecticut 0605 I 
New Britain Senior High School 
(NR) 
Frauds Aatbony Mbdte.r 
Wethersfield, Connecticut 06109 
Weth~rsfield Hi&h School 
(NR) 
Jellrey Aldea Morrow 
Naperville, Ulinois 60540 
Naperville Community H. S. 
"Jeff" (NC-108) 
R...ymood WUHam M cKre 
Glenside, Pennsylvania 19038 
Cheltenham Hi&-'l School 
(E-216) 
Seth Grant Mcrrlmaa 
Toledo, Ohio 43606 
Ottawa Hills Hi&h School 
(1·36) 
Patrick We.Uhlgtoa Mikbdl 
West Tisbury, Massachusetts 
Brooks School 
"Mitch" (SC-8307) 
David Michael Moss 
Bloomfield, Connecticut 
Bloomfield High School 
(SC·AI09) 
John Stuart McKln.oey 
Swampscott, Ma.u. 01907 
Swampscott Hisb School 
(SCA219) 
Jeremiah MUbank. m 
Greenwich, Connecticut 
Groton School 
''Jerry" (N-15) 
Mkhae.l Crofton Mitbod'u 
Cooperstown, New York 
St. Paul's School 
CJ-24) 
William H tnry M udea 
Hartford, Connecticut 06106 
Hartford Public Hi&h School 
''Bill" (NR) 
Peter Campbell Meacham 
Cleveland, Ohio 44122 
University School 
.. Pete" (J-30) 
William John Millard, m 
Austin, Texas 78731 
St. Stephen's Episcopal School 
"Jay" (SC..A321) 
Jonatbaa Re.u.bea Moldovu 
Brooklyn, New York 11238 
Polytechnic Preparatory 
Country Day School 
(E-411) 
George Albert M unkwitz, J r. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53217 
University School or Milwaukee 
(I H-313) 
Clifford Leon.ard Neuman 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19 11 8 
Springfield Township H. S. 
"CBf!" (l -32) 
.lames Murray O' Brien 
Milton, Massa.chuse:Hs 021 86 
Milton Academy 
"O·a ·· (CB-12) 
Richard bmes Papanos 
Coventry, Connec ticut 06238 
Cove nt ry H1gh School 
" DicL" (E-207) 
Wllllum Ravenel Peelle, Jr. 
We!>l H:J rtford, Connecticut 
Epi~opa l High School 
{J -2R) 
William Kellogg Newbury 
Concord, Massachusetts0 1742 
Phill ips Academy 
" 8;!1 " (l -28) 
l\·1ichael John Ohli~er 
Windsor, Connect icut 
Windsor High School 
(N R) 
Mich:~c l John Paszek 
Newington, Connecticut 06 111 
Newi ngton High School 
" MiLe" (N R) 
James Reeve Petersen 
Avon. Connecticut 06001 
A von High School 
(J -30) 
Eugene Lacblrotte Newell 
West Hartford, Conn. 06 107 
Conard High School 
"Gene" (J H-223) 
Peter Arpin Of"&ain 
Montcl air, New Jersey 
Mo ntcla ir Academy 
"Oa;e" (NC-2011) 
Howard Willlan1 Pearson 
Oa Lville. Connecticu t 
WatLin..on School 
"A lbie" tJH - 122) 
Jeffrey Baker Philli ps 
f;Jirficld. Connecticut 
Hotchl..iss School 
(C O-l i ) 
Jay Grant Newquist 
Hopkins, Minnesota SH 43 
Hopkins Hi gh School 
''Ja y" (J -8) 
James Walter Osher 
Sh•1 Ler Hc1ghb. Ohio 44 122 
ShaLe r Height ~ High School 
(J -261 
Robtr1 Henry Purson 
G ree nwic h. Connecticut 06R3l 
G reenwich High School 
"Bob" (JH -222) 
Roy Hardy Pingel 
Gro:.1oe Poi nte. Michiga n 48236 
Gro:.~ Poi nte: UnivcrM ty School 
(J -12) 
Daniel John Nichol~ 
Winsted, Connecticut 06098 
G ilbert School 
(J-10) 
John Philip Osler 
M :~ nasqu:m. New Je rsey 08736 
Pe nnina; ton School 
(l -4) 
Raymond Parku Pech 
Sim~bu ry, Connecticut 06070 
Henry James Memorial H. S. 
)N Rl 
Robert Burord Pippin 
hcL!>Qnvilte, Florida 32210 
B1)hop Kenny High School 
" Bo b" (NC-234) 
Nc:w C:~nna n. Connecticut 
Hill School 
(NC-226) 
Oal id Bennett Richards 
Lunenburg, Mass. 01462 
Go,-emor Dummer Academy 
(NC-110) 
Frederick lbrker Rose 
Wilmington, Delaware 19806 
To~er Hill School 
"Fred" (J-6) 
:~·quist 
:ota ~S343 
School 
(J-8) 
Daniel John Nichols 
Winsted, Connecticut 06098 
Gilben School 
(l-10) 
Osher John Philip Osler 
)hio 44122 Manasquan. New Jersey 08736 
igh School Penninaton School 
........ 
'Cticut 06832 
:h School 
H-222) 
Pingel 
chigan 48236 
~e~i ty School 
(1-4) 
Ra)'mond Parker Pech 
Simsbury, Connecticut 06070 
Henry James Memorial H. S. 
( R) 
Robe.r1 Buford Pippin 
J;&d,sonville, Florida 32210 
Ri!>hOp Kenny High School 
"Bob" (NC-234) 
Mic:::hael Gregory Porlides 
Jericho, New York 117H 
Jericho High School 
(SC-Al06-J08) 
Thomas Michael Ramseur, Ill 
New Canaan. Connecticut 
Hill School 
(NC-226) 
David IH:nnetl Rkha rds 
Lunenburg. Mass. 01462 
Governor Dummer Academy 
(NC-110) 
Frederick Bal"ker Rose 
Wilmington , Delaware 19806 
Tower Hill School 
"Fred" (J-6) 
Albert Lewis Pottasb 
Wynnewood, Pa. 19096 
Friends' Central 
"AI" (SCAIOJ-104) 
Eric Tompkins Rathbun 
Washington. D.C. 20016 
St. Alban!i School 
tSC-8216) 
Stnenson A~her Williams 
Richardson 
Bel Air, Maryla nd 21014 
St. Andrew's School 
lSC-A20S) 
Gen11rd Robert Ruct'i 
H:1rtford, Connecticut 06114 
BuiL.eley High School 
(NR) 
A.ndrew Orut Pryshlak 
Hanford, Connecticut 06114 
Bulkdey High School 
(NR) 
William C111mpbell Redfield 
Syr.1cusr. New York IJ224 
Nottingham High School 
"Bill" (NC-221) 
Ra lph Thomas Robinson 
Stratford, Connecticut 06497 
Stratford High School 
(1-38) 
D111 vld Michael Sadayasu 
Bronx, New York 10463 
Bran"< High School of Sci~ncc 
(NC-134) 
John William Pye 
South Weymouth, Mass. 
Weymouth High School 
(E-214) 
Dal e Charles Reed 
Arlington, Virginia 
Wa~hington-Lce High School 
"Dale" (l-44) 
Stanley Herrick Robinson 
St. Johnsbu ry, Vermont OS819 
St. Johnsbury Academy 
"Stan" (J-10) 
Charles Thomas Sager 
Wilmette, Illinois 60091 
New Trier Town~h1p H. S. 
'Tom" (JH-306) 
Keith Charles Pye 
Slough, Bucks., England 
Langley Grammar School 
"Casey" (J-24) 
Daniel Jay Rcilcrt 
Fran~lin Square, N.Y. 11010 
Waldorf School 
"Danny" (J-8) 
John Allen Robson 
Westfield, New krsc:y 07090 
Ward law County Day School 
(NC-221) 
James Lawrence Sanford 
Scarsdal~. New York 10S83 
Trinity-Pawli ng School 
"Jim" (W-12) 
v 
Jay Scott Schinleld 
Wyncote, Pennsylvania 19095 
Cheltenham Se.nior High School 
{N-7) 
Rkhard Julian Seidel 
Union, New Je~y 07083 
Union High School 
(E-402) 
David Harvey Shiprrum 
Wallingford. Pa. 19086 
Nether Providence High School 
"Dave" (NC-202) 
Stephen Bruce Smith 
West Hanford, Conn. 06107 
Conard High School 
"Steve" (NR) 
L.~nard Charlo Sdmeider 
West Long Branch, ew Jersey 
Shore Regional High School 
"len" (CC-21) 
Paul HIUU Serafiao 
Southington. Connc:clicut 06489 
South•ngton Hi&h School 
"Dickie" (NR) 
John Fouts Sibley 
Houston, TeJlas 
Woodberry Forest School 
{NC-IIS) 
John Vac:klner Scholes 
Wilmington. Delaware 19803 
Brandywine High School 
{NC-128) 
Andrew T ub Shaw 
Hightstown. New JcDty 
Peddie School 
(SC-Ali) 
Joseph Patterson Sims, lll 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Darrow School 
CSC-Al06) 
M.ichael Edward Sobotka William Frederick Staples 
Kew Gardens, L 1., N.Y. 11418 Stamford, Connecticut 06906 
Kew Forest School Stamford H igh School 
(NC·I02) "Bill" (E.-.412) 
William Smallrid~ Searle, Jr. 
Saco, Maine 04072 
Thornton Academy 
"Billy" (J.-.40) 
Curtis Slougblon Shaw 
West Hartford, Conn. 06107 
Kingswood School 
"Con" (NC-123) 
Benson Benndl Sloan, rn 
New York, New York 
Groton School 
(SC·AI08) 
Pder Richard Starke 
New York, New York. 10023 
Trinity School 
''Pete" (SCA214) 
James Andrew Sedgwick 
Scombluff. Nebraska 69361 
Scottsbluff Senior High School 
"J im'' (JH-3IS) 
Myron Gray Sbenr 
Grosse Pointe, Michigan 
Taft School 
{G-21) 
Frank Duncan Smith 
Baltimore, Maryland 21210 
Friends School 
(G-2 1) 
George Kern Stearns 
Wyom ing, Ohio 45215 
Taft School 
"George" (J-32) 
David William Steuber 
Berwyn, PenMylvania 
Great Valley Sr. High School 
"Dave.. (E-116) 
Raymond WilJiam St«der 
North Sulton, N.H . 03260 
New London High School 
"Ray~ (J-12) 
Arsm Jlagop Tellallan, HI 
Trumbull, Connecticut 066 11 
Choate School 
{E-113) 
dge Searle, Jr. 
It 04072 
\ cademy 
(J-40) 
tfoa Shaw 
Conn. 06107 
School 
NC-123) 
ttSioan,m 
New York 
ichool 
108) 
niSWi<o 
1 York 10023 
:Chool 
SCA214) 
James Andnw Sedpick 
Scousbluff, Nebraska 69361 
Scoctsbluff Senior High School 
" lim.. (JH-315) 
Myroo Gray Sbtrtr 
Grosse Pointe., Michigan 
Taft School 
(G-21) 
Fnt.nk Duncan Smith 
Baltimore, Maryland 21210 
Friends School 
(G-21) 
Georae Kem Steams 
Wyoming, Ohio 4521 S 
Taft School 
.. George" (J-32) 
David William Steuber 
Berwyn, Pennsylvan ia 
Great Valley Sr. High School 
.. Dave'" (E-116) 
JUymond WilHa m StrHter 
North Sutton, N.H. 03260 
New London High School 
"Ray"' (J -12) 
John Anthony Tadseu 
Lakewood, Ohio 44107 
SL Edward High School 
"Jack" (lH-122) 
Anm llagop Tellallan, lD 
Trumbull, Connecticut 06611 
Choate School 
(E-113) 
Andrew Fyfe Stewart 
Bronxville, New York 10708 
e ... :mxville High School 
"Andy" (NC-204) 
Jeffre y Charles Sturxess 
Branford, Connecticut 0640S 
Tabor Academy 
(JH-302) 
Bruce Edward Talbert 
Morris Plains, N.J. 07950 
Morristown School 
(SC-A206) 
Randall Peem ick T~rbo 
Piusford, New York 14534 
Pittsrord High School 
(J-22) 
John Harold Stines 
Scarsdale, New York 
Tafl School 
"John" (E-llS) 
Alan Thomas Sullinn 
New York, New York 10003 
Polytechnic Prepara1ory 
Country Day School 
(J-22) 
Warren Veru Taught 
Great Neck, New York 11024 
Rhodes School 
(E-310) 
William Jobn Thompson 
West Haven, Connecticut 06516 
West Haven High School 
··a;u·· (CC-21) 
Peter Hubbard Stolt 
Mt. Kisco, New York 
Uppingham School 
(NC-228) 
Edwin Scoll Sutton 
Wyomissing, Pa. 19610 
Wyomissing Area High School 
(CB-12) 
Brbn Albert Ta)'lor 
Pekin. Illinois 61554 
Pekin Community High School 
(E-211) 
Stephen I.Ae Tody 
Belvidere, Illinois 61008 
Belvidere High School 
"Steve'' (W-3 1) 
Fnt.nklin D'Oiier Stowtll 
Basking Ridge, New Jersey 
Sl. Mark's School 
"Frank" 
(JH-109) 
Robin Gregory Symonds 
Marblehead, Massachusetts 
Marblehead High School 
(NC-128) 
Charles Edward Taylor 
Overland, Missouri 63114 
Ritenour Senior High School 
(JH-222) 
James Howard Tonsgard 
River Forest, Illinois 60305 
Oak Park High School 
''Jim" (J-44) 
Slephea John T rf:.Dioa l 
Thompsonville, Conn. 06082 
Enfield High School 
"Steve" (NC210) 
Raphael Paul Viscidi 
Northampton, Massachusetts 
Williston Academy 
"Ray" (J-18) 
Elliot Mark Weinstein 
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02167 
Brookline H igh School 
(1-4) 
Pder Clarke Wilkins 
Brook line, Massachusetts 
Noble & Greenough School 
(1-14) 
James B. T uJiy 
Levittown, New York 
Trinity-Pawling School 
"Jim" (J-36) 
Dean Crittenden Walker, Jr. 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74105 
Phillips Exeter Academy 
"Dinny" (J -42) 
Ed ward Caslle Wells 
Lincoln, Massachusetts 01751 
Phillips Exeter Academy 
(1H-317) 
Mark Alexande-r Williams 
Emmaus, Pennsylvania 18049 
Perkiomen School 
(G-25) 
Richard Stephen T urk 
Fairfie ld, Connecticut 06430 
Roger Ludlowe High School 
(E-315) 
Bruce Butterfield Wallace 
New York, New York 10016 
Browning School 
(1 H-321) 
George Carey Wheelwright 
Lenox, Massachusetts 02140 
St. Paul's School 
(W-12) 
Martin Huw Williams 
Cardiff, Wa les 
Atlantic College 
''Tatr' (JH-223) 
Charles William T uUie 
Windsor, Connecticut 06095 
Loomis School 
"Charlie" (NCII4) 
lobo Anthony Warmbold 
Lake Bluff, Illinois 60044 
Lake Forest High School 
(J-36) 
Pder Thompson Wiles 
New London, Connecticut 
Choate School 
(J-34) 
John M. Wlllin 
Hartrord, Connecticut 06105 
Hanrord Public High School 
••Jack" (NR) 
John Martin Vern 
Windsor Locks, Conn. 06096 
Northwest Catholic High School 
(E-407) 
James Benson Webber, OJ 
Providence, Rhode lsland 
Brooks School 
(SC-8304) 
Sleven Wilhelm 
Rowayton, Connecticut 06853 
Brien McMahon High School 
(1-28) 
Jolm A.lva Willoughby, Jr. 
Edgartown, Massachusetts 
Martha's Vineyard 
Reg. High School 
"'Jack" (SC-82 16) 
Robert Lawrence Wilson 
Branchville, New Jersey 07826 
ewton High School 
"Bob" (J H-109) 
Rkb:ud RHS Wyland 
Roch~ter. New York 14620 
Monroe H igh School 
(E-211) 
Daniel Joseph l.itin 
North Wales. Pa. 19454 
North Penn High School 
(E-210) 
"' 16095 
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John Martin Verre 
Windsor Locks, Conn. 06096 
Northwest Catholic High School 
(E-407) 
James lk:llSOn Webber, lll 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Brooks School 
(SC-8304) 
Stneo Wilhelm 
Rowayton, Connecticut 06853 
Brien McMahon High School 
(J-28) 
Joha Alva Willoughby, Jr. 
)6!05 Edgartown, Massachusetts 
chool Martha's Vineyard 
Reg. High School 
"Jack" (SC-8216) 
Robert Lawrence Wilson 
Branchville, New Jersc"y 07826 
Newton High School 
" Bob'' (JH-109) 
Richard Ree~ Wyland 
Rochester, New York 14620 
Monroe H igh School 
(E-211) 
Daniel Joseph Zitin 
North Wales, Pa. 19454 
North Penn High School 
(E-2 10) 
David Philip Wol ff Charles Wright 
Saranac Lake. New York 12983 Grosse Pointe, Michigan 48236 
Saranac Lal..e Central H. S. Grosse Pointe University School 
"Dave" (J-20) (J-4) 
J effrey Kimmel Wright 
Coatesville, Pa. 19320 
Haverford School 
" Jeff" (J-24) 
Joshua Soule Wunsch 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
Universi ty High School 
"Jad.." (J-22) 
George P. Yunnakis 
Oreland, Pennsylvania 19075 
Springfield Township H. S. 
(J-6) 
Edward llarry Ydcrian Joseph luis 7...antgoza, Jr. lucian Zielinski 
New Bri lain. Connecticut 06053 Wellesley. Massachu~tts 02181 New Brit::ain. Connecticut 06051 
New Britain Senior High School Wellesley Senior High School New Bri1:1in Senior High School 
"Veg" (NC-234) "Jay" (NC-203) "luLe" (N R) 
Roy Artbur BUd 
Rocky Hill, Connecticut 06067 
Rocky Hill High School 
(JH-113) 
Joba CanteD Chapin. Jr. 
Washingtoa, D.C. 
St. Paul's School 
(SC-8207) 
Student Organizations 
THE SENATE 
President: David J. Gerber '67 
Vice President: Frederic N. Catoni '67 
Executive-at-Large: Keith M. Miles '68 
Recording Secretary: Lloyd J. Kramer '69 
Corresponding Secretary: Greig R . Siedor '67 
Trinity students are encouraged to concern themselves with their own government 
and regulations. The legislative body of the student government , the Senate, has charge 
of all class and club funds and supervises student organizations. The Senate Constitution 
is printed in the back of this Handbook. 
Members 
Class of 1967: 
William H. Bradbury III , Independent 
Frederic N . Catoni, Phi Kappa Psi 
William T . Fox Ill, Alpha Delta Phi 
David J. Gerber, Theta Xi 
David W. Haight, Psi Upsilon 
PeterS. Heller, Independent 
John H. Honiss, Sigma. Nu 
Penn Hughes, Delta Kappa Epsilon 
Lynn M. Kirby, Delta Phi 
Thomas R. Pastore, Pi Kappa Alpha 
William J. Pastore, Pi Kappa Alpha 
Richard M. Ratzan, Alpha Chi Rho 
Charles J. Sanders, Phi Kappa Psi 
Greig R. Siedor, Phi Mu Delta 
Michael A. Weinberg, Independent 
Class of 1968: 
Donald A. Barlow, Alpha Chi Rho 
Stuart M. Bluestone, Alpha Chi Rho 
THE MEDUSA 
David E. Chanin, Theta Xi 
Samuel H. Elkin, Sigma Nu 
Daniel L. Goldberg, Theta Xi 
Terry L. Jones, Alpha Chi Rho 
Stanley J. Kosloski , Theta Xi 
Keith M. Miles, Theta Xi 
Douglas M. Morrill Jr., Alpha Chi Rho 
Lawrence H. Roberts, Alpha Delta Phi 
Sheldon Tilney, St. Anthony Hall 
Richard Weingarten, Theta Xi 
Class of 1969: 
Michael J. Beautyman 
Michael D. Cleary 
JosephS. Hessenthaler 
Robert E. Kehoe Jr. 
Lloyd J . Kramer 
Tan J . Platt 
Barry G. Sheckley 
Daniel E. Wrobleski 
The Medusa is the senior honorary society at Trinity which has the function of 
upholding the traditions of the College as well as the discipline. To be tapped for the 
Medusa is the greatest honor a Trinity undergraduate can attain. 
The tapping ceremony takes place in the spring. All members of the Junior Class 
gather around the statue of Bishop Brownell, and the outgoing members tap those Juniors 
who have especially distinguished themselves during the first three years of college. 
The Medusa has been operative on the Trinity campus since 1892, in various capaci· 
ties. The Senate eventually granted the Medusa its enforcement power and its judicial 
power. Since then the Medusa has been the disciplinary arm of the student government. 
It is the prerogative of any student to appeal a decision of the Medusa to the Senate. 
Penalties involving suspension, dismissal or expulsion must receive the approval of the 
Dean of Students or the Faculty Committee on Academic Standing and Discipline before 
becoming final. 
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Members 
John D. Craft, Stephen V. Eliot, Edward B. Hutton Jr., Lynn M. Kirkby, Alexander H . 
Levi, John R. O'Neal, Morton E. Salomon. 
THE INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL 
President: Charles J. Sanders '67 
Vice President: Calhoun W. Wick '67 
Secretary -Treasurer: Greig R. Siedor '67 
Fraternities cooperate in campus life through an Interfraternity Council composed 
of representatives from each chapter. It is the official representative and spokesman for 
the Trinity fraternity system. In addition to regulating procedures for pledging and 
stimulating competition for high scholarship among fraternities , the IFC sponsors the 
Gismo Contest, the IFC Bridge Tournament, the IFC Weekend, Stunt Night, the Soap 
Box Derby, Mason Plan, Rutgers Plan, and the IFC Sing. The Constitution of the IFC 
can be found after the Senate Constitution in the back of this book. 
Members 
W. Gregory Coward Jr., St. Anthony Hall 
Robert K. Fowler, Theta Xi 
John P. Gens Jr. , Psi Upsilon 
Michael P . Hickey, Sigma Nu 
David G. Lauretti, Delta Phi 
Philip W. Pennington, Delta Kappa Epsilon 
Richard M. Ratzan, Alpha Chi Rho 
Sanford M. Rosenberg, Pi Kappa Alpha 
Charles J . Sanders, Phi Kappa Psi 
Greig R . Siedor, Phi Mu Delta 
Calhoun W. Wick, Alpha Delta Phi 
THE FRESHMAN EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 
The Freshman Executive Council is a liaison between the Freshman Class and the 
administration and the Senate of the College. It organizes frequent class functions and 
otherwise encourages identification of the individual Freshman with both the College and 
his Class. It voices suggestions and complaints of the Freshman Class to the College. 
F.E.C. members shall be elected during the second week of the school year. The 
F.E.C. Constitution appears in the back of this book following the Senate and IFC 
Constitutions. 
THE CERBERUS 
President: Dennis H. Farber '68 
Vice President: Stuart M. Bluestone '68 
Secretary: Sheldon Tilney '68 
The Cerberus is a self-perpetuating honor society made up of fifteen sophomores 
and fifteen juniors, elections being held in the spring of the freshman year. Its members 
are the official hosts of the College, giving tours to college guests. The Cerberus' host 
duties are carried out in conjunction with Admissions Office, The Athletic Department 
and the Development Office. 
Members 
Dan M. Battles '69 
Michael J . Beautyman '69 
John H. Byrnes '69 
Michael J. Center '68 
David E. Chanin '68 
Michael D. Cleary '69 
Richard E. Coyle '68 
Malcolm L. Hayward Jr. '68 
Peter C. Johnson '68 
Hugh Kenworthy '69 
Lloyd J. Kramer '69 
Anthony E. Kupka '68 
John B. Linvill Jr. '69 
Andrew K. Marckwald Jr. '69 
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Joseph E. McKeigue '68 
William C. Melcher '69 
Richard G. Meloy '68 
Keith M. Miles '68 
Tan J . Platt '69 
StephenS. Rauh '68 
Lawrence H. Roberts '68 
MichaelS. Sample '69 
Brian K. Titus '69 
Richard Weingarten '68 
Larry H. Whipple '69 
William N. Wight '69 
Daniel E. Wrobleski '69 
MATHER HALL BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
President: Donald A. Barlow '68 
The Mather Hall Board of Governors acts in an advisory capacity to the Director 
of the Student Center concerning the functions and uses of Mather Hall for various 
student activities. The Board sponsors such things as the Student Art Show and coffee 
hours for faculty-student meetings. It also looks into problems arising within Mather 
Hall and attempts to make creative suggestions which may increase the usefulness of the 
building for student activities. 
Members 
Andrew N. Baer '68 
Robert D. Jenkins '67 
D. Scott Johnson '69 
CLASS OFFICERS 
President: Alexander H. Levi '67 
Class Marshal: Richard M. Ratzan '67 
President : Joseph E. McKeigue '68 
President: Michale D. Cleary '69 
Charles Kurz II '67 
John F. Levy '69 
Michael P. Seitchik '68 
The class president is the presiding officer of each class, and he may be called on to 
represent his class on various committees and occasions. His main job is to organize the 
class social function and to set up the entertainment and other essentials for the dance. 
The Senior Class President helps plan Graduation Weekend, especially Class Day, the 
day before Commencement. 
The Chapel 
Trinity is firmly committed to the position that religion plays an important role in 
the life of the College as well as in the development of the whole man. 
Trinity was founded in 1823 by Episcopal clergy and laymen. Our charter, granted 
May 16, 1823, provided that the ordinances of the College "shall not make the religious 
tenets of any person a condition of admission to any privilege in said college," whether 
as a student or teacher. Since our foundation strong ties of tradition but not of law have 
existed between the College and the Epicopal Church. 
During our 143 years Trinity has endeavored to be true to the convictions by which 
the College was founded as well as to our time-honored motto, Pro ecclesia et patria. Estab-
lished in freedom, Trinity recognizes that a diversity of religious affiliation exists in its 
student body. We are concerned for our students to continue and to deepen the religious 
faith of their choice so that it may be a living part of their liberal education and of their 
lives. 
The beautiful Gothic Chapel of the College seeks to minister to all the men of the 
College. The Chaplain of the College likewise serves, in cooperation with Jewish, Roman 
Catholic and Protestant clergy, the members of the College. 
Weekday services are conducted by members of the College. Sunday services consist 
of the Eucharist at 10:30 a.m. and College Vespers at 5 p .m. , with preaching by promi-
nent Christian thinkers and leaders. The Chapel a lso sponsors musical and dramatic 
events for the College and cooperates with the various groups and departments. 
THE COMMIITEE OF THE CHAPEL 
Chairman: Gilbert G. Campbell '67 
This committee, consisting of members of the Student body, Faculty and Adminis-
tration and Chaplain, plans and directs all of the activities of the Chapel. Students 
are elected to it in the spring of each year. The Committee is assisted in this by the follow-
ing organizations which are responsible for various areas of the life of the Chapel. 
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ACOLYTES 
Chairman: Paul H. Jones '68 
Students serve at all of the services of the Chapel in such capacities as torch bearers, 
assisting at the Communion services, etc . 
CARILLONNEURS AND CHOIR. Listed under Musical Activities. 
LAY READERS 
Chairman: Robert W. Tuttle '67 
The responsibility of leading the services of the Chapel is shared by the entire College. 
The students and faculty members conduct the weekday Morning Prayer and Compline 
Services, and student Lay Readers read the Epistle at the Eucharist and the Lessons at 
College Vespers. 
CRUCIFERS 
Senior Crucifer: Charles Kurz II '67 
Each year certain members of the Senior Class are given the responsibility and 
honor of carrying the Processional Cross of the Chapel at the services. 
USHERS 
Chairman: Charles H . Heckscher Jr. '67 
Students usher at the Sunday services and special events in the Chapel, as well as 
take up the offering and assist the congregation. 
Debate and Drama 
THE ATHENEUM 
President: Peter I. Kaufman '68 
The Atheneum, the oldest organization at Trinity, debates current economic and 
political questions in intercollegiate and intra-club competition. Membership in this 
society is open to students of all classes who arc interested in forensics. 
The offices of the Atheneum are in Seabury 26. 
THE JESTERS 
President: John F. Alves Jr. '67 
Faculty Adviser: George E. Nichols III 
The dramatic organization , The Jesters, is one of the College's oldest and most 
active clubs and has maintained and fostered the dramatic arts at Trinity with a high 
degree of interest and ability. In the coming year, the Jesters plan to integrate their 
activities to make more thorough use of the Austin Arts Center facilities, both in major 
productions and student productions. 
The Jesters welcome all who would like to participate in any phase of play produc-
tion. 
Language Clubs 
IT ALlAN CLUB 
Faculty Adviser: Michael R. Campo 
The Italian Club endeavors to foster interest in Italian studies at Trinity. Lectures, 
musical programs and visits with neighboring colleges are features of each year's pro-
gram. 
LE CERCLE FRANCAIS 
Le Cercle Francais, founded in 1952, aims to encourage a working, applicable 
knowledge of spoken French. Meetings feature guest speakers, movies and panel discus-
sions, all in French. Le Cercle also sponsors concerts and other programs of interest to 
students of French. 
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SPANISH CLUB 
President: Alexander W. White '67 
Faculty Adviser: Lawrence R. Stires Jr. 
The Spanish Club, founded in 1954, places special emphasis on understanding and 
attaining an applicable knowledge of the language. The club features movies, lectures 
and discussions in Spanish for the benefit of its members. 
Musical Activities 
THE CHAMBER PLAYERS 
President: Larry H. Whipple '69 
Faculty Adviser: Clarence H . Barber 
The Chamber Players is a group that performs chamber music and small orchestral 
numbers throughout the year. The group has combined with the orchestras of several 
other schools to perform larger numbers and has made records and appeared on radio 
shows. 
CHAPEL CHOm 
Assistant Organist: Gilbert G. Campbell '67 
Faculty Adviser: Clarence E. Watters 
Membership in the Chapel Choir is open to all undergraduates who successfully 
complete the voice trials and competitions held in September. 
The functions of the Choir include the leading of congregational singing and the 
development of music for liturgical use. The Choir sings on Sundays at Evening Vespers. 
Two rehearsals a week are required. Members receive remunera tion based upon length 
of service. 
Several times a year the Choir joins with women's choruses from other schools in 
special events. 
COLLEGE BAND 
President: David J. Keller '67 
Director: Baird Hastings 
The College Band, the nucleus of the Trinity orchestra and marching band, will 
present five concerts in the coming year, including two orchestral concerts. The band 
plays at major athletic concerts, in Glee Club concerts, plays and other events using 
musical players. Several instruments are available for members' use. 
GLEE CLUB 
Manager: Parker H . Prout '68 
Faculty Adviser and Director: Clarence H. Barber 
The Glee Club, open to all undergraduates, gives many concerts throughout the 
year at women's colleges, on Parents Day, at Christmas time and hosts other college 
choirs and glee clubs on campus in the Trinity T erm. The club also tours different 
areas of the United States and Canada on its annual spring tour. Rehearsals are held 
each Monday and Thursday evening at 7:15 in the Austin Arts Center. 
THE GUILD OF CARILLONNEURS 
Master Carillonneur: Gilbert G. Campbell '67 
Adviser: Kenneth C. Parker 
This group plays the Chapel's thirty·bell Plumb Memorial Carillon before all 
Chapel sessions as well as on special occasions and gives free lessons to all Trinity stu· 
dents desiring to learn to play the Carillon. 
THE NEW COLLEGIATE JAZZ BAND 
Manager: Stephen H. Horenstein '69 
The New Collegiate Jazz Band is an eighteen·piece jazz band which plays all types 
of jazz- styles varying from the Stan Kenton sound to more progressive styles. Within 
the large band there are several smaller groups which concentrate on improvisation. 
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THE PIPES 
Director: G. Stewart Barns '67 
The Pipes, Trinity's oldest singing group, was first organized in 1938 as a quartet 
and expanded to an octet in 1940. Since then they have become an established tradition 
at Trinity and earned for themselves an enviable reputation among college singing 
groups. 
Each fall the Pipes sponsor the Buttondown Sounds Show, which brings to Hartford 
the best in collegiate singing and entertainment. The proceeds from the show are do-
nated to the Pipes' Scholarship fund. 
The Pipes have appeared on television and radio and have made various recordings. 
Their engagements have ranged from appearances at conventions, parties and women's 
colleges to annual spring concerts in Hartford 's Bushnell Auditorium and Carnegie Hall. 
Tryouts are held early each fall. 
THE TRINIDADS 
Pitchpipe: Stephen R . Lundeen '69 
The Trinidads is one of the newest and most popular college singing groups in the 
New England area. Tryouts are held each fall to replace graduated members. 
The Trinidads' performances include engagements at surrounding women's colleges, 
charity benefits, corporation banquets, radio and T.V. appearances and private parties 
from Greenwich to the Caribbean. 
TRINITY PIPES AND DRUMS 
Pipe Major: Philip J. Mayer '67 
Adviser: The Rev. Alan C. Tull 
The Bagpipers have performed frequ ently for college and civic organizations during 
the past yea r. Their repertoire has expanded as rapidly as this new group has expanded 
in numbers. 
Publications and Radio 
THE ARCHIVE 
Editor-in -Chief: John E. Covington '68 
The Archive, a scholarly journal published each term , is composed of papers charac-
terized by academic excellence. The purposes of The Archive are threefold : recognition 
is given for undergraduate scholarship; students are given the opportunity to read some 
of the best papers on campus; the academic atmosphere of Trinity College is reflected 
through The Archive. 
ISSUES 
Issues is an independent journai of satire, criticism, literature and folly published 
by students, which seeks to explore controversial questions. All students are encouraged 
to submit articles, letters and poems to the editorial staff. Membership on the staff shall 
be determined by the interest of the contributors and the quality of the work. 
THE IVY 
Editor: Charles Kurz II '67 
The Ivy, the college yearbook, is distributed free of charge to all sophomores, jun-
iors , and seniors at registration in September. It is published during the summer and 
includes activities of the entire year. Books arc mailed to the members of the graduated 
Senior Class at their homes late in the summer. Freshmen and members of the Faculty 
may purchase surplus copies at 2.00 each. 
The Ivy staff is composed of members of the four classes. Freshmen are encouraged 
to try out. The Ivy offices are located in Mather Hall on the lower level. 
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THE TRINITY REVIEW 
Editor-in-Chief: R. Douglas Cushman '67 
Faculty Adviser: Stephen Minot 
The purpose of The Trinity Review is to stimulate, through weekly meetings, an 
interest in writing and to provide an outlet for the creative efforts of both undergrad-
uate and graduate students. 
The Review is published three times a year and the Board of Editors will consider 
all material submitted. 
THE TRIPOD 
Editor-in-Chief: David Downes '67 
The Tripod is the official student newspaper of the College. As such, it provides the 
most effective and comprehensive communications within the College. It is published 
weekly during the academic year and subscriptions for students are included in the 
annual General Fee. 
The Tripod attempts to give complete coverage of campus news and to provide an 
opportunity for the expression of student opinion and criticism. In addition, it regu-
larly presents articles concerning intercollegiate, metropolitan and national affairs. 
All students, regardless of previous experience, are encouraged to apply for posi-
tions on the news, review, sports or business staffs. The editorial board welcomes contri-
butions from all members of the College. 
The offices of the Tripod are located next to the Post Office in Mather Hall. 
WRTC-FM 
Station Manager: Paul M. Stein '67 
Faculty Adviser: John A. Dando 
WRTC-FM, Hartford 's first noncommercial radio station, maintains studios in the 
basement of Cook B dormitory. Radio Trinity broadcasts the best of popular, folk, jazz 
and classical music. An extensive educational schedule is maintained, including foreign 
language programs, lectures and discussions. Complete coverage is given to all varsity 
football and basketball games. Daily news is supplied by the United Press International 
wire service. 
The Station is owned and operated by students, who, regardless of previous experi-
ence, fill positions in announcing, sportscasting, technical engineering and production. 
Religious Groups 
CHAPEL CABINET 
Adviser: The Rev. Alan C. Tull 
This Interfaith Council is composed of two representatives each of the Hillel Society, 
the Newman Apostolate, the Christian Association and two Episcopalians appointed by 
the Committee of the Chapel. It assists the various religious organizations of the campus 
and each year sponsors an Embassy program for the College. 
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION 
President: Lee M. Ferry '68 
Adviser: The Rev. Richard W. Albin 
The "C.A." includes students of all other Christian communions. It emphasizes the 
deepening of one's personal faith and participation in the worship of one 's own church. 
It gives opportunity for ecumenical (interfaith) discussions and conferences. It encour-
ages participation in Hartford Community service projects and in student Christian 
social activities. 
The Christian Association is affiliated with the New England Student Christian 
Movement. The minister of the Greater Hartford Campus Ministry advises this group in 
cooperation with the College Chaplain. 
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HILLEL SOCIETY 
President: Paul J. Scheinberg '67 
Faculty Adviser: LeRoy Dunn 
The Hillel Society offers to the Jewish students at Trinity a program of religious 
cultural and social activities. Included are lectures and discussions, films, Friday evening 
services, Bagel and Lox Brunches on Sunday morning and several mixers with Hillel 
Foundations at neighboring women's colleges. Hillel is sponsored by B'nai B'rith of 
Hartford. 
INTERV ARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
The Intervarsity Christian Fellowship is a group of students interested in Bible 
study, prayer and a strengthening of Christian thought on campus. 
NE~AN APOSTOLATE 
Co-Presidents: David M. Adams '68, William J. Pastore '67 
Adviser: Father Francis Riley 
The Newman Club is an organization that fosters the religious and intellectual in-
terests of the Roman Catholic students at Trinity. The Newman Club 's activities include 
a lecture series, an annual retreat and social activities. 
Social Clubs and Fraternities 
BROW ELL CLUB, founded at Trinity early in 1949, is a social organization whose 
object it is to provide athletic and social activities for on-campus and off-campus non-
fraternity students. 
By 1949-50, the club, having gained Senate representation as well as placing high 
in intramural activities , had firmly established itself in campus activities. The club 's 
quarters are located at 84 Vernon Street. 
President: Richard A. Schaaf '67 
THE INDEPENDENTS, an informal group of non-fraternity men in the upper 
classes, was organized during the academic year 1956-57. This group is active in spon-
soring a number of social activities for all college students. 
ALPHA CHI RHO, 114 Vernon Street, was founded in 1895 at Trinity College in 
Northam I I. At the present time this Phi Psi Chapter is one of the 21 chapters located 
throughout the United States. 
President: James H. Oliver '67 
ALPHA DELTA PHI, 122 Vernon Street, was founded at Hamilton College in 1832, 
and now consists of 29 active chapters in this country and Canada. The Phi Kappa 
Society at Trinity was the parent organization out of which the Phi Kappa Chapter was 
founded here in 1877. 
President: Edward B. Hutton Jr. '67 
Adviser: Robert C. Black 
DELTA KAPPA EPSILON, 98 Vernon Street, was organized at Yale University in 
1844 and was among the first of the national fraternities chartered at Trinity College. 
The Alpha Chi Chapter, founded here in 1879, is one of 49 chapters of DKE in the 
United States and Canada. 
President: Ray R. Graves '67 
Adviser: G. William Benz 
DELTA PHI, 70 Vernon Street, third in order of establishment of American college 
fraternities , was founded in 1827 as part of the "Union Triad" or "Greek Triad." There 
are now 17 chapters. A charter was granted to the Sigma Chapter in 1917, and the 
fraternity merged with the local l.K.A. Society which was formed at Trinity in 1829. 
The I.K.A., still active, is the oldest local fraternity in the country. 
President: William G. Franklin '67 
Adviser: Roy A. Dath 
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PHI KAPPA PSI, Connecticut Alpha, 74 Vernon St., is one of the newest national 
fraternities on the Trinity campus. Early in 1956 the Kappa Psi local became affiliated 
nationally with Phi Kappa Psi. Phi Psi was founded at Washington College in 1852 and 
now has 60 chapters throughout the United States. 
President: Alexander H. Levi '67 
Adviser: Theodor M. Mauch 
PHI MU DELTA was installed as the youngest national fraternity at Trini ty in 
April 1966. Previously known as QED, the fraternity maintained voluntary fraternal ties 
among its brothers, the highest grade average of any fraternity on campus and a belief 
in the independent development of the individual. It is the fraternity 's sincere hope to 
uphold the spirit of these ideals in the framework of a national organization. 
President: Alan S. Weinstein '67 
Adviser: George B. Cooper 
PI KAPPA ALPHA, 94 Vernon Street, an outgrowth of a local organization, Tau 
Alpha, became T rinity's ninth national fraternity in May 1953. ,.KA, which was founded 
at the University of Virginia in 1868, is the largest national fraternity represented on 
campus, with over 130 active chapters throughou t the country. 
President: John E. Dombroski '67 
PSI UPSILON, 81 Vernon Street, was founded at Union College in 1833. It is one 
of the oldest college fraternities in the country. The Beta Beta Chapter was founded here 
in 1880, being organized from the local society known as Beta Beta. 
Adviser: R obert D. Foulke 
SIGMA NU, 78 Vernon Street, was founded at Virginia Military Institute in 1896. 
It has grown to 113 chapters. The Delta Chi Chapter was chartered here in 1918. fts 
first members included the membership of a local fraternity, Sigma Psi, formed in 1911. 
President: William P. Getty, I II '67 
Adviser: Eugene W. Davis 
ST. ANTHONY HALL, 340 Summit Street, was established at Trinity in 1850, three 
years after the fraternity was founded at Columbia University. There are active chapters 
at M.I.T., Williams, Yale , Columbia, Virginia , North Carolina and the Universi ties of 
Pennsylvania and Mississippi. The Hall is the oldest of the resident fraternities. 
Adviser: J ohn A. Mason 
THETA XI , 76 Vernon Street, was founded at R .P .I. , Troy, N. Y. , in 1864. At 
present there are 52 active chapters spanning 25 states. The Alpha Chi Chapter was 
organized in March 1947, became an active colony in 1948, and was formally installed 
in Theta Xi in May 1948. 
President: John R . O'Neal '67 
Adviser: Rev. Alan C. Tull 
Special Interest Groups 
AIESEC 
The International Association of Students in Commercial Science and Economics. 
President : Donald L. Livingston '67 
Faculty Adviser: LeRoy Dunn 
The Trinity chapter of AIESEC was founded in 1961 and is today one of the many 
student-run organizations in accredited colleges and universities in 39 participating 
countries. Established in France, its purpose is to provide the channels through which 
interested students may obtain valuable on -the-job training experiences made avai lable 
through a reciprocal trainee-exchange program. Membership is open to all those with a 
basic background in economics and involves active, rewarding participation throughout 
the year. 
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS 
President: Robert W. Tuttle '67 
The student section of the American Institute of Physics is designed to stimulate 
interest in the field of physics by sponsoring lectures, films and programs of interest to 
students of physics and related sciences. 
ARNOLD Am SOCIETY 
Commander: R ichard H. Sanger '67 
Faculty Adviser: Roy C. Hinkle, Captain, USAF 
The Arnold Air Society is a national professional, service organization composed of 
selected AFROTC cadets. The basic purpose of this organization is to further the mis-
sion, traditions and concepts of the United States Air Force, and to create a closer and 
more efficient relationship within tl1e AFROTC. 
CLIO IDSTORY SOCIETY 
President: Michael A. Weinberg '67 
Faculty Adviser: George B. Cooper 
Clio is an informal association of students interested in the study of history and 
related disciplines. The Society functions under the auspices of the History Department 
and is devoted to the sponsoring of lectures and discussions. 
CROWN INVESTMENT LEAGUE 
President: Robert A. Boas '67 
Faculty Adviser: WardS. Curran 
The Investment League was formed to distribute and administrate a 4,000 fund 
given by the Crown Foundation in a securities portfolio. Students have complete control 
of the fund; the distribution of profits is for a scholarship to a senior economics student. 
ECONOMICS CLUB 
President: Peter S. Heller '67 
Faculty Adviser: Robert A. Battis 
The Economics Club was established to provide lectures by noted economists on 
contemporary economic problems . 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS ORGANIZATION 
President: Ebrima K. Jobarteh '69 
Adviser: Mrs. Marian Clarke 
Formed in the spring of 1963 to help orient foreign students at Trinity and to facili-
tate contacts between them and Americans, the International Students Organization is 
open to everyone in the college community. Meetings are held twice a month with an 
additional evening program open to the public once a month. 
JAMES LIPPINCOTT GOODWIN FELLOWS 
The James Lippincott Goodwin Fellows is an honorary organization whose purpose 
is to give public recognition to achievement in one or more of the arts and in the activi-
ties of the Austin Arts Center. Provisional Fellows are those freshmen, sophomores and 
juniors whose records indicate that they may qualify for membership as Full Fellows. 
Full Fellows are a selected group of juniors and seniors, nominated by the Arts faculty 
and the student executive board, through whose efforts the arts program at Trinity has 
been actively and effectively furthered. 
NATHAN HALE CONSERVATIVE SOCIETY 
President: William T. Barrante '68 
The Nathan Hale Conservative Society was formed to provide a political-action 
organization for students of conservative persuasion. The Society is planning various 
programs, including lectures, films and debates on current political issues. 
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PHILOSOPHY CLUB 
Co-chairmen: Thomas P. Auxter '67, Harry C. Wood '67 
Once a month, the college philosophers meet to hear guest speakers or to discuss 
contemporary philosophical questions. Announcements of these events will be made in 
the Tripod and on posters in Mather Hall, and all students are cordially invited to 
attend. 
POLITICAL FORUM 
President: Michael J. Masterson '68 
The Political Forum, organized for the purpose of stimulating political awareness 
and activity on the Trinity campus, has a program planned for the current academic 
year which will stress intra- and inter-group discussion, the importing of outside 
speakers, and the nucleus of the Trinity delegation to the Annual Intercollegiate Student 
Legislative session at the State Capitol. It also provides, through debates, lectures, and 
conferences, a wider perspective and a more intelligent view of the problems facing this 
nation and the other nations of the world. 
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB 
Co-chairmen : Stephen V. Eliot '67, Mark H. Shapiro '67 
Faculty Adviser: Austin C. Herschberger 
The Psychology Club is organized to expose students to current work in many areas 
of psychology. The club regularly sponsors talks and discussions by visiting professors, 
professional people and students. The club also arranges field work in the community 
and organizes tours of local institutions. 
REVITALIZATION CORPS 
President: John D. Miller '69 
The Trinity Chapter of the Revitalization Corps takes pride in being the newest 
and most rapidly growing social-work organization on campus. The Chapter's goals are 
to aid the Hartford community through educational and recreational programs, and at 
the same time, to make the Trinity student more aware of his environment and of him-
self. Membership is open to all students, faculty and administration. 
STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 
President: James L. Kaplan '68 . 
The Trinity Chapter of Students for a Democratic Society is an organization of 
Trinity students and faculty of the left dedicated to the creation of a democratic society. 
The Trinity Chapter of S.D.S. sponsors educational, social action and political programs 
both on campus and in the Greater Hartford area designed to move towards achieve-
ment of this goal. 
STUDENT SPEAKERS BUREAU 
Director: Michael Mermey '67 
Adviser: Mrs. Richard Ware- College Relations Office 
Formed to send speakers from the campus to various organizations in the Hartford 
area, the Student Speakers Bureau is open to all students who have an ability to speak on 
subjects (not necessarily of their academic interest) ranging in nature from Zen Bud-
dhism to the Role of the College Newspaper. A brochure containing topics and biogra-
phies of speakers is available. 
TRINITY FILM SOCIETY 
President: Robert F. Ebinger Jr. '67 
Faculty Adviser: Lawrence R. Stires Jr. 
The Trinity Film Society's aim is to promote an interest among the undergraduate 
body in the use of film as an art medium. The Society will present from time to time 
programs in this sphere; moreover, every attempt will be made to get filmmakers to 
accompany and lecture on their work. In the future, the Society will provide facilities for 
Trinity students who wish to make films of their own. 
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YOUNG DEMOCRATS AND YOUNG REPUBLICANS 
President, Young Democrats: Alan S. Winter '68 
President, Young Republicans: Robert K. Fowler '67 
These two organizations spark-plug campus activity in the elections by posters and 
debate supporting one of the candidates. 
The highlights each year are campaigning and canvassing for local and national 
poli tical figures, working as a general organizer for either party, and sponsoring local 
and party leaders as speakers. 
Sports Organizations 
CORINTHIAN YACHT CLUB 
Commodore: William A. Dupee III '67 
Faculty Advisers: Rex C. Neaverson, Robert D. Foulke 
The Yacht Club provides sailing on a lake in nearby Bolton and, as a member of 
the New England Intercollegiate Racing Association, the club encourages both racing 
and pleasure sailing. 
RIFLE TEAM 
President: Thomas R. Pastore '67 
Coach: David W. Fichman, TSgt, U.S.A.F. 
The Rifle Team, coached and supervised by qualified instructors, has as its primary 
objective the fostering of rifle marksmanship. The group is affiliated with the ational 
Rifle Association. Membership on this team is open to all Trinity College students. Pos-
tal and shoulder-to-shoulder matches are regularly fired against area college and civic 
rifle teams. 
SPORTS 
President: Lawrence H . R oberts '67 
Sports is an organization formed for the purpose of promoting the athletic events on 
campus. Sports tries to make the students feel they are part of any athletic event, even 
though they might not be participating. This organization tries to arouse student in-
terest through its close association with the cheerleaders, its publishing of several Sports 
letters before important contests, and a general effort to make the campus more knowl-
edgeable of sporting events. 
TRINITY HOCKEY ASSOCIATION 
Captain: Peter T. Strohmeier '67 
Coach: William E. Berry 
Faculty Coordinator: J. Penn Hargrove 
The Trinity Hockey Association is designed to promote interest in hockey and to 
offer students a chance to play the sport at a semi-formal level. The Athletic Department 
arranges an intercollegiate schedule with teams from nearby colleges as well as prac-
tice games against some boarding schools and men's pick up teams. 
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Student Government Constitutions 
THE TRINITY COLLEGE SENATE 
CONSTITUTION 
As revised in 1966 
ARTICLE I-NAME 
The student governing body shall be called the Senate. 
ARTICLE II- MEMBERSHIP 
Section 1. The membership of the Senate shall consist of a minimum number of 
sixteen rising Seniors, twelve rising Juniors, and eight rising Sophomores, whose terms 
of office shall extend from their election through the February of the following year. 
The highest ranking Freshman class officer shall serve as an ex-officio member of the 
Senate until the duly elected representatives are chosen. 
Sec. 2. Each fraternity and social organization recognized by the Dean and Presi-
dent as entitled to representation shall be guaranteed the opportunity of having at least 
one representative. Those organizations not receiving a Senate representative in the 
rising Junior elections shall be guaranteed the opportunity of having at least one Sen-
ator from the rising Senior Class. That is, the candidate from an organization not having 
a rising Junior representative, who receives the highest number of votes, shall be elected. 
Sec. 3. The duly recognized independents shall be guaranteed a minimum of three 
representatives from the rising Senior Class, less the number of Junior independents 
elected. 
Sec. 4. All candidates for Senate membership must have attained a C- average 
in the previous semester and must not be on probation. Each candidate shall present 
a petition to the Senate Elections Committee signed by the candidate and at least ten 
members of his own class. 
Sec. 5. If there be more than forty candidates from the rising Senior Class, there 
shall be a preliminary election in which the number shall be reduced to thirty-two, or 
twice the number to be elected. When a Senior preliminary is necessary, the preliminary 
shall not remove any candidate from the ballot who would be the only possible repre-
sentative for a fraternity, social group, or the independents. From the remaining candi-
dates, sixteen shall be elected. 
Sec. 6. If there be more than thirty candidates from the rising Junior Class, there 
shall be a preliminary election in which this number shall be reduced to twenty-four, or 
twice the number to be elected. From the remaining candidates, twelve shall be elected. 
Sec. 7. If there be more than twenty candidates from the rising Sophomore Class, 
there shall be a preliminary election in which this number shall be reduced to sixteen, 
or twice the number to be elected. From the remaining candidates, eight shall be elected. 
Sec. 8, Part 1. If a Senator ceases to be a member of the Senate for any reason, 
his replacement shall be elected by a simple majority vote of the members of the Senate, 
present at a meeting of the Senate, within two weeks of the announcement in the Senate 
of his resignation. All such elections shall proceed by secret ballot. 
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Part 2. If a resignation reduces the representation of a fraternity, social 
group, or the independents below that number which it has been guaranteed, the re -
placement must be chosen from the same group as the resigning Senator. 
Part 3. If a candidate is to replace a resigning Senator whose resignation 
does not reduce the representation of a fraternity, social group, or the independents 
below that number which has been guaranteed in Art. 2, Sec. 2, of the Constitution, he 
must submit a petition of nomination signed by himself and by at least ten members of 
his class. 
Part 4. If a candidate is to replace a resigning Senator whose resignation 
does reduce the representation of a fraternity, or a social group, or the independents 
below the number provided in the above-mentioned guarantee, he must be a member of 
that fraternity, social group, or the independents and submit a petition of nomination 
signed by himself and by at least ten members of his class. 
Part 5. If a Senator becomes disassociated from his fraternity, social group, 
or the independents, and, if his election to the Senate was in fulfillment of the guaran-
tees stated in Art. 2, Sec. 2, of this constitution, and if he did not have a sufficient number 
of votes in the election to have been elected as a representative-at-large, i.e., if his affili-
ation with his fraternity , social group, or the independents has not caused his election 
by the above-mentioned guarantee, then he must resign from the Senate; he shall be re-
placed in accordance with Art. 2, Sec. 8, Parts I, 2, and 4. 
Part 6. If a Senator becomes disassociated from his fraternity, social group, 
or the independents, and yet his election to the Senate was not dependent on the above-
mentioned guarantee, then he shall remain in the Senate as a representative-at-large 
from his class, and no longer is to be considered to be fulfilling the guarantee of Art. 2, 
Sec. 2. If this disassociation results in the reduction of the representation of a fraternity, 
social group, or the independents below the number guaranteed in Art. 2, Sec. 2, of this 
Constitution, then a representative shall be elected in fulfillment of this guarantee, in 
accordance with Art. 2, Sec. 8, Parts 1, 2, and 4, just as if the disassociated Senator had 
resigned from the Senate. 
Part 7. In particular, if a person is a Social Brother of a fraternity before 
the time of the Senate elections, he shall be considered a member-at-large of his class; if 
elected to the Senate, his election shall not be because of the above-mentioned guaran-
tee, nor shall his election be considered as fulfillm ent of this guarantee; i.e., he shall be 
a representative-at-large from his class. 
Part 8. If an independent representative becomes a social brother or a 
member of a fraternity, this will constitute a disassociation from the independents, and 
his position shall be determined according to Art. 2, Sec. 8, Parts 5 and 6. 
Sec. 9. Senate elections shall be held in accordance with the procedures outlined 
in the By-Laws and under the direction of the incumbent Senate. A full ballot of either 
sixteen rising Seniors, twelve rising Juniors, or eight rising Sophomores must be voted in 
each election. Any incomplete ballot shall be considered void, and this shall be noted on 
each ballot. In all Senate elections, the candidates shall be placed in alphabetical order 
on the ballot. 
Sec. 10. The results of the Senate elections will be published in the following 
manner: a listing of (I) those rising Seniors elected as class representatives (2) those 
rising Seniors appointed as the representatives of a fraternity , social group, or the inde-
pendents, that group being stated (3) those rising Juniors elected as class representatives 
(4) those Juniors appointed as the representatives of a fraternity, social group, or the 
independents, and (5) those rising Sophomores elected as class representatives. The order 
of the listing of these respective groups will be presented alphabetically. The number 
of votes received by each candidate will not be published. 
ARTICLE m- ELECTION OF OFFICERS 
Section I. The new Senators, within one week of their election, shall elect their 
officers at the meeting called by, and presided over by, the President of the incumbent 
Senate, and attended by all the new Senators. The past President of the Senate shall 
serve as ex-officio member of the Senate during the Trinity Term after Senate elections. 
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Sec. 2. The President, who shall be a rising Senior, the Vice-president-Treasurer, 
who shall be a rising Senior, the Recording Secretary, who shall be a rising Junior or 
Sophomore, the Corresponding Secretary, who shall be a rising Senior or Junior, and 
the Executive-at-Large, who shall be a rising Junior, shall be elected by a simple major-
ity vote of all the newly elected Senators. 
ARTICLE IV- DUTIES OF OFFICERS 
Section I. PRESIDENT: The President of the Senate shall automatically be Presi-
dent of the Student Body. He shall preside at all meetings of the Senate, at all meetings 
of the Student Body called by the Senate, and over all class elections and general elec-
tions. 
He shall maintain relations with the Administration and Faculty so that all matters 
delegated by them shall be brought quickly to the attention of the Senate and; or the 
Student Body and shall be responsible to see that all matters passed or acted upon by 
the Senate concerning the Administration shall be as promptly brought to their atten-
tion. 
Sec. 2. VICE-PRESIDENT-TREASURER: The Vice-president-Treasurer shall be respon-
sible for the receipt and disbursal of all funds, and the proper accounting for them to 
the Administration and the Senate. He shall present a monthly statement to the Senate 
at the beginning of each month, and shall furnish such reports to the Administration 
when required. 
In the absence or temporary disability of the President of the Senate, the Vice-
president-Treasurer shall preside at Senate meetings, and may assume any other func-
tions of the President as shall seem necessary in his absence. 
Sec. 3. RECORDING SECRETARY: The Recording Secretary shall keep a book of min-
utes of all meetings and an attendance chart of the Senate. 
Sec. 4. coRRESPONDING SECRETARY: The Corresponding Secretary shall keep a cor-
respondence file of all the reports and letters received, with copies of those sent, and at 
all times, a certified copy of the Constitution and By-Laws with amendments thereto. 
He shall be committee chairman of the Senate Communications Committee. The purpose 
of the Senate Communications Committee shall be the publication of notices, the Calen-
dar of Events, reports in the official student newspaper, the College Handbook, and any 
other Senate literature. This committee shall also be responsible for the development of 
increased communications between the Student Body, Faculty and Administration, for 
the polling of student opinion on Senate issues, and for the organization of future Stu-
dent Body-Administration forums. 
Sec. 5. EXECUTIVE·AT·LARGE: The Executive-at-Large shall coordinate the delega-
tion of proposals to the various committees with the president, organize long range 
agendas for the Senate meetings, maintain a running account of Senate proposals, and 
preside at the Committee Meetings in the absence of the Committee Chairman. The 
President shall delegate to the Executive-at-Large any duties which he deems to be in 
the best interests of the Senate. 
Sec. 6. GENERAL PROVISIONS: The Secretaries and the Vice President shall turn 
over to their successors in office all books, papers, files, etc. which pertain to Senate 
matters. 
The books of the Senate officers shall be opened to any member of the Student Body 
or any other qualified person at any open meeting when such action is requested. 
A vacancy in any office shall be filled by an election as provided for in Article III, 
Section 2. 
ARTICLE V- MEETINGS 
Section I. R egular meetings of the Senate shall be held once a week at the discre-
tion of the President. Special meetings shall be called at the discretion of the President 
of the Senate; notice and the location of which will be posted on the Senate bulletin 
board 24 hours in advance of the meeting. 
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Sec. 2. Attendance at those meetings is required of all members of the Senate. In 
the inability of a Senator to attend a meeting, a suitable substitute must attend. Any 
duly elected member of the Senate who is absent more than twice without an alternate 
or misses five meetings without good and proper reasons shall be expelled from the 
Senate. 
Sec. 3. The new Senate members shall take office at the next regular meeting fol-
lowing their election. 
Sec. 4. Two-thirds of the Senators shall constitute a quorum without which a 
meeting shall not be held. 
Sec. 5. Meetings shall be conducted under Robert's Rules of Order (revised ed.). 
Sec. 6. All Senate meetings shall be open to members of the College Body, except 
in those cases when the Senate deems it advisable to have a closed meeting. The Presi-
dent of the Senate may recognize any member of the College Body who desires to speak 
at open Senate meetings. 
ARTICLE VI- DUTIES OF THE SENATE 
Section I. The Senate shall control all funds as allocated to it by the Administra-
tion. The Senate shall be required to publish in the official newspaper all allocations of 
such funds. Only those organizations as specified in By-Laws III may submit requests for 
funds. 
Sec. 2. The Senate shall be responsible for maintaining a high level of conduct 
among the students of the College, and shall have the authority to deal with violations, 
subject to the policies and regulations established by the Faculty and its Committee on 
Academic Standing and Discipline. The disciplinary powers of the Senate may be dele-
gated by the Senate to the Medusa annually; the Senate, however, shall act as the final 
student court of appeal. In the performance of this duty the Senate (or Medusa) shall 
consult with the Dean regularly to insure the fullest cooperation between the two bodies 
in maintaining gentlemanly conduct among all students as individuals, as members of 
social organizations, and as n1embers of the Colleg~ Community. 
The procedure for appealing the Medusa sentence shall be as follows: 
I. The appeal of the defendant is to be presented to the Senate in the form of a 
letter within two weeks of his notification from the Medusa. 
II. The President of the Senate then shall alert the student appealing and Medusa 
of the time and date at which time written briefs must be submitted by each. 
Each brief must be submitted to the President of the Senate 24 hours before 
the hearing for purposes of duplication and correction. 
A. The Medusa 's brief shall contain: 
I. A summary of trial proceedings 
2. Evidence the case was judged on 
3. Reasons for final judgement 
B. The defendant's brief shall contain: 
I. Well-defined reasons for stating his case 
2. Any new evidence or pertinent facts that support his stand 
3. All new material not presented in the Medusa trial must be clearly 
defined and itemized 
III. The date of the hearing shall be determined by the President of the Senate at 
which time a quorum of 73 of the Senate must be present to hold the meeting. 
No member of the Medusa or the appealing party who is also on the Senate 
can attend the hearing unless he is requested as a representative of the Medusa 
or the appealing party. Both the student appealing and a representative of 
the Medusa must be available throughout the hearing to answer questions 
objectively or explain points of the brief. The purpose of the hearing shall be 
to consider the evidence and facts of both briefs and to grant or deny a re-
trial on the basis of new evidence without regard for the guilt or innocence 
of the individual. 
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Order of procedure: 
A. The vice-presiding officer shall read the briefs of each side. 
B. The reading of the briefs shall be followed by questioning of either party 
if any Senator so desires. 
C. The question may be called at any time after everyone has had a chance 
to speak once by a three-quarters hand vote of the Senators present. 
D. After discussion the Senate shall vote by secret ballot on the decision to 
have a re-trial. 
E. The presiding officer will cast a vote and the verdict must be decided only 
through a simple majority. ( o tie will be broken by the presiding offi-
cer's vote.) 
IV. If a re-trial is granted, it shall take place within 48 hours of the hearing. The 
trial shall be public, and the date, place and time shall be determined by the 
Executive Committee. 
Order of Procedure: 
A. The vice-presiding officer shall read the briefs of each party. 
B. After the reading of the briefs , further statements may be made by either 
party. 
C. Following this public trial the Senate shall retire to closed chambers to 
determine the sentence. The Senate may uphold the sentence of the Me-
dusa, alter the sentence to a punishment it deems more justified, or acquit 
the defendant. 
D. The decision of the closed session shall be posted on the Senate Bulletin 
Board and kept in the Senate file on appeal case. 
V. The presiding officers of both the trial and the hearing shall be chosen in 
order of succession of office- President, Vice-president, Executive-at-Large, 
Corresponding Secretary, Recording Secretary, Committee Chairman (as ap-
pointed by the President). Officers in the succession shall be eliminated only if 
they are members of the Medusa or a party in the case. 
Sec. 3. The Senate shall supervise student ex tracurricular activities. 
Sec. 4. The Senate shall have the right to appeal any decision affecting student 
activities to the Administration and;or Faculty. 
Sec. 5. The Senate shall report to the Student Body, through the official student 
newspaper, all such matters brought to its attention upon which a vote has been decisively 
cast. 
Sec. 6. In performing these duties, the Senate may form committees, both tem-
porary and permanent, the chairmen of which shall be Senators chosen by the Executive 
Committee. Every Senator chall serve on at least one committee. At the discretion of 
the committee chairmen, members of the College Body shall serve on these committees. 
Sec. 7. The Senate shall set up within one month after the beginning of the fall 
term, a Calendar of Events, stating thereon the dates of the three major dances, the Class 
and Senate elections, and such other matters as are considered fit by the Senate. 
Sec. 8. Election of Class Officers and Class Marshals shall be in accordance with 
the procedure outlined in the By-Laws and under the direction of the incumbent Senate. 
Sec. 9. The Senate, exclusive of Freshmen, shall hear appeals to Interfraternity 
Council decisions regarding disciplinary action against a fraternity within 12 days after 
such appeal is made. Through a simple majority vote the Senate, exclusive of Freshmen 
members, will deny re-trial or request that the Interfraternity Council rehear the case in 
question. The Senate shall submit to the Interfraternity Council both assenting and 
dissenting opinions if a new re-trial is ordered. 
ARTICLE VII- COMMI'ITEES 
Section 1. The five permanent committees shall be the Communications Commit-
tee, the Executive Committee, the Educational Affairs Committee, the Extracurricular 
Activities Committee, and the Social and Cultural Affairs Committee. 
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Sec. 2. The Executive Committee shall consist of the Senate officers and shall 
meet regularly at a scheduled time. It shall be the purpose of this committee to insure 
efficiency in the realization of the Senate's purpose by means of an effective organization, 
direction, and coordination of Senate activities and the committee system. 
Sec. 3. The purpose of the four (4) remaining committees shall be to study pro-
posals, collect material and information, and make recommendations for Senate con-
sideration and action on matters which concern their particular area of responsibility. 
ARTICLE VIII- AMENDMENTS AND BY-LAWS 
Section I. This Constitution may be amended by three-quarters vote of all Sena-
tors. A proposed amendment must be announced at least one week before final action. 
All amendments are subject to the approval of the Board of Trustees. 
Sec. 2. By-Laws may be ratified or amended if approved by a two-thirds vote of 
all those Senators present at any meeting. 
A. DUTIES OF SENATE 
By-Laws of the Constitution 
I. Election Procedure 
The Senate, under its President, shall preside over and supervise all class and general 
elections. 
B. DATES OF ELECTION 
The dates of the elections shall be announced in the Calendar of Events, the exact 
times and places designated when necessary. The dates of the elections of the Sophomore, 
Junior, and Senior Class Presidents shall be one month before the end of each school 
year so that they may take office in September of the following school year. General elec-
tions for Junior Class Marshal shall be held as soon as practicable after April first, in the 
manner hereinafter provided. 
C. NOMINATIONS 
I. Students shall nominate the Class President by means of a petition. The peti-
tions must be signed by the candidate and by at least seven members of his own class. 
2. Petitions of nominations shall be submitted to the Senate by a date prescribed 
by the Senate, which date shall be at least two days prior to the Elimination Elections. 
3. Nominations for Junior Class Marshal (a member of the present Junior Class) 
shall follow the above procedure. 
4. Nominations for Senators is provided for in Article II, Section I, of the Con-
stitution. 
5. All students who have attained a C- average in the previous semester or an 
aggregate average of C- based on all official past semesters and who are not on proba-
tion shall be eligible for election to class offices. 
D. ELIMINATION ELECTIONS 
I. On the date prescribed by the Senate, at a time and place prescribed by them, 
the elections for each Class shall be held. 
2. The nominations received by the Senate shall be presented to the Class con-
cerned. The members of the Class may vote for not more than one man in each office; 
that is, a voter may, but would not, vote for a man in each office. The two men receiving 
the highest number of votes in each office shall be retained as candidates in the General 
Elections. In case of a tie in the second place, the third man shall also be retained. All 
other nominations shall be eliminated. 
3. The ballots shall be counted by the Senate and the results made public as soon 
as practicable after the election. 
E. GENERAL ELECTIONS 
I. At least one week after the Elimination Elections, the General Elections shall 
be held at a time and place designated by the Senate. Members of the Classes shall then 
elect their respective officers from the nominations retained from the Elimination 
Elections. 
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2. The ballots shall be counted by the Senate and the results made public as soon 
as practicable after the election. 
F. GENERAL RULES 
I. There shall be no write-in votes by any Class at either the Elimination or Gen-
eral Elections. 
2. At least forty percent of the Class involved must vote to constitute a legal election. 
3. The Senate shall supervise the elections, but this shall not be construed so as to 
eliminate the assistance of class officers should the Senate desire it. 
4. In case of a tie at the General Elections a re-vote shall be held at a designated 
time and place. 
5. Ballots at all elections shall be closed. Ballots will be pass~d out U'lder Spnate 
supervision, and only after the voter's name has been crossed off his class list. A ballot 
lost is a vote lost. 
6. Upon any evidence of dishonesty or mispractice, the Senate member in charge 
of the polls shall declare the election contested , and shall make an imm ediate report 
thereof to the President of the Senate for his action. Normal voting is to proceed pend· 
ing action of the Senate. 
7. The Recording Secretary of the Senate shall keep a copy of all Senate election 
results , and, on the request of any senate member considering a disassociation from his 
fraternity, social group or the independents, shall inform the Senator of the resulting 
change that would occur in that Senator 's status were he to disassociate. 
II. Yearly Publication 
A complete copy of this Constitution and By-Laws shall be printed yearly in the 
Trinity College Handbook. 
m. Campus Organizations 
1. Before a club or campus organization may submit a budget to the Senate, they 
must fulfill the following qualifications: 
a. Have a Senate approved Constitution on fil e with the Senate. 
b. Have democratic elections as outlined in their constitution. 
c. Have a membership open directly to all interested members of the under· 
graduate body. 
The only exception to these qualifications shall be those honorary societies 
recognized by the Senate and the Administration. 
2. Final allocation of such funds shall be subject to approval of the Senate by a 
simple majority. 
3. In the event that a club exceeds its budget for the academic year, a punishment 
shall be enforced by the Senate, the maximum punishment being no grant in funds for 
the coming year. 
4. All organizations receiving allocations from the Senate must keep records of all 
financial transactions. The records must conform with the following rules: 
a. A page for income, set up with at least five columns for : 
I. Date 
2. Payer 
3. Description of transaction 
4. Income (there may be more than one income column) 
5. Amount turned into the Treasurer's Office, initialed by someone in the 
office as receipt. 
b. A page for expenses, set up with at least five columns for: 
I. Date 
2. Payee 
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3. Description of transaction 
4. Expense (there may be more than one expense column) 
5. Date that the bill was sent to the Treasurer's Office. 
c. A memorandum page: 
1. Record expenses for which a bill has not been received. 
2. The memo is checked off when the bill is received. 
3. The purpose is to insure against having bills outstanding when the 
books are closed. Any memo not checked off by the end of the academic 
year should be investigated. 
5. IE no accurate records are kept, an organization may be penalized by the Senate, 
the maximum being no funds for the academic year. All organizations must bring these 
books when requesting funds for the following year. The Senate reserves the right to 
inspect these books at any time. 
IV. Social Committee 
A permanent committee, called the Social Committee, shall be made up of the 
Sophomore Class President, the Junior Class President, the Senior Class President, a 
member of the Freshman Executive Council executive committee, and a member of the 
Interfraternity Council executive committee. It shall be the general purpose of this 
committee to organize the class social schedules and to keep records of all actions taken 
and research made with regard to the class social functions. All budgets of this commit-
tee are subject to the approval of the Senate. 
V. Functions of the Class President 
The Class Presidents shall represent their classes in all matters for which they are 
called. 
VI. Referendum System 
l. Any student, or students, interested in bringing a particular question before the 
student body must meet with the Corresponding Secretary of the Senate, who shall be in 
charge of running all referendums. The purpose of this meeting shall be to prepare the 
wording of the preliminary petition. 
2. The student, or students, interested shall obtain a minimum of 100 signatures 
on the preliminary petition, the signatures being of full-time undergraduates enrolled 
at Trinity. It is to be clearly stated in the preliminary petition that any person signing 
the preliminary petition is not bound to vote in favor of the particular issue. Their 
signatures indicate only a desire to have the issue brought before the student body. 
3. The Corresponding Secretary, having received the signed petition, shall call for 
a student referendum. Posters, letters to the student body, and, if possible, lectures and 
discussions shall be instituted to insure that every student is adequately informed on the 
particular issue before voting. 
4. After a period of not less than one week and not more than one month after 
the preliminary petition is submitted to the Corresponding Secretary, the balloting on 
the issue will take place. The balloting will be held on a similar basis in Mather Hall 
and shall be for one day only. 
5. Provided that 60% of the undergraduate student body has voted in the refer-
endum and provided that more than 60% of those voting have voted in favor of the 
proposed issue, the referendum shall be declared valid, and the issue involved declared 
approved. 
6. IE the issue approved is an issue that could be instituted directly by the Senate, 
then the issue involved shall be considered approved by the Senate as a body and shall 
go into effect immediately. If the issue approved is an issue that can be instituted only 
through the aid of the administration, the Senate shall make it known to the administra-
tion that it stands behind the decision of the student body and shall make every reason-
able effort to enlist the aid of the administration to put the issue approved into effect. 
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THE INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL 
CONSTITUTION 
PREAMBLE 
We, the Fraternities of Trinity College, do covenant and agree to adopt, obey and 
enforce this constitution and by-Jaws of the Trinity Interfraternity Council. It is our 
purpose to: 
a-Promote amicable interfraternity relations; 
b-Govern rushing procedure in all its phases; 
c-Promote the welfare of the fraternity system with the college community. 
ARTICLE I- MEMBERSHIP 
Section l. Membership shall consist of one (I) duly elected representative from 
each recognized fraternity on the Trinity College campus. 
Sec. 2. Each fraternity shall elect one (I) alternate representative who shall repre-
sent his fraternity upon the absence of the regular representative. He shall have the full 
power of a regular representative when acting in the absence of the regular representative 
of his fraternity. He shall be elected from the rising Junior Class. 
Sec. 3. Any vacancy shall be filled immediately by the vote of the respective 
fraternity. 
Sec. 4. Mem hers and alternates elected by each fraternity shall serve a term of 
office commencing with the installation of the Interfraternity Council on the first meeting 
following the Interfraternity Council Weekend in the spring and running until the in-
stallation of the new Council one year later. 
Sec. 5. Officers shall be: President; Vice-President; and Secretary-Treasurer; 
elected in that order by a simple majority of the newly elected Council members. 
Sec. 6. Both the representative and his alternate shall be elected prior to the third 
meeting previous to Interfraternity Council Weekend by the several fraternities. 
ARTICLE II- MEETINGS 
Section. l. An official Interfraternity Council meeting shall consist of at least eight 
(8) members as a quorum. 
Sec. 2. The Interfraternity Council shall meet Monday nights of the academic 
year at 7:15p.m. at a designated place. 
Sec. 3. A representative will be expected to attend all regularly scheduled and 
special meetings. Failure of the regular Council member, when absent, to send the alter-
nate representative to any given meeting shall result in a five-dollar ($5.00) fine being 
levied against the fraternity which he represents. 
Sec. 4. The President or. the Vice-President of the IFC shall have the power to 
call a special meeting of the Council with six (6) hours' notice. 
Sec. 5. Conduct of the meetings will be governed by the By-Laws of the IFC. 
Sec. 6. All IFC meetings shall be open to the College Community unless voted 
contrary by a simple majority. 
Sec. 7. For the three (3) meetings prior to the installation of the new Interfraternity 
Council each year both the regular and prospective members shall be in attendance, and 
both newly-elected members shall be subject to the regulations of Article II, Sec. 3. Each 
fraternity shall have one (1) vote. 
ARTICLE m- DUTIES OF THE COUNCIL 
Section. 1. The Council shall provide rules for rushing and will sit in judgment in 
accordance with the By-Laws. 
Sec. 2. An appeal or appeals against the Council in judging alleged violations of 
the rushing rules may be presented in accordance with ARTICLE II , Section six (6) of 
the By-Laws. 
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Gismo Contest 
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Rutgers Plan 
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Special Functions 
Sec. 4. The Council will be the official representative and spokesman of the Trinity 
College Fraternity System. 
ARTICLE IV- DUTIES OF MEMBERS 
Section. I. To be official spokesman of their representative fraternity in the IFC. 
Sec. 2. To be the official spokesman of the IFC in their respective fraternities. 
Sec. 3. 'I o exercise the right to cast one vote in all IFC transactions, save as pro-
vided for in Article II, Section six (6) of the By-Laws. 
Sec. 4. To carry out all special duties delegated by officers of the Council or the 
Council as a whole. 
ARTICLE V - DUTIES OF THE OFFICERS 
President 
Section. I. The President shall preside over all meetings as provided for in the By-
Laws. 
Sec. 2. The President shall preside over special IFC functions. 
Sec. 3. The President shall be the spokesman to the administration and the college 
community. 
Vice-President 
Sec. 4. The Vice-president shall assume the duties of the President in the Presi-
dent's absence or as otherwise provided in the By-Laws. 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Sec. 5. The Secretary-Treasurer shall maintain the minutes of all meetings, con-
duct correspondence, maintain a record of the attendance, maintain financial records and 
carry out financial transactions as directed by the Council. 
Sec. 6. The Secretary-Treasurer shall assume the duties of the President in case 
both the President and the Vice-president are absent or as otherwise provided for in the 
By-Laws. 
ARTICLE VI- FINANCES 
Section. I. The IFC shall collect a head tax annually for each brother and pledge 
of member fraternities from the treasuries of the fraternities. 
Sec. 2. The funds raised shall be used in payment of all debts incurred by the IFC 
in the conduct of its official business. 
ARTICLE VII- AMENDMENTS 
Section I. The Constitution may be amended by a unanimous vote of the Council. 
Sec. 2. Proposed changes in the Constitution and amendments shall be made public 
at least one week prior to the official Council vote. 
Appendix to the Constitution 
Appendix A: IFC WEEKEND- Arrangements for the IFC Weekends are made by 
the President and Secretary-Treasurer. The Council shall be informed of any ideas be-
forehand so no rash judgments concerning expenditures will be made. 
Appendix B: GISMO CONTEST- The Gismo Contest is usually held Parents Week-
end. The following rules shall govern the contest: 
1. Assembly may begin at 12 noon on Friday. 
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2. Judging to be held at 12 noon on Saturday. 
3. No time limit placed upon financial expenditures. 
4. No visible human aid allowed for animations, etc. 
5. To be judged on theme, originality, and presentation. 
The winner of the Gismo Contest receives a Cup which is awarded annually. The judges 
for the contest are three in number, and generally wives of faculty members. 
Appendix C: STUNT NIGHT- Skits will be judged for originality and presentation 
within the fifteen minute time limit. The official timer shall be a member of the IFC. 
Appendix D: IFC SING- It is an annual affair, when the ten fraternities compete 
for a cup presented by Robert Morris ' 16. Each fraternity is allowed to sing two selections 
without accompaniment: one a college or fraternity song; the other a song of the frater· 
nity 's choice. Three fourths of the members of each fraternity must sing in order to be 
eligible for the trophy. The judges for the Sing are persons well qualified to judge group 
singing and who are not directly connected with the College. 
Appendix E: IFC BRIDGE TouRNEY- Usually played on a Tuesday and Thursday 
of the same week. Each fraternity enters two teams: Team A plays on Tuesday evening; 
Team B plays on Thursday evening. Each team shall consist of two men, and the hands 
are prepared by an impartial person appointed by the IFC. A Bridge Cup is awarded to 
the fraternity accumulating the greatest number of points. 
Appendix F: MASON PLAN- On three Interfraternity Council-specified evenings in 
the second semester the IFC sponsors the Mason Plan. The purpose of the Mason Plan is 
to acquaint the Freshman Class with the ten fraternities on our campus. This plan is 
merely an introduction to fall rushing. No alcoholic beverages shall be served during 
Mason Plan: neither the Freshman nor the fraternity men may consume alcoholic bever· 
ages. Although it is not required that a Freshman go to every fraternity on his schedule, 
it is highly recommended that he do so. 
Appendix G: RuTGERS PLAN- In the second semester, two members from each 
fraternity exchange meals with two members of another house. This exchange continues 
until every fraternity has been visited by representatives from every other fraternity. The 
Secretary-Treasurer will present a schedule to every fraternity which will include the date 
and time of each meal. 
Appendix H: SOAP Box DERBY- On the Saturday of Senior Ball Weekend, at 
12:30, the Trinity College Soap Box Derby is held. The purpose of the race is to raise 
money to sponsor five underprivileged children in the Hartford Times Official Soap Box 
Derby. Each fraternity must pay $15.00 "entrance fee." Rules governing the Soap Box 
Derby are as follows: 
1. Car must have a steering mechanism. 
2. Car must have a suitable brake. 
3. Car must not have a motor of any sort to propel it. 
4. Car must be constructed by members of the fraternity. 
Appendix 1: The IFC will sponsor any Special Function which is of a worth-while 
nature: 
By-Laws of the Constitution 
ARTICLE I- CONDUCT OF MEETINGS 
Section. 1. Conduct of meetings shall follow order of business and decorum as out· 
lined in ROBERT'S RULES OF ORDER. Exceptions to this shall be listed as follows: 
a. Amendments to the Constitution shall require a unanimous vote of all Council 
members present. 
b. Changes in the By-Laws accomplished by a four-fifths vote of all Council mem· 
hers present. 
c. Rules for rushing shall be included in the By-Laws. 
d. Proposed changes in the By-Laws shall be made public at least one week prior 
to the official Council vote. 
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ARTICLE ll- RESPONSIBILITIES OF FRATERNITIES 
Section 1. The following rules are subject to the interpretation of the IFC: 
a. Each fraternity member is responsible to and for his fraternity. 
b. Each fraternity is responsible for the actions of its members. 
c. Fraternity members and their fraternities are responsible for all guests not affil-
iated with the College. 
d. All affiliated guests are responsible to the IFC. 
e. The IFC is responsible for the behavior of each fraternity. 
f. Misconduct of one or more fraternity members of one or more houses shall sub-
ject the house or houses in question to a punitive action to be taken by the IFC. 
g. The above (a- f) pertains only to Vernon Street and campus unless referred to 
the IFC by the Medusa or Dean. 
Sec. 2. Punitive measures which may be taken by the IFC. 
a. Fines. 
b. Social Probation. 
c. Rushing Probation. 
d. Any further action which the IFC may deem necessary. 
ARTICLE ill- CASE PROCEEDINGS 
Section 1. A written complaint must be presented to the President of the IFC 
within ten (10) college days of the alleged violation as cited in the complaint, with the ex-
ception of a complaint regarding pocket pledging. Any violation of pocket pledging may 
be presented to the IFC after the rushee has been pledged. 
a. This complaint must be signed by the President(s) and IFC representative(s) 
of the complainant fraternity(ies). 
b. The President of the IFC shall notify the fraternity or fraternities cited as vio-
lators in the complaint within forty-eight (48) hours of his receipt of the written 
complaint and the forn1al-trial proceedings. 
c. There shall be at least a four (4) day period between the filing of the complaint 
and the formal trial proceedings. 
d. The trial shall not take place any later than the next regular meeting following 
the four-day waiting period. 
Sec. 2. The President shall appoint a three (3) member investigating committee 
from the Council within the forty-eight (48) hour period of the filing of the complaint. 
a. Members of this committee must not be representatives of either the complainant 
fraternity or fraternities or the alleged violating fraternity or fraternities. 
b. The committee shall investigate the fact of the complaint and report their find-
ings to the Council. 
Sec. 3. The Council, by majority vote, shall present or reject charges against the 
alleged fraternity or fraternities which the presiding officer must present in accordance 
with the written complaint filed by the complainant fraternity. 
Sec. 4. The presiding officer of the trial shall be any regular member of the Council 
whose fraternity is not directly involved in the case to be tried. Order: President, Vice-
president, Secretary-treasurer, any member elected by majority vote of the whole Council. 
a. The duties of the presiding officer shall be as follows: 
1. He shall read the formal charge as presented by the Council. 
2. He shall appoint a trial recorder. The trial recorder shall be any regular 
member of the Council whose fraternity is not directly involved in the case 
to be tried. 
3. He shall appoint a sergeant-at-arms. The sergeant-at-arms shall be any reg-
ular member of the Council whose fraternity is not directly involved in the 
case to be tried. 
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4. He shall have the power to order witnesses to be summoned by the sergeant-
at-anns. The witnesses shall consist of names of persons whose information 
is deemed pertinent by the three-member investigating committee and the 
alleged violating fraternity or fraternities. 
5. The witnesses shall be required to await their turn at testimony in a separate 
chamber other than the one in which the trial is being conducted. 
Sec. 5. The Trial: 
I. The presiding officer shall call for testimony: witnesses able to supply informa-
tion substantiating the charges made by the Council. 
2. The presiding officer shall call for testimony: witnesses able to supply informa-
tion substantiating the innocence of the alleged violating fraternity or fratern-
ities. 
3. Following testimony each witness shall be subject to open questioning by all 
Council members. 
4. Witnesses shall present testimony only once except in cases where further testi-
mony is deemed pertinent by the presiding officer. 
5. R elevance of questions asked of witnesses shall be judged by the presiding officer. 
This decision may be overruled by a simple majority of the Council. 
6. Following the conclusion of all pertinent testimony and questioning the chamber 
shall be cleared of all those persons other than regular IFC representatives. The 
Dean of Students shall be an exception to this ruling. 
7. The accused and accuser shall not have a vote in the determination of guilt 
and of setting of penalties. 
8. A two-thirds vote of the voting members present is required to determine guilt, 
and a simple majority vote of all Council members present is required to set 
penalties if proven guilty. 
9. The calling of a recess at any time during the trial procedure (from the reading 
of the formal charge to the rendering of a verdict) shall require a two-thirds vote 
of the Council. 
Sec. 6. Appeal: 
I. Formal appeals must be made to the Trinity College Senate minus Freshman 
representatives. 
2. The Senate must permit a decision on the appeal to the IFC President within 
twelve (12) college days after the appeal has been made. 
3. If the Senate upholds the appeal by a simple majority, the IFC must review the 
case within ten (10) college days thereafter. 
4. The Senate shall submit to the IFC both assenting and dissenting opinions if 
a new trial is ordered. 
5. The procedure for the re-trial shall be the same as outlined in Article Ill, Sec. 4 
and 5 of the IFC By-Laws. 
6. The Council's decision of the appeal shall be final. 
ARTICLE IV- SOCIAL MEMBERS 
Social members, defined as men who pay for their meals, social functions or both at a 
specific fraternity, shall be governed by the IFC rules as pertaining to fraternity men. 
Only Juniors and Seniors may be allowed to become social members. 
ARTICLE V- INTERPRETATION OF IFC REGULATIONS 
Section. I. In allowing for exception to or interpretation of Interfraternity Council 
regulations, the following procedure it to be followed: 
a. Any house requesting interpretation of or exception to IFC regulations shall 
present to the Council a formal and written statement of their case, signed by 
the house president and IFC representative. 
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b. The statement shall be presented to the IFC at least two meetings prior to the 
pertinent date and shall include a well defined statement of the proposed ex· 
ception or interpretation, plus all other pertinent details. 
c. If the statement is not judged as sufficiently specific, this alone shall constitute 
grounds for rejection. 
d. Approval may be given only after presentation and discussion of the formal 
statement within the various houses. 
e. Any deviation from the IFC-approved formal statement of inclusion of any 
action not provided for within the formal statement, shall constitute a violation 
of the Interfraternity Council regulations and subject to the designated penalties. 
ARTICLE VI- RULES FOR PLEDGING 
Whereas, the purpose of pledge training is to acquaint the pledges with each other, 
with the brothers of the fraternity , with the responsibilities of fraternity life, with the 
history and traditions of the fraternity, to acquaint the fraternity with the pledges, to 
allow the pledges to make a constructive contribution to the house as a group, and 
Whereas, the purpose of pledge training is not to do physical injury to or cause 
the physical exhaustion of the pledge, to seriously interfere with the academic pursuits of 
the pledge, to cause moral degradation or embarrassment to the pledge, or to relieve 
frustrations at the expense of the pledge, therefore: 
by: 
Resolved, That each fraternity refrain from interference with the pledge's studies 
a. Not impinging upon study time with the duties of pledge period, 
b. Planning activities so as to avoid conflict with examinations and papers, and 
providing sufficient study time for pledges with hour tests, quizzes, and papers 
so that they themselves will feel adequately prepared, and providing all other 
pledges with at least four to five hours per day of study time, 
c. Forbidding kidnapping. 
Resolved, That no fraternity shall carry on practices tending to cause physical injury 
or excessive physical exhaustion of pledges, specifically: 
a. Excluding of enforced eating of distasteful or harmful foods or objects, 
b. Maintaining physical activities, especially calisthenics, within reasonable limits, 
c. Allowing a reasonable amount of sleep during the pledging period, 
d. Complete prohibition of all striking, pushing, or other painful and injurious 
physical haFassment of pledges. 
Resolved, That no non-voluntary action on the part of the pledge that benefits an 
individual brother rather than the whole fraternity shall be allowed without participa-
tion by all pledges nor with any expense on their part. 
Resolved, that the present IFC judicial machinery shall be employed with respect 
to trial procedure and penalties with the provision that any member of the College 
community may lodge a complaint. 
RULES FOR RUSHING 
Preamble 
We, the undersigned Fraternities of Trinity College, do covenant and agree to adopt, 
obey and enforce the following rules concerning the rushing, pledging, and initiating of 
new members from among the students who enter Trinity College as Freshmen or trans-
fers. 
Rushing is approaching a non-fraternity man with the intention of influencing him 
to join a particular fraternity. 
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ARTICLE I 
No member of the entering class at Trinity College shall become pledged to a fra-
ternity, nor shall any agreement be entered into between such and any fraternity which 
shall be construed as a binding pledge on the part of the student until the student be ac-
cepted as a pledge at the fraternity of his choice at the herein specified time. 
ARTICLE ll 
No student shall be eligible for rushing, pledging or initiation into a fraternity un-
less he has attained an average grade of not less than C- in the entire work of the pre-
vious semester. 
ARTICLE ill 
Section L Rushing in any form by anyone connected in any manner with a fra-
ternity shall be deferred until the prospective associate enters his sophomore year. There 
shall be free association between upperclass fraternity men and Freshmen on the Trinity 
College campus. 
Sec. 2- All off-campus fraternity parties, either public or private, at which Fresh-
men are to be present, shall be made known to the IFC at least two weeks in advance of 
the party date. If such parties are judged to be rushing parties by a majority of the 
Council, they shall be prohibited. 
Sec. 3. Rushing of Sophomores shall be deferred until the day previous to regis-
tration in September at 12 noon. Signing of Sophomores for meals may begin the first 
day of registration at 9:00 a.m. Rush Week shall be five days long. Voting and "Picking 
Up" shall take place on the sixth day. 
Sec. 4. Rushing and pledging of upperclass transfers may commence coincident 
within the dates specified for other upperclassmen, or at any date thereafter. 
ARTICLE IV 
Section L Initiation of pledges who are not transfers may take place at any time 
after their pledging. 
Sec. 2- Initiation of transfer pledges may take place at any time after the beginning 
of their second semester at Trinity College provided they have attained the minimum 
average of C--
ARTICLE V 
Section I. Rushing of upperclassmen shaH commence on the first day of registra-
tion in September at 12 noon. Communication between fraternity men and upperclass-
men from 10:00 p.m. on the last rush night until 5:00p.m. on the day of voting shall be 
prohibited. 
Sec. 2. Eligible rising Sophomores shaH not be permitted to visit fraternities pre-
vious to rush week. 
Sec. 3. At no time during the rushing period shall any fraternity member, includ-
ing alumni members, carry on off-campus rushing. 
Sec. 4. At no time prior to Rush Week shall any Freshman enter any fraternity 
house or the quarters of any social organization aspiring to become a fraternity except 
with the special permission of the IFC. 
ARTICLE VI 
Section L No eligible man shaH accept more than four invitations to meals at any 
one fraternity house during the rushing period, and not more than two of these meals 
shall be each of the following: luncheon and dinner. 
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Sec. 2. During rushing, entertainment at the fraternity houses shall be between 
12 noon and 9:00 p.m. on the first four days and between 12 noon and 10:00 p .m . on the 
fifth day, unless stated otherwise by the IFC. Fraternity men shall not visit with Sopho-
mores in the dormitories except between the hours of 8:30a.m . and 9:00 p.m. on the first 
four days of Rush Week and between 8 :30 a.m. on the fifth day and 10:00 p.m. of the 
fifth and final day. 
Sec. 3. There shall be no pocket pledging, or indication given that a fraternity 
wishes to pledge the rushee before the appointed time. 
Sec. 4. During the rushing period no liquor shall be consumed on the premises of 
any fraternity house. This elimina tes consumption of liquor by fraternity men during 
the rushing hours. 
Sec. 5. Bids binding to the fraternity but not binding to the prospective pledge 
may be given on the last day of rush week beginning at 5:00 p.m. No pressure is to be 
exerted on the prospective pledge for an answer to the bid. 
Sec. 6. Parties held the final night of the rushing period are to be considered 
closed parties in each fraternity. One man designated by each fraternity's IFC represen-
tative will have the authority to enter any fraternity house for a brief period for the pur-
pose of presenting a bid. A list of these representatives will be sent to each house 
president previous to the final evening. 
Sec. 7. Between 9:00a .m. and 12 :00 noon of the morning following the conclusion 
of the rushing period each prospective pledge shall have the opportunit} to deposit in a 
box provided by the Interfraternity Council , and on blank forms provided for that pur-
pose, his choices of fraternities with which he desires to be affiliated. He may indicate 
first , second , and third choices. At I :00 p.m. on that day statements of choice shall be 
examined by a committee consisting of the heads of the active chapters and their IFC 
representa tives with the president of the Interfraternity Council presiding. The results 
shall be reported to each house for action . 
Before 5:00 p.m. on that day the head of each active chapter shall report to the 
committee its acceptance of such men as may please it from the list of men making that 
fraternity their first choice. Of those not accepted, the fraternity receiving the second 
choice may make selection. The same procedure shall be followed in the case of a third 
choice. 
A fraternity, having extended a bid, must pledge the man if he has voted first choice 
for that fra ternity, but it is not bound by the bid if the man votes for that fraternity 
second or third choice, or if he does not vote at all. 
Sec. 8. In the event of infraction of this agreement, whether by an active chapter 
or its alumni or a Freshman or a group of Freshmen, the offending fraternity and the 
offending Freshmen shall be liable for such penalties as the IFC shall determine. 
Sec. 9. Ineligible Sophomores shall not be allowed in the fraternity houses until 
after 5:00 p.m . on the day of voting and pickup. 
ARTICLE VII- PENALTIES 
Section 1. A Freshman guilty of illegally associating with fraternity men will be 
required to come before a special session of the IFC. If found guilty, he will receive any 
or all of the following: 
a. He will not be able to pledge a fraternity until one semester after he has at· 
tained his C- average. 
IT. He will not be permitted on the property of any fraternity until January 1st of 
the first semester and May 1st of the second semester except for college business. 
c. Publication in the Trinit y Tripod . 
Sec. 2. A fraternity guilty of rushing members of the Freshman Class and found 
guilty by the IFC will receive any or all of the following degrees as determined by the 
Council. 
a. To be penalized any fraction of, or the whole of the rushing period. 
b. A monetary fine of at least fifty dollars with no maximum . 
c. To be penalized pa rty privileges and other social privileges. 
d . Publication in the Trinity T ripod. 
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FRESHMAN EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 
CONSTITUTION 
ARTICLE I- NAME 
The co-ordinating body of the Freshman Class shall be called the Freshman Execu-
tive Council (hereafter referred to as the F.E.C.). 
ARTICLE II- PURPOSES 
Section L The F.KC. shall be a liaison between the Freshman Class and the ad-
ministration and the Senate of the College. 
Sec. 2. The F.E.C. shall organize frequent class functions and otherwise encourage 
identification of the individual Freshman with both the College and his Class. 
Sec. 3. The F.E.C. shall voice the suggestions and complaints of the Freshman 
Class to the College. 
Sec. 4. The F.E.C. is not a disciplinary or a rule-making body, except in respect 
to disciplining its own members and making rules for its own governance. It shall have 
no power to enforce rules that govern the Freshman Class or to take any action contrary 
to the rules and interests of the College. 
ARTICLE III - MEMBERS 
Section L F.E.C. members shall be elected during the second week of the school 
year. Each member shall be elected by a vote of those specific members of the Class whom 
he will represent and to whom he will be responsible. 
Sec. 2. If a member of the F.E.C. is absent from more than five meetings a year or 
without the being represented by a proxy chosen by him from the Freshmen he repre-
sents for at least four of those meetings, he will be considered to have resigned from the 
F.E.C. and his seat shall be declared vacant. In the event of extenuating circumstances, 
to be determined by the said officers of the F.E.C., the member in question may continue 
representing his constituents upon receiving a vote of confidence from them. 
Sec. 3. If three or more members of any one constituency feel that their repre-
sentative is less than satisfactory, they may voice this complaint to the executive council 
of the F.E.C., which, in conjunction with the F.E.C. adviser, shall investigate the situa-
tion and, if necessary, present its findings to the F.E.C. for further action. 
Sec. 4. A member may be removed from the F.E.C. by action of two-thirds of all 
the remaining members of the F.E.C. and with the approval of the Dean of Students, 
provided all the members have been given one week 's advance written notice that such 
action is to be considered at a specific regular meeting. 
Sec. 5. If a vacancy occurs in the F.E.C., regardless of the cause, it shall be 
promptly filled by an F.E.C. supervised election. The new member shall be one of and 
be elected by the Freshmen whom the former member represented. 
Sec. 6. The term of all members of the F.E.C. shall terminate on Commencement 
Day of the Freshman year, except those of the F.E.C. officers. 
Sec. 7. The officers' responsibility shall be fulfilled after the fourth or fifth meeting 
of the following year's F.E.C., but they shall remain on call, as advisers, for the rest of 
the school year. 
ARTICLE IV- PROXIES 
Section L If a member of the F.E.C. expects to be absent from a meeting, he 
must appoint from the Freshmen he represents a man to act as his proxy and to exercise 
his right to participate in voting at that meeting. 
Sec. 2. The power of the proxy shall be valid for the meeting specified only. 
ARTICLE V - OFFICERS 
Section L At the fourth or fifth meeting of the F.E.C., a President, a Vice-Presi-
dent and a Secretary-Treasurer, shall be elected in that order by the entire membership 
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of the F.E.C. Each of these officers shall be considered elected upon having received a 
majority of votes. Said officers shall conduct the business of the F.E.C. 
Sec. 2. The President of the F.E.C. shall be the representative of the F.E.C. on 
the Senate, subject to the Senate's rules. 
Sec. 3. The Vice-president shall act as the President during the absence or disa-
bility of the President and shall perform any other duties that may be assigned him 
by the President. 
Sec. 4. The Secretary-Treasurer shall be required to keep accurate records of 
receipts and expenditures of the F.E.C. treasury which is the class treasury. He shall 
make financial reports when required by the President and at the first meeting of each 
month. He shall keep accurate minutes of each meeting and an official record of the 
Constitution and By-Laws. 
Sec. 5. The F.E.C. officers shall be responsible for coordinating and arranging 
the election of the next year's F.E.C. 
ARTICLE VI- MEETINGS 
Section I. Regular meetings of the F.E.C. shall take place once a week at a time 
and place specified by the President, unless objection to said time is thought valid by the 
majority of the F.E.C. 
Sec 2. Special meetings of the F.E.C. may be called by the President, the Dean 
of Students, or on a petition of one-third of the members of the F.E.C. to the Dean of 
Students. Written notice of a special meeting must be given to each member at least 
24 hours in advance of the meeting. 
Sec. 3. Except as this Constitution and By-Laws shall otherwise provide, all meet-
ings shall be conducted under Robert's Rules of Order (revised edition) with the follow-
ing philosophy in mind. Technical rules should be applied only to the extent necessary 
to expedite business, to avoid confusion and to protect the rights of the members. 
Sec. 4. Two-thirds of the F.E.C. members shall constitute a quorum. 
Sec. 5. All meetings are open to the Freshman Class. The chair may recognize 
any member of the Class who desires to speak. 
ARTICLE Vll- COMMITfEES 
Section I. Regular or special committees shall be appointed by the President at 
his discretion or on the direction of the F.E.C., and may be composed wholly of F.E.C. 
members or may include Freshmen who are not F.E.C. members. 
ARTICLE VID-RATIFICATION, AMENDMENTS, AND BY-LAWS 
Section I. This constitution shall become effective for the F.E.C. of the current 
and all succeeding years when ratified by an affirmative vote of three-fourths of all the 
members of the 1965-66 F.E.C. and approved by the Dean of Students. 
Sec. 2. This constitution may be amended by a vote of three-fourths of all F.E.C. 
members taken at a regularly scheduled meeting. A motion to amend must be made at 
a regularly scheduled meeting not less than two weeks prior to the meeting at which the 
vote is to be taken. Written notice, including the text of the proposed amendment and 
the date of the meeting at which the vote is to be taken, must be given to all the mem-
bers not less than 48 hours nor more than one week prior to the meeting at which 
the vote is to be taken. All amendments are subject to the approval of the Dean of 
Students. 
Sec. 3. By-Laws may be ratified or amended if approved by two-thirds vote of 
the entire membership of the F.E.C. 
By-Laws of the Constitution 
ARTICLE I- OFFICERS 
Section I. Until officers are elected, the President of the F.E.C. from the preceding 
year shall conduct the meetings. 
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Directory of 
Organizations and Officers 
ACOLYTES 
Paul H. Jones '68, Chairman 
AIESEC 
Donald L. Livingston '67, President 
Stuart M. Bluestone '68, Vice-President 
Sherman Farnham J r. '67, Vice-president 
PaulS. Lundgren '69, Vice-president 
ALPHA CHI RHO 
James H . Oliver '67, President 
G. Theadore Ruckert, IV '67, 
Vice-president 
John R. Thibodeau '68, Secretary 
Robert A. Bose '67, Treasurer 
ALPHA DELTA PHI 
Edward B. Hutton Jr. '67, President 
Stephen J. Clark '67, Vice-president 
Robert A. Moore '67, Secretary 
Donald R. Brown Jr. '67, Treasurer 
Michael J. Fitzsimons '67, 
Corresponding Secretary 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS 
Robert W. Tuttle '67, President 
Robert A. Craven '67, Vice-president 
Stephen R. Lundeen '69, 
Secretary and Treasurer 
ARCHIVE 
John E. Covington '68, Editor-in-Chief 
RobertS. Price Jr. '68, Assistant Editor 
ATHENEUM 
Peter I. Kaufman '68, President 
William T . Barrante '68, Vice-president 
James E. Clair Jr. '69, Secretary 
Michael A. Peck '69, Treasurer 
BROWNELL CLUB 
Richard A. Schaaf '67, President 
William Block Jr. '67, Vice-president 
Donald L. Musinski '68, 
Secretary- Treasurer 
CERBERUS 
Dan M. Battles 
Michael J. Bcautyman 
Stuart M. Bluestone '68, 
Vice-president 
John H. Burnes 
Michael J. Center 
David E. Chanin 
Michael D. Cleary 
Richard E. Coyle 
Dennis H. Farber '68, President 
Malcolm L. Hayward Jr. 
Peter C. Johnson 
Hugh Kenworthy 
Lloyd J. Kramer 
Anthony E. Kupka 
John B. Linvill Jr. 
Andrew K. Marckwald Jr. 
Joseph E. McKeigue 
William C. Melcher 
Richard C. Meloy 
Keith M. Miles 
Tan J. Platt 
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Stephen S. Rauh 
Lawrence H. Roberts 
MichaelS. Sample 
Sheldon Tilney '68, Secretary 
Brian K. Titus 
Richard Weingarten 
Larry H. Whipple 
William N. Wight 
Daniel E. Wrobleski 
CHAMBER PLAYERS 
Larry H. Whipple '69, President 
CHAPEL CABINET 
CHAPEL CHOIR 
Gilbert G. Campbell '67, 
Student Assistant Organist 
CHAPEL COM liTTEE 
G. Steward Barns 
Fredric . Catoni 
Gilbert G. Campbell '67, Chairman 
Michael H. Floyd 
Thomas F. Getzend• 
Charles H. Hecksch 
Paul H. Jones 
Charles Kurz II 
Donald G. Martin 
Thomas I. Nary 
James H. Purdy 
Robert W. Tuttle 
DELTA KAPPA 
Ray R. Graves '67, 
Thomas P. Auxter 
Colin E. Kaufman 
Michael 0. 
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;d 
Thomas F. Getzendanner 
Charles H. Heckscher 
Paul H. Jones 
Charles Kurz II 
Donald G. Martin 
Thomas I. Nary 
James H. Purdy 
Robert W. Tuttle 
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION 
Lee M. Ferry '68, President 
CLASS OF 1967 
Alexander H. Levi, President 
Richard M. Ratzan, Marshall 
CLASS OF 1968 
Joseph E. McKeigue, President 
CLASS OF 1969 
Michael D. Cleary, President 
CLIO HISTORY CLUB 
Michael A. Weinberg 
COLLEGE BAND 
David J. Keller '67, President 
Kenneth C. Washburne '68, 
Business Manager 
Neil H. Olson '68, Librarian 
L. James Olivetti '69, Property Manager 
Timothy D. Brainerd '68, 
Property Manager 
CORINTHIAN YACHT CLUB 
William A. Dupee III '67, Commodore 
Sherman Farnham Jr. '67, Treasurer 
Joseph N. Russo Jr. '69, Secretary 
William G. Canning '69, 
Freshman Team Captain 
CRUCIFERS 
Charles Kurz II '67, Senior Crucifer 
DELTA KAPPA EPSILON 
Ray R. Graves '67, President 
Thomas P. Auxter '67, Vice-President 
Colin E. Kaufman '68, Secretary 
Michael 0. Billington '67, Treasurer 
DELTA PHI 
William G. Franklin '67, President 
Lynn M. Kirkby '67, Vice-president 
RichardS. W. Shepard '68, 
Corresponding Secretary 
William E. Eckert '67, Treasurer 
Alvah V. Hinckley, Ill 
Recording Secretary 
ECONOMICS CLUB 
PeterS. Heller '67, President 
Robert A. Boas '67, Vice-president 
FILM SOCIETY 
Robert F. Ebinger Jr. '67, President 
Michael J. Karp '69, Coordinator 
Burnett H. Robinson '68, Coordinator 
LE CERCLE FRANCAIS 
GLEE CLUB 
Parker H. Prout '68, Manager 
Francis X. Daly '68, Secretary 
George T. Simon '69, Treasurer 
Paul R . Cassarino '68, Publicity Manager 
GUILD OF CARILLONNEURS 
Gilbert G. Campbell '67, 
Master Carillonneur 
Charles Kurzll '67, 
Associate Carillonneur 
Robert J. Taylor '69, 
Assistant Carillonneur 
HILLEL SOCIETY 
Paul J. Scheinberg '67 , President 
Michael L. Kramer '68, Vice-president 
Zygmund Roth '69, Secretary 
William B. Rosenblatt '69, Treasurer 
HOCKEY ASSOCIATION 
Peter T. Strohmeier '67, President 
Thomas R . Goodyear '67, Treasurer 
INDEPENDENTS 
Representatives in the Senate 
William H. Bradbury Ill '67 
Peter S. Heller '67 
Michael A. Weinberg '67 
INTERFRA TER ITY COUNCIL 
W. Gregory Coward Jr. '68, 
St. Anthony Hall 
Robert K. Fowler '67, Theta Xi 
John P. Gens Jr. '67, Psi Upsilon 
Michael P. Hickey '67, Sigma Nu 
David G. Lauretti '68, Delta Phi 
Philip W. Pennington '68, 
Delta Kappa Epsilon 
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Richard W. R atzan '67, Alpha Chi Rho 
Sanford M. Rosenberg '68, 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
Charles J. Sanders '67, Phi Kappa Psi, 
President 
Greig R . Siedor '67, Phi Mu Delta, 
Secretary- Treasurer 
Calhoun W. Wick '67, Alpha Delta Phi, 
Vice President 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
ORGANIZATIO 
Ebrima K. Jobarteh '69, President 
Kjell Hole '69, Vice-president 
Thomas L. Safran '67, Secretary 
Nicolas A. Cotakis '67, Treasurer 
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN 
FELLOWSHIP 
ISSUES 
ITALIA CLUB 
Michael R. Campo, Faculty Adviser 
THE IVY 
Charles Kurz II '67, Editor-in-Chief 
JAMES LIPPINCOTT GOODWIN 
FELLOWS 
JESTERS 
John F. Alves Jr. '67, President 
Joseph B. Riker '68, Vice-president 
Robert F. Ebinger Jr. '67, 
Business Secretary 
William S. Bartman '68, 
Publicity Manager 
JUNIOR ADVISERS 
Stuart M. Bluestone 
David E. Chanin 
Joseph P. Cohen 
W. Gregory Coward Jr. 
Richard E. Coyle 
William C. Danks 
Stuart E. Edelman 
Samuel H. Elkin 
Dennis H. Farber 
George M. Feldman 
Michael H. Floyd 
George L. Fosque III 
Frank F. Fowle Jr. 
DanielL. Goldberg 
Bruce H. Greene 
Allan Griesinger 
Malcolm L. Hayward Jr. 
Terry L. Jones 
Robert L King 
Stanley J. Kosloski 
Anthony E. Kupka 
Michael E. Lestz 
Stuart J. McCampbell 
Joseph E. McKeigue 
Richard G. Meloy 
Keith M. Miles 
Charles W. Miller III 
Douglas M. Morrill Jr. 
Thomas I. Nary 
Joseph M. Perta 
Stephen Peters 
Parker H. Prout 
Gerald C. Pryor 
Joseph B. Riker 
Lawrence H. Roberts 
William P. Shortell III 
David C. Soule 
William P. Spigener 
John C. Stiers 
Paul K. Sutherland 
James L. Swanson 
Sheldon Tilney 
George P. Wanty III 
Richard Weingarten 
Michael A. Williams 
LAY READERS 
Robert W. Tuttle '67, Chairman 
MATHER HALL BOARD OF 
GOVERNORS 
Andrew N. Baer 
Donald A. Barlow '68, Chairman 
Robert D. Jenkins 
D. Scott Johnson 
Charles Kurz II 
John F. Levy 
Michael P. Seitchik 
MEDUSA 
John D. Craft 
Stephen V. Eliot 
Edward B. Hutton Jr. 
Lynn M. Kirkby 
Alexander H. Levi 
John R. O'Neal 
Norton E. Salomon 
NATHAN HALE CONSERVATIVE 
SOCIETY 
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William T. Barrante '68, President 
James H. Oliver '67, Vice-president 
Roy C. Zartarian '69, 
Corresponding Secretary 
PhilipP. Butkus '69, Treasurer 
Donald M. Bishop '67, 
Recording Secretary 
NEW COLLEGIATE JAZZ BAND 
Stephen H. Horenstein '69, Manager 
Robert J. Taylor '69, Treasurer 
Jay D. Campbell '69, Librarian 
NEWMAN APOSTOLATE 
David M. Adams '68, Co-president 
William J. Pastore '67, Co-president 
John D. Fox '68, Secretary-Treasurer 
PHI KAPPA PSI 
Alexander H. Levi '67, President 
James H. Purdy '67, Vice-president 
Charles W. Miller III '68, Secretary 
John J. Sjoholm ' 
Andrew G. Wats 
RecordingS 
PHI MU DELTA 
Alan S. Wei 
Richard F. 
Michael L. 
Alfred Raws III 
PI KAPPA 
John E. DonGbrclsi 
Charles 
Alan F. 
Paul R. Kroekel 
REVIEW 
R. Douglas 
James L. 0 
rts 
l Ill 
~r 
II 
en 
ns 
'67, Chairman 
~OARD OF 
'68, Chairman 
k 
1 Jr. 
CONSERVATIVE 
nte '68, President 
>7, Vice-President 
'69, 
1g Secretary 
'69, Treasurer 
) '67, 
·cretary 
rE JAZZ BAND 
1stein '69, Manager 
'69, Treasurer 
'69, Librarian 
~OLATE 
'68, Co-president 
·e '67, Co-president 
lecretary-Treasurer 
~i '67, President 
67, Vice-president 
r III '68, Secretary 
John J . Sjoholm '67, Treasurer 
Andrew G. Watson '68, 
Recording Secretary 
PHILOSOPHY CLUB 
Thomas P. Auxter '67, Co-chairman 
Harry C. Wood II '67, Co-chairman 
PHI MU DELTA 
Alan S. Weinstein '67, President 
Richard F. Kemper '67, Vice-President 
Michael L. Kramer '68, Secretary 
Alfred Raws III '67, Treasurer 
PI KAPPA ALPHA 
John E. Dombroski '67, President 
Charles Kurz II '67, Vice-President 
Alan F. Barthelman '67, Secretary 
Paul R. Kroekel '67, Treasurer 
PIPES 
G. Stewart Barns '67 , Pitch-Pipe 
John N. Staples III '68, Business Manager 
PIPES A D DRUMS 
Philip J. Mayer '67, Pipe Major 
Donald M. Bishop '67, Secretary 
RichardS. W. Shepard '68, Treasurer 
POLITICAL FORUM 
Michael]. Masterson '68, President 
Robert G. Pine '68, Vice-president 
P. Keely Costello '68, Secretary 
Barry]. Dickstein '68, Treasurer 
PSI UPSILON 
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB 
Stephen V. Eliot '67, Co-chairman 
Mark H. Shapiro '67, Co-chairman 
Nicholas C. Edwards III '67, 
Corresponding Secretary 
REVIEW 
R. Douglas Cushman '67, Editor-in-Chief 
James L. O 'Connor '67, Managing Editor 
REVITALIZATION CORPS 
John D. Miller '69, President 
Peter H. Ehrenberg '69, 
Tutoring Director 
Mark M. Kindley '69, 
Prisoner Rehabilitation Director 
D. Scott Johnson '69, Tutoring Director 
M. Jerome Makransky '69, 
Publicity Manager 
Robert A. Washington '69, 
R ecruiting Manager 
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RIFLE TEAM 
Thomas R . Pastore '67, President 
Richard A. Schaaf '67, Vice-president 
Donald M. Bishop '67, 
Secretary and Treasurer 
SENATE 
Donald A. Barlow 
Michael]. Bcautyman 
Stuart M. Bluestone 
William H. Bradbury III 
Fredric . Catoni '67, Vice -president 
David E. Chanin 
Michael D. Cleary 
Samuel H. Elkin 
William T. Fox III 
David]. Gerber '67, President 
Daniel L. Goldberg 
David W. Haight 
Peter S. Heller 
Joseph S. Hessen thaler 
John H. Honiss 
Penn Hughes 
Terry L. Jones 
Robert E. Kehoe Jr. 
Lynn M. Kirkby 
Stanley J . Koslo ki 
Lloyd]. Kramer '69, 
Recording Secretary 
Keith M. Miles '68, 
Executive-at-Large 
Douglas M. Morrill Jr. 
Thomas R. Pastore 
William]. Pastore 
TanJ. Platt 
Richard M. Ratzan 
Lawrence H. Roberts 
Charles]. Sanders 
Barry G. Sheckly 
Greig R. Siedor '67, 
Corresponding Secretary 
Sheldon Tilney 
Michael A. Weinberg 
Richard Weingarten 
Daniel E. Wrobleski 
SIGMA NU 
William P. Getty '67 , President 
Walter R. Seibert Jr. '67, Vice-President 
John F. Greaney '67, Secretary 
PeterS. Wild '67, Treasurer 
SPANISH CLUB 
Alexander W. White '67, President 
Donald A. Barlow '68, Vice-president 
SPORTS 
Lawrence H . Roberts '68, President 
Keith M. Miles '68, Vice-President 
Joseph E. McKeigue '68, 
Secretary -Treasurer 
ST. ANTHONY HALL 
STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCR ATIC 
SOCIETY 
James L. Kaplan '68, President 
Gerald C. Pryor '68, Vice-president 
Robert A. R ethy '69, Secretary 
THETA XI 
John R . O 'Neal '67, President 
RichardS. Stultz '67, Vice-President 
Peter L. Milford '67, Secretary 
David D. W ard '67, Treasurer 
TRINIDADS 
Stephen R . Lundeen '69, Pitch-Pipe 
Leonard I. Goldstein '67, Chairman 
Franklin H. Moore '68, Business Manager 
TRIPOD 
David Downes '67, Editor-in-Chief 
USHERS 
Charles H . Heckscher Jr. '67, President 
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WRTC-FM 
Paul M. Stein '67, Station Manager 
William H. Mouradian '68, 
T echnical Director 
Andrew G. Watson '68, 
Business Manager 
Allen J. Rovner '67, Program Director 
William D. Elliot '69, 
Executive Producer 
YOUNG DEMOCRATS 
Alan S. Winter '68, President 
Kenneth R . Button '68, Vice-president 
Christopher M. Smith '69, 
Secretary -Treasurer 
YOUNG REPUBLICANS 
Robert K. Fowler '67, President 
William S. Bartman Jr. '68, 
Vice-President 
Robert G. Pine '68, 
Corresponding Secretary 
Jonathan D. Cook '69, 
R ecording Secretary 
William T. Barrante '68, Treasurer 
Sat. 
Sat. 
Sat. 
Sat. 
Sat. 
Sat. 
Sat. 
Sat. 
Sat. 
Sat. 
Wed. 
Sat. 
Sat. 
Fri. 
Sat. 
Tues. 
Fri. 
T ues. 
Sat. 
T ues. 
Sat. 
T h ur . Do 
Sat. Do 
Sat. Do 
Tues. Do 
Thur. Do 
Thur. J 
Sat. J 
Sat. Fe 
Wed. Fe 
Sat. Fe 
T ues. Fe 
Fri. Fe 
Sat. Fe 
Thur. Fe 
Sat. Fe 
Tues. Fe 
Thur. M 
Sat. M 
Station Manager 1966-1967 ATHLETIC SCHEDULE 
adian '68, 
·ector Varsity Football Freshman Football 
1 '68, 
ager Sat. Sept. 24 Williams ...... 2:00 H Fri. Oct. 7 Union . ........ 2:30 A 
7, Program Director Sat. Oct. 1 Bates . . . . . . . . . . 2:00 H Thur. Oct. 13 Springfield ..... 3:00 H 
'69, Sat. Oct. 8 Tufts . . . . . . . . . 2:00 A Thur. Oct. 20 Coast Guard .... 4:00 A 
tducer Sat. Oct. 15 Colby .......... 1:30 A Fri. Oct. 28 Wesleyan ...... 2:30 H 
Sat. Oct. 22 St. Lawrence ... 2:00 H Fri. Nov. 4 Amherst . ...... 3:00 A 
ATS Sat. Oct. 29 Coast Guard .... 2:00 H 
, President Sat. Nov. 5 Amherst ....... 1:30 H 
n '68, Vice-president Sat. Nov. 12 Wesleyan .... .. 1:30 A 
lith '69, 
asurer Varsity Soccer Freshman Soccer 
CANS Sat. Oct. 1 M.I.T. ......... 1:00 H Tues. Oct. 18 Williams .. . . ... 4:00 H 
'67, President Sat. Oct. 8 Tufts .......... 2:00 H Fri. Oct. 21 Springfield .... . 3:00 A 
m Jr. '68, Wed. Oct. 12 u. Mass ..... .. 2:00 A Wed. Oct. 26 U. Mass .... . ... 3:00 H 
t Sat. Oct. 15 U. Hartford .. .. 2:00 H Sat. Oct. 29 Wesleyan ... . .. 1:00 H 
I, Sat. Oct. 22 Williams .. .. . .. 1:00 A Sat. Nov. 5 Amherst ... .. .. 2:00 A 
g Secretary Fri. Oct. 28 Union . . . . . . . . . A 
'69, Sat. Nov. 5 Amherst .... ... 12:30 H 
:retary Tues. Nov. 8 Coast Guard ... 3:00 A 
lte '68, Treasurer Fri. Nov. 11 Wesleyan . .... . 2:30 H 
Varsity Cross Country Freshman Cross Country 
Tues. Oct. 11 Coast Guard . .. 4:00 A Tues. Oct. 11 Coast Guard .... 4:00 A 
Sat. Oct. 15 Mass. Maritime . 3:30 H Tues. Oct. 18 Wesleyan .... .. 3:30 A 
Tues. Oct. 18 Wesleyan ...... 4:00 A Sat. Nov. 5 W.P.I. & 
Sat. Nov. 5 W .P.I.& Amherst ..... 1:00 A 
Amherst ..... I :30 A 
Varsity Basketball Freshman Basketball 
Thur. Dec. 1 M.I.T. . . . . . . . . . 8:15 H Thur. Dec. 1 M.I.T. . .. ..... . 6:30 H 
Sat. Dec. 3 Middlebury . ... A Sat. Dec. 10 Clark .......... 6:30 A 
Sat. Dec. 10 Clark .. . .... .. . 8:15 A Tues. Dec. 13 R.P.l. .......... 6:30 A 
Tues. Dec. 13 R.P.I. ........ . 8:15 A Thur. Dec. 15 Coast Guard .. . . 6:30 H 
Thur. Dec. 15 Coast Guard .... 8:15 H Thur. Jan. 5 Yale . . . . . . . . . . . 6:30 H 
Thur. Jan. 5 Tufts .......... 8:15 H Sat. Jan. 7 R .P.I . ......... 6:30 A 
Sat. Jan. 7 W.P.I. ......... 8:30 A Sat. Feb. 4 Williams ....... 6:30 H 
Sat. Feb. 4 Williams .. ..... 8:15 H Wed. Feb. 8 Amherst . . . . . . . 6:30 H 
Wed. Feb. 8 Amherst .. .. . .. H Sat. Feb. 11 Hotchkiss . ..... 6:30 H 
Sat. Feb. 11 Kings Point .. .. H Tues. Feb. 14 Wesleyan ...... 6: 30 A 
Tues. Feb. 14 Wesleyan ...... 8:15 A Thur. Feb. 23 Coast Guard .... 6:30 A 
Fri. Feb. 17 Colby .......... 7:00 A Tues. Feb. 28 U. Hartford ... . 6:30 A 
Sat. Feb. 18 Bowdoin . . ..... 4:00 A Thur. Mar. 2 Union ...... . .. 6:15 A 
Thur. Feb. 23 Coast Guard .... 8:15 A Sat. Mar. 4 Wesleyan ...... 6:30 H 
Sat. Feb. 25 Brandeis .. .... . H 
Tues. Feb. 28 U. Hartford .... 8:00 A 
Thur. Mar. 2 Union ......... 8:00 A 
Sat. Mar. 4 Wesleyan .... .. 8:15 A 
Varsity Squash Freshman Squash Var 
Fri. Dec. 2 Navy . . . . . . . . . . 4:00 H Wed. Dec. 14 Yale .. . ..... ... 3:30 H Tues. Mar. 21 
Fri. Dec. 9 Toronto . ...... 8:00 H Wed. Jan. ll Wesleyan . .. . .. 3:00 A Sat. Apr. 15 
Wed. Dec. 14 Yale ...... ... .. 3:30 H Sat. Feb. 4 Williston .. . .. . 2:30 H Wed. Apr . 19 
Sat. Jan. 7 Williams ....... 2:00 A Wed. Feb. 8 Amherst .. . .. . . 4:00 H Sat. Apr. 22 
Wed. Jan_. ll Wesleyan . . .... 3:00 A Sat. Feb. 11 M.I.T. . .. . ... .. 2:00 A Tues. Apr. 25 
Wed. Feb. 8 Amherst ....... 4:00 H Tues. Feb. 14 Wesleyan . ..... 3:30 H Sat. May 6 
Sat. Feb. ll M.I.T. . . . . . . . . . 2:00 A Fri. Feb. 17 M.I.T. . ..... .. . 2:00 H Wed. May 17 
Tues. Feb. 14 Wesleyan .. . . . . 3:30 H Sat . Feb. 18 Army . ..... ... . 4:00 A 
Fri. Feb. 17 M.I.T. ......... H Wed. Feb. 22 Williston . .. ... 4:00 A 
Sat. Feb. 18 Army .. . ....... 4:00 A v 
Wed. Feb. 22 Amherst ..... . . 3:00 A Sat. Apr. 15 
Wed. Apr. 19 
Varsity Swimming Freshman Swimming 
Sat. Apr. 22 
Tues. Apr. 25 
Tues. Dec. 6 R.P.I. 8:00 H Wed . Dec. 14 R .P.I. .. . ... .... 4:30 A 
Wed. Apr. 26 
.. . . .. . . . Sat. Apr. 29 
Sat. Dec. 10 Coast Guard ... 2:00 A Wed. Jan. ll Williston .. .... 3:00 A Mon . May 1 
Wed. Dec. 14 R .P.I. . . .. .. . . . 3:30 A Sat. Feb. 11 Mt. Hermon .... 2:30 A Sat . May 6 
Thur. Jan. 5 Tufts .......... 4:00 H Wed. Feb. 15 Hotchkiss ... ... 4:00 H Tues. May 9 
Sat. Jan. 7 Bowdoin . ... ... 2:00 A Wed. Feb. 22 Union . . . . . . . . . 4:00 H 
Tues. Feb. 7 Springfield ... . . 4:00 H Thurs. Mar. 2 Wesleyan ·· ···· 4:00 A 
Sat. Feb. II M.I.T. ......... 2:00 A Va 
Wed. Feb. 15 Amherst ....... 4:00 A 
Fri. Mar. 3 Wesleyan 4:00 A Sat. Apr. 15 Wed. Apr. 22 
Sat. Apr. 29 
Hockey Fencing 
Wed. May 3 
Tues. May 9 
Sat. Dec. 10 Rutgers ...... . . 5:30 H Sat. Dec. 3 Army . ......... A Sat. May 13 
Fri Feb. 17 New Haven Col. 7:00 A Wed. Dec. 7 Holy Cross . . ... 3:30 A Tues. May 16 
Fri Feb. 24 M.I.T. . . . . . . . . . 5:30 H Sat. Jan. 7 M.I.T. . ..... . . . 2:00 A 
Wed. Mar. 1 Amherst . . ..... 4:00 A Sat. Jan . 14 Harvard . ...... 2:00 H v 
Sat. Mar. 4 Babson .. . . . . .. 5:30 H Fri. Feb . 3 orwich . ...... 7:00 H 
Sat. Feb. ll Brandeis .. ..... 2:00 H Wed. Apr. 19 
Thur. Feb. 16 Holy Cross . . .. . 3:30 H 
Sat. Feb. 18 Fairfield ..... . . 2:30 A Thur. Apr. 20 
Sat. Feb. 25 Brooklyn ...... 2:00 H Wed. Apr. 26 
Fri. Apr. 28 
Varsity Baseball Freshman Baseball Tues. May 2 
Thur. Apri 13 Springfield 3:15 A Sat. Apr. 15 Wesleyan . ..... 2:30 A Fri. May 5 
Sat. Apr. 15 Tufts .. ... ..... H Wed. Apr. 19 Yale . ....... .. . 3:15 H Tues. May 16 
Wed. Apr. 19 Amherst . . .. .. . 3:00 A Sat. Apr. 22 Springfield . ... . 2:00 H 
Sat. Apr. 22 Coast Guard . . .. 2:00 A Thur. Apr. 27 Amherst ....... 3:00 A 
Fri. Apr. 28 Bowdoin . .. .. .. A Sat. May 13 Wesleyan .. .... 2:30 H v 
Sat. Apr. 29 Colby .......... A 
Wed. May 3 Wesleyan . ..... 3:00 A (to 
Tues. May 9 Williams .. . .... 3:15 H 
Fri. May 12 R .P.I. .... . ....... 3:30 A 
Sat. May 13 M.I.T. . . . . . . . . . 2:00 H 
Tues. May 16 A.I.C. ... . ..... A The Depart 
Thur. May 18 Coast Guard .... 3:15 H members of the F 
Fri. June 2 Wesleyan 2:00 A letic achievement. 
Sat. June 3 Wesleyan .... .. H numeral awards i 
1 Squash 
e ....... . . . . 
sleyan ..... . 
!Iiston ..... . 
herst . . .. . . . 
l.T ...... ... . 
·sleyan ..... . 
[.T. · ······ · · 
ny . . ... . ... . 
lliston ..... . 
Swimming 
~ . I. ......... . 
.lliston .. . . . . 
.. Hermon ... . 
>tchkiss ... . . . 
tion ... ..... . 
~sleyan ..... . 
cing 
my ·· ·· ······ 
oly Cross .... . 
.l.T ......... . 
uvard ...... . 
Jrwich . ..... . 
·andeis ... . .. . 
oly Cross .... . 
tirfield .. .... . 
:ooklyn . .... . 
n Baseball 
'esleyan .. . . . . 
1le .......... . 
>ringfield .. . . . 
mherst . ..... . 
'esleyan ..... . 
3:30 H 
3:00 A 
2:30 H 
4:00 H 
2:00 A 
3:30 H 
2:00 H 
4:00 A 
4:00 A 
4:30 A 
3:00 A 
2:30 A 
4:00 H 
4:00 H 
4:00 A 
A 
3:30 A 
2:00 A 
2:00 H 
7:00 H 
2:00 H 
3:30 H 
2:30 A 
2:00 H 
2:30 A 
3:15 H 
2:00 H 
3:00 A 
2:30 H 
Tues. 
Sat. 
Wed. 
Sat. 
Tues. 
Sat. 
Wed. 
Sat. 
Wed. 
Sat. 
Tues. 
Wed. 
Sat. 
Mon. 
Sat. 
Tues. 
Sat. 
Wed. 
Sat. 
Wed. 
Tues. 
Sat. 
Tues. 
Wed. 
Thur. 
Wed. 
Fri. 
Tues. 
Fri. 
Tues. 
Varsity Track 
Mar. 
Apr. 
Apr. 
Apr. 
Apr. 
May 
May 
21 Wesleyan 
15 R.P.l. ........ . 
19 Union . .. .. ... . 
22 Middlebury ... . 
25 Amherst ...... . 
6 Coast Guard .. . 
17 R.P.l. ........ . 
Varsity Tennis 
Apr. 15 
Apr. 19 
Apr. 22 
Apr. 25 
Apr. 26 
Apr. 29 
May 1 
May 6 
May 9 
Holy Cross 
Amherst .. .. .. . 
Springfield .... . 
Rhode Island .. 
R.P.l. . ....... . 
Army ....... . . 
Union ........ . 
M.l.T ......... . 
Wesleyan . . ... . 
Varsity Lacrosse 
Apr. 15 
Apr. 22 
Apr. 29 
May 3 
May 9 
May 13 
May 16 
Amherst ..... . . 
R .P.l. . . ..... . . 
Tufts ........ . 
Union ........ . 
Holy Cross ... . 
M.l.T .... . .... . 
Wesleyan 
Varsity Golf 
Apr. 19 Williams & 
M.l.T .. ..... . 
Apr. 20 R.P.l. . . ...... . 
Apr. 26 U. Hartford & 
Rhode Island 
Apr. 28 Wesleyan & 
May 2 
May 5 
May 16 
Middlebury . . 
Amherst .... .. . 
Providence ... . 
Springfield & 
A.l.C ....... . 
Varsity Crew 
(to be arranged) 
3:00 H 
2:00 H 
3:00 A 
H 
3:00 A 
2:30 H 
4:00 A 
2:00 A 
3:00 A 
2:00 A 
3:00 H 
3:15 H 
2:00 H 
2:00 A 
2:00 A 
3:30 H 
2:00 H 
2:00 A 
2:00 H 
A 
A 
2:00 H 
3:00 A 
2:00 H 
2:00 A 
2:00 H 
2:00 H 
2:00 H 
1:30 A 
1:00 A 
Sat. 
Wed. 
Wed. 
Tues. 
Wed. 
Fri. 
Sat. 
Wed. 
Sat. 
Wed. 
Fri. 
Athletic Prizes 
Freshman Track 
Apr. 15 
Apr. 19 
May 3 
May 16 
R.P.l. ....... . . 
Union ...... .. . 
Amherst ...... . 
R .P.l. ........ . 
Freshman Tennis 
Apr. 19 
Apr. 28 
May 6 
Amherst ...... . 
Kingswood .... . 
M.l.T ... .. .... . 
Freshman Lacrosse 
May 3 
May 13 
May 17 
Amherst ...... . 
Wesleyan ..... . 
Kingswood .... . 
Freshman Golf 
2:00 H 
3:30 A 
3:15 H 
3:30 H 
3:00 A 
3:15 H 
2:00 A 
3:00 A 
2:00 A 
3:30 H 
May 5 Kingswood . . . . . 2:00 A 
Freshman Crew 
(to be arranged) 
The Department of Physical Educa tion presents annually athletic prizes and trophies to 
members of the Freshman and varsity sports for excellence in sportsmanship, leadership and ath-
letic achievement. A complete list of the athletic prizes other than the regular letter and Freshm an 
numeral awards is published in the College Catalogue. 
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CAMPUS TELEPHONE NUMBERS 
(These numbers are subject to change. Please consult College Telephone Directory 
for 1:!Li6- 67. To reach college ex tensions, call the switchboard at 527-3 153.) 
Alpha Chi Rho ............... 527-5948 
Alpha Delta Phi . . . .. .... .... . 246-9468 
Austin Arts Center . .. . .... . ... 527-8062 
Boat House . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 568-9933 
Brownell Club ..... .. . . . ... . . . 246 9006 
Cook Dormitory A ....... . .... 527-5682 
Cook Dormitory B & C .. . ... .. 246-9417 
Cook Lounge ................. 527-5682 
Delta Kappa Epsilon . . ... . ... . 527-5677 
Delta Phi .. ....... . .... . . . ... 527-5691 
Elton Dormitory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 246-9000 
First Floor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 246-9356 
Goodwin Dormitory ........... 246-9107 
Haight Dining Hall (Kitchen) .. 249-4788 
Ivy Yearbook . . . ... ...... . . . . . 246-1878 
Jarvis Dormitory ...... . . . ..... 246-9100 
Jones Hall . ................... 246-9808 
Second Floor 00 • • • •••••• 0 • • • • 246-9252 
Main Office 0 0 0 0 . 0. 0 0 0. 0. 0. 0 0 0. 527-3153 
Medical Office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 527-1065 
McCook ....... . . . . . .. . ... 0 •• 0 246-9125 
North Campus Dormitory .. 0 ••• 527-9631 
North Campus 2nd Floor .. . 0 • • 525-9675 
Northam ................. 0 • • • 246-9930 
Ogilby . . ....... . .... .. ........ 249-4788 
Phi Kappa Psi . 0 • 0 • • 0 0 0 •• 0 0 0 0 0 246-9959 
Pi Kappa Alpha ......... 0 0 0 0 0 527-5385 
Psi Upsilon 0 0. 0 0 0 0. 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 • •• • 527-9835 
Seabury Hall . 0 • • • • • • •••• • 0 0 0. 0 246-9113 
South Campus A 0 • • 0 0 • • •••••• 0 246-9092 
South Campus B 0 •• • •••• 0. 0 0 0 0 246-9702 
Somh Campus C ..... 0 0 ••••••• 246-9675 
Sigma u .... . 0 • • • 0 0 • • • • 0 •••• 246-9425 
St. Anthony Hall .. .. 0 0 •••• • • 0 • 527-5327 
Theta Xi 0 • • 0 • 0 • 0 ••• 0 • 0 • • 0 0 • • • 246-9089 
Trinity Tripod . . 0 •• 0 0 0. 0 0 0 •••• 246-1829 
Williams Memorial 0 •• 0 0 • 0 0 •••• 246-9838 
Woodward Dormitory 0 0 0 0 •• •• 0 246-9107 
WRTC 0. 0 0 0 • • • • ••••••••••• 0 0 0 527-0447 
COLLEGE TELEPHONE NUMBERS 
Amherst, Amherst, Mass ... (413) 253-2561 
Barnard, New York, N.Y. 
(212) UNiversity 5-4000 
Bates, Lewiston, Me . . ..... (207) 782°0921 
Bennett, Millbrook, N.Y ... (914) 677 -3441 
Bennington, Bennington, Vt. 
(802) 442-5401 
Bradford Junior, Haverhill, Mass. 
(617) 372-7161 
Briarcliff, Briarcliff Manor, .Y. 
(914) WI 1-6400 
Bryant, Providence, R.I. 
(401) GAspay 1-6840 
Bryn Mawr, Bryn Mawr, Pa. 
(215) LAwrence 5-1000 
Clark, Worcester, Mass . ... (617) 791 -624 1 
Coast Guard Academy 
New London, Conn ..... .. (I) 443-2882 
Colby Junior, New London , N.H. 
(603) 526-2020 
Columbia, New York, N.Y. 
(212) UNiversity 5-4000 
Connecticut College, New London, Conn. 
(I) Gibson 2-5391 
Cornell, Ithaca, N.Y ..... (607) AR 3°4321 
Dartmouth, Hanover, N.H. 
(203) 646-1110 
Harvard, Cambridge, Mass. 
(617) UNion 8-7600 
94 
Hobart, Geneva, N.Y. 0 •• 0. (315) 789-5500 
Mount Holyoke, South Hadley, Mass. 
(413) 536-4000 
Pembroke, Providence, R.I. 
I (40 J) 86) -2900 
Pine Manor Junior, Wellesley, Mass. 
(617) 734-9400 
Princeton, Princeton, N.J .. (609) 452-3000 
Radcliffe, Cambridge, Mass. 
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(1) Diamond 7-4421 
West Point, West Point, N.Y. 
(914) 6-2711 
WhPaton , Norton, Mass ... (617) 285-7722 
Williams, Williamstown, Mass. 
(413) 458-7131 
Yale, New Haven , Conn. . . . (I) 787-3131 
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EMERGENCY INSTRUCTIONS 
Doctor ........................ .. . .. ... .. . . ... 232-2020 
Ambulance ...... . ................. . .......... 247-6792 
Fire ................. . .. . .... . .... ... . .. .. ... 522-1234 
Police .... . . . .. (Ask for complaint writer) . ... . .. .. 527-0112 
College Guards .. . .. . .. . .... . .............. Day Ext. 277 
Night (527-3153) Ext. 213 
ILLNESS 
The Medical Office is open from 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon and I :00 to 
4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday and 9:00 to 10:00 a.m. on Saturday. At 
other times a medical aide is in attendance at the office and will call the college 
physician if necessary. If you are unable to report to the office, call college 
extension 231 during the day or dial 527-1065 at night. 



